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Nathan Dowler, M.S. 
University of Nebraska, 2021 
Advisor: Cody S. Stolle 
The Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) installed 7.95 miles of cable 
median barrier (CMB) along K-10, K-96, and US-75 freeways in 2011 and 2012. In 
January 2020, KDOT funded a study to determine the in-service performance of its CMBs. 
In addition, KDOT sought to determine if it was cost-effective to modify guidelines for 
installing median barriers, which were based on annual daily traffic and median width. 
Researchers reviewed every crash within approximately ¼ mile of a CMB 
installation and extracted crashes which involved a CMB impact. Researchers analyzed the 
critical details of each CMB crash, with particular emphasis on penetrations, in which a 
vehicle passed from the impact side to the opposite side of the barrier. In two penetration 
crashes, the vehicle completely traversed the median and encroached into the opposing 
lanes (CME), and one impacted an oncoming vehicle (CMC). Although the dataset was 
small, penetration and rollover rates were lower than other state DOT averages. Overall, 
the performance of the KDOT CMB was deemed acceptable and comparable to other 
states. 
Researchers investigated the cost-effectiveness of installing CMBs based on the 
frequency of critical crash events. A detailed examination of 16,721 crashes on non-
continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018 was 
 
undertaken, which focused on median departures, crashes which reached the median 
centerline, CMEs, and CMCs. Benefit-to-cost ratios were calculated for various median 
widths, roadways, and traffic volume conditions. Previous median barrier warrant 
guidelines were determined to still be cost-effective and changes to KDOT policy were not 
recommended. 
A review of all off-road crashes which did not enter the median was conducted to 
examine any trends or characteristics between contributing factors or fixed objects struck. 
The relationship between crash cause and traffic volume was explored, identifying the 
traffic volume range at which each contributing factor was most prevalent. A 
disproportionate number of severe crashes following contact with bridge piers was 
observed, and recommendations were made for further analysis.
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In 2009, the Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) performed a review of 
median barrier guidelines for the Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) [1, 2]. 
This study included a literature review of American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) warrants for the installation of median barriers, a 
review of policy and highway construction practice and state right-of-way, as well as a 
summary of the median barrier warrants and guidelines used by other state DOTs. To 
determine the cost-effectiveness of median barrier shielding guidelines for Kansas, all 
crashes on Kansas freeways were reviewed and cross-median events (CMEs) were 
identified. The cost-effectiveness of installing barriers in medians was evaluated based on 
median width and annualized average daily traffic (AADT). The study resulted in updated 
guidelines for the installation of median barriers in medians up to 70 ft wide and supported 
revisions to median barrier installation guidelines described in the AASHTO Roadside 
Design Guide (RDG) [3]. 
Many state DOTs have determined that cable median barriers (CMBs) successfully 
prevented cross-median crashes (CMCs), with CMC reduction factors often exceeding 80 
percent in before-and-after studies. Nonetheless, some vehicles still penetrate under, 
through, or over the top of CMBs, with no cables remaining in capture position, and some 
of these penetrations result in CMCs. A 2013 MwRSF study determined that CMBs can 
contribute to additional severe crash outcomes such as vehicle rollovers, occupant 
interaction with median barrier elements, and rapid decelerations or snagging on barriers 
[4]. Moreover, installing CMBs has been shown to increase the overall number of median 
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crashes, many of which would not have occurred or been reported if a median barrier was 
not present. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In 2011 and 2012, KDOT installed 7.95 miles of cable median barrier along three 
of its four-lane, high-traffic volume urban freeways. CMBs significantly decrease the 
probability of a cross-median crash, but their presence causes some previously unreported 
median departures to become a reported crash. Therefore, it is essential to determine the 
cost-effectiveness of these barrier systems and warrants for installing systems to maximize 
the safety benefit and value of investments in safer infrastructure. 
1.3 Objective 
Following the installation of KDOT’s CMBs in 2011 and 2012, an in-service 
review of their performance was necessary to ensure the cable median barriers were 
achieving acceptable performance standards [5]. If the data showed that CMBs performed 
acceptably, further analysis would examine the potential benefit from further CMB 
installation. This involved a review of every crash on non-continuously shielded, divided-
median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018 to determine which modifications, if any, 
should be made to the original guidelines for CMB installation presented in 2009. 
Supplementary analysis was performed on roadside departures. 
1.4 Scope 
Phase I of the project began with an in-service performance evaluation (ISPE) to 
evaluate the effectiveness of KDOT’s CMBs. A literature review was completed to collect 
before-and-after studies from other state DOTs and research organizations regarding 
CMBs. KDOT supplied crash reports from 1,723 crashes which occurred on roads with a 
CMB installed between January 2010 and June 2019. MwRSF staff reviewed each crash 
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report and identified certain characteristics: if a median or roadside departure occurred, if 
a CMB was impacted, and the outcome of the CMB crash (e.g., penetration, rollover, 
capture). Additionally, researchers attempted to determine, based on barrier and vehicle 
damage, impact angle, and crash circumstances, if each CMB crash would have resulted in 
a CME if not for the presence of the barrier. KDOT’s results were evaluated based on 
published data from other state DOTs regarding CMBs. Although the number of CMB 
crashes in Kansas was not statistically significant to evaluate injury, crash outcome, or cost 
comparisons with other states, trends were noted and compared with KDOT data. 
Recommendations were made to identify critical features for a Phase II study to evaluate 
median encroachments on all KDOT freeways. 
Phase II of the project began with a review of 16,721 crash reports from crashes on 
non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018. MwRSF 
researchers reviewed each crash report, noting any relevant vehicle trajectories, vehicle 
behaviors, and crash outcomes. After the data was compiled, the KABCO injury scale was 
used to denote the most significant injury suffered by a driver, passenger, or pedestrian in 
a crash. KDOT’s values for each KABCO designation were used to calculate crash costs 
at crucial roadway features (e.g., varying median widths, points of roadway curvature, near 
interchanges) and under notable conditions, including weather, lighting, time of day, and 
time of year. These crash costs were used in conjunction with several other parameters, 
including installation, maintenance, and repair costs to calculate benefit-to-cost (B/C) 
projections for universal CMB installation under different circumstances. Low, median, 
and high estimates for a crash amplification rate were taken from past literature to account 
for previously unreported median departures that would result in a reported crash if CMBs 
were to be installed. Recommendations were made to conduct further review on a number 
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of “black spots”, roadway locations where a disproportionately high number of median 
departures, severe injury outcomes, or other noteworthy crash behavior occurred. 
A supplementary evaluation was performed on roadside departure crashes on non-
continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways, based on the same dataset of 
crashes used to evaluate median barrier installation warrants. Contributing factors to 
roadside departure crashes, characteristics of impact types, and a distribution of the 
weather, time of day, and seasonal effects on roadside crash frequencies were identified.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Overview 
In this chapter, a review of the published findings from other state DOTs is 
presented. A comparison of the project objectives, data collection and analysis 
methodologies, and summary of recommendations from MwRSF’s 2009 CMB study for 
the Kansas Department of Transportation is provided in Section 2.5. Existing guidelines 
for the determination of the warrants for CMB installation were summarized in the 2009 
study of KDOT crashes [1, 2]. Additional literature review was provided here for a 
reference of the benefits, concerns, and considerations for installing CMBs that were 
denoted from publications in other states since the 2009 study. 
2.2 Recent Before-and-After Comparisons of CMB Installation 
2.2.1 Roadsafe LLC (2009) 
Roadsafe LLC published a review of CMB data in 2009 [6]. The authors identified 
more than 2,600 miles of CMB installed across 23 different states, which resulted in an 
overall reduction in CMCs, fatalities, and debilitating injuries. The study also noted the 
rate at which crashes became CMCs and compared to the total number of recorded crashes, 
which was deemed the “effectiveness” of the system. Of the 11 states with pertinent data, 
effectiveness in terms of preventing CMCs after CMB installation ranged between 88.9 
percent in Utah to 100 percent in Iowa and Rhode Island. It was concluded that there were 
significant benefits obtained from installing CMBs in appropriate locations, though the 
guidelines and limitations for the installation of CMBs were not discussed. 
2.2.2 VHB and Persaud and Lyon, Inc (2017) 
A study conducted by VHB and Persaud and Lyon, Inc. evaluated CMB crash data 
for roads with and without rumble strips from the states of Illinois, Kentucky, and Missouri 
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in 2017 [7]. Researchers evaluated the benefits of adding CMB to roads with existing 
rumble strips in place, as well as adding both CMBs and rumble strips simultaneously 
during roadway improvement projects. In Illinois and Kentucky, results indicated a 27 
percent increase in total crashes, a 23 percent decrease in fatalities and debilitating injuries, 
and a 48 percent decrease in opposite-direction crashes. Missouri saw a similar decrease in 
severe injuries, and an even larger decrease in opposite-direction crashes (88 percent). It 
was concluded that it was beneficial to install CMBs in combination with rumble strips to 
improve the effectiveness of the safety treatments. 
2.2.3 Alberta (2013) 
Maintenance, operation, and performance results were discussed by representatives 
of EBA in Alberta, Canada at a 2013 transportation conference [8]. Approximately 76 
miles of Gibraltar CMB was installed in driven sockets between 2009 and 2011 on roads 
with an AADT up to 80,000 vehicles per day. Contractors averaged the maintenance costs 
over the course of two years, which consisted of barrier repairs, maintenance, mowing, and 
vehicle extraction, which amounted to $6,655 per mile per year. Although CMCs were 
reduced in the shielded region and the barriers were well-received by maintenance staff 
due to ease and speed of maintenance, additional problems were noted. Specifically, 
maintenance workers reported that vehicles which encroached into the maintenance work 
zones made avoidance difficult, causing worker apprehension while performing 
maintenance activities. In addition, installations at roadside shoulders made maintenance 
more difficult because maintenance vehicles could not park in the divided medians to 
execute barrier maintenance, and workers were required to park on the roadside and cross 
all travel lanes to access the barriers. First responders and maintenance workers developed 
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a plan to extract vehicles entrapped in the cables, which included cutting cables to release 
tension to assist in vehicle extraction. 
2.2.4 Florida (2012) 
In January 2013, researchers at Florida International University published a paper 
that detailed 8,818 crashes from 2003 to 2010 that resulted in a CME or impacted a CMB 
in Florida [9]. It was observed that 2.6 percent of CMB crashes in Florida resulted in a 
CME. Florida’s CMBs had an 85.4 percent containment rate for passenger cars and a 79.9 
percent containment rate for light trucks. A total of 16.4 percent of vehicles were 
determined to have penetrated the barrier, but most remained within the median. The net 
reduction in serious injuries and fatalities per HMVMT after CMB installation was 
approximately 64 percent. CMCs declined by 61 percent, although the overall number of 
median-related crashes increased by 161 percent, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 




Table 2. CMEs at CMB Locations in Florida [10] 
 
 
2.2.5 Indiana (2013-14) 
In 2014, Purdue University (PU) researchers and Indiana Department of 
Transportation (INDOT) representatives published a study evaluating the performance of 
INDOT’s high-tension CMB over a 13-mile stretch of flat, predominantly straight highway 
from 2002 to 2006 [11]. The medians in the study section were 60 ft wide and overall tire-
roadway friction was good, although some traffic-polished sections of roadway were 
observed. The distribution of injuries involving CMB impacts was comparable to W-beam 
impacts, and it was concluded that the average cost of repairs and crash cost for CMBs 
were less than comparable W-beam costs. In addition, a majority of repair costs associated 
with CMBs were associated with labor, not materials or equipment use. Statistical 
evaluations indicated a reduction in the severity and variability of injuries associated with 
sites in which CMBs were installed compared to control sites without CMBs. An 
alternative median barrier effectiveness study, published in 2014, indicated that CMB 
impacts reduced the risk of injury by 78 to 85 percent compared to crashes where no barrier 
was impacted, whereas concrete barriers and W-beam barriers reduced injury occurrence 
by approximately 39 and 65 percent, respectively [12]. Results were statistically significant 
and suggested significant value in the use of CMBs for median protection. 
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PU researchers also conducted a study on behalf of INDOT to compare the injury 
outcome risk for fixed objects, including barriers and non-barrier hazards [13]. It was 
determined that CMBs posed the lowest risk of injury of all roadside barrier types when it 
was feasible to install them. Impacts on the “near side” (adjacent to traffic) resulted in less 
overall injuries and risk than impacts on the “far side” (opposite median slope or shoulder), 
but still resulted in fewer total injuries than a W-beam or concrete barrier. 
2.2.6 Iowa (2018) 
Researchers at Iowa State’s Center for Transportation Research and Education 
(CTRE) evaluated CMB crashes in the state of Iowa [14]. Crash outcomes were reviewed 
on roads with CMBs and control roads with similar attributes to compare crash costs and 
CMC rates. Statistical models were used to create B/C models for CMB installation 
compared to a “do nothing” treatment option. The B/C ratio associated with CMBs was 
16.1, despite a 76 percent increase in crashes related to CMBs over a 20-year design life. 
Results of the CTRE evaluation are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Summary of CMB Effectiveness in Injury Prevention in Iowa [14] 
Injury 
designation 











K 0.32 2.37 0.11 0.46 -65.63 
A 0.65 4.81 0.40 1.68 -38.46 
B 1.69 12.52 1.37 5.77 -18.93 
C 2.03 15.04 2.27 9.55 11.82 
O 8.81 65.26 19.61 82.53 122.59 
Total 13.50 - 23.76 - 76.00 
 
CTRE researchers investigated the cost-effectiveness of CMBs using negative 
binomial regression modeling, which resulted in natural logarithmic distributions of crash 
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rates and injury outcomes correlated to AADT and median widths. Statistical model results 
indicated relatively high cost-effectiveness for installing CMBs in narrow medians with 
high traffic volumes, with diminishing return as median widths increased beyond 50 ft. 
Using the assumed distribution of injuries in before-and-after CMB impact analysis, 
researchers identified the B/C ratios of installing CMB based on median width and AADT. 
Results are shown in Figure 1. The assumed distribution of crash rate by median width 
used by CTRE researchers is shown in Figure 2. 
 




Figure 2. Negative Binomial Regression Estimate of Crash Rates by AADT and Median 
Width [14] 
2.2.7 Kentucky (2017) 
Researchers at the Kentucky Transportation Center at the University of Kentucky 
evaluated crash data involving CMBs for the Kentucky Department of Transportation [15]. 
Three different high-tension CMB systems were evaluated in seven discrete installation 
locations. Researchers conducted interviews with maintenance and repair technicians, 
tabulated crashes involving CMBs, estimated costs for each CMB crash, and compared 
results. By equating probable CMCs before and after installing CMBs using three- and 
five-year evaluation periods, it was estimated that CMBs prevented hundreds of CMCs, 
resulting in millions of dollars in economic benefits from reduced crash costs and travel 
disruptions, as shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Estimated Economic Benefits Resulting from CMB Installation in Kentucky [15] 
 
 
2.2.8 Michigan (2014) 
Researchers at Wayne State University evaluated CMB crashes in Michigan to 
determine if the rate of CMC prevention was significant enough to warrant additional CMB 
installation [16]. A survey of installers and maintenance technicians was conducted 
regarding the effectiveness and use of CMBs, crash outcomes and costs were evaluated, 
and a statistical evaluation of the barriers’ effectiveness in preventing CMCs and rollovers 
was performed. After installing CMBs, fatal and incapacitating injury crashes were reduced 
by 33 percent, CMCs were reduced by 87 percent, and rollover crashes were reduced by 
50 percent. Detailed review of crash reports indicated the net CMB penetration rate was 
approximately 3.1 percent. Changes in injury distribution before and after CMB installation 






Table 5. Before-and-After Injury Outcomes for CMB Installation in Michigan [16] 
Crash 
outcome 
Average annual crashes per HMVMT 
Before CMB After CMB Change (%) 
All 15.60 34.88 123.6 
K+A 1.15 0.58 -49.6 
B 1.85 1.33 -28.1 
C+O 12.90 32.85 154.7 
CME 2.66 0.35 -86.8 
Rollover 4.88 2.42 -50.4 
 
2.2.9 Missouri (2010) 
In 2010, the Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) noted that 80 miles 
of its CMB on I-70 were installed on slopes steeper than recommended by AASHTO (6:1 
or flatter) and conducted a review of its CMBs to determine the effect that steep slopes had 
on barrier performance [17]. MoDOT’s CMB performance evaluation is summarized in 
Table 6. The study also examined penetration rates at different conditions, including lateral 
offset from the roadway and roadway curvature, and did not find any statistically 
significant correlation. MoDOT noted that evaluating CMB penetrations only by median 
slope did not account for a variety of other factors, including impact speed and angle. 
Table 6. MoDOT CMB Performance by Median Slope on I-70 [17] 
Median slope Crashes CMEs 
CME prevention 
(%) 
6:1 or flatter 296 18 93.9 
Steeper than 6:1 207 4 98.1 
Total 503 22 95.6 
 
2.2.10 Minnesota (2017) 
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) had installed 591 miles of 
CMB as of December 2016, with 223 miles in the Minneapolis area and 368 miles 
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throughout the rest of the state [18]. MnDOT estimated its CMBs reduced fatal crashes by 
95 percent, and that it had saved 80 lives since being installed ten years prior [19]. MnDOT 
listed its typical CMB installation cost as $140,000 to $150,000 per mile. Annual CMB 
maintenance was listed as $5,400 per mile in the Minneapolis area, with 61 percent of these 
costs being recovered; for the rest of the state, annual maintenance was estimated to be 
$3,600 per mile, with 67 percent being recovered. 
MnDOT also reviewed an internal report from 2011, which examined crashes 
within a three-year window before and after CMB installation [20]. The changes in each 
injury designation following CMB installation are shown in Table 7. No fatal crashes 
occurred in the window analyzed after CMB installation; however, the total number of 
crashes increased by 251 percent. The change in injury severity is shown in greater detail 
in Figure 3. MnDOT observed a 76 percent reduction in its average crash cost (ACC), 
which corresponded to a 38 percent reduction in total crash cost when considering the 
overall increase in crashes.
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Figure 3. Change in Injury Designation following Minnesota CMB Installation [20]
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2.2.11 Ohio (2018) 
In 2018, the University of Dayton and the Ohio Department of Transportation 
conducted an ISPE of 201 miles of CMB installed from 2009 to 2014 [21]. The CMB was 
located across 41 different locations along I-675 in Ohio, exclusively on medians narrower 
than 59 ft. The study found a 95.4 percent containment rate for all CMB collisions. Among 
2,209 CMB crashes identified, 72 resulted in a fatal or incapacitating injury (3.3 percent), 
63 penetrated the cables (2.9 percent), and 38 entered the opposing lanes (1.7 percent). 
2.2.12 Oregon (2016) 
In 2007, the Oregon Department of Transportation installed a CMB on a 1.7-mile 
stretch of US-26 to limit CMEs and CMCs, despite US-26 having a median width narrower 
than 8 ft, which is much narrower than typical median width recommendations for CMB 
installation [22]. Researchers examined a six-year period before and after CMB installation 
and compared different types of crash outcomes, as shown in Figure 4. 
  
Figure 4. Overall (Left) and Injury Crash Rate Pre- and Post-CMB Installation on US-26 
[22] 
In the time period examined, 18 reported crashes occurred on the section where 
CMB was installed in the six years prior to installation, while 36 occurred in the six years 
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following installation, as shown in Figure 5. However, 72 percent of CMB-related crashes 
were listed as PDO, compared to just 33 percent of non-CMB crashes. 
 
Figure 5. Crash Outcomes Pre- and Post-CMB Installation on US-26 [22] 
2.2.13 Tennessee (2018) 
The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) began installing CMBs on 
577 highway segments in 2006, and in 2014 TDOT conducted an ISPE to evaluate the 
effectiveness of its CMBs [23]. Three years of crash data before and after CMB installation 
along the barrier segments were analyzed. The study showed that a large differential in 
roadway height on either side of the median can lead to increased CMCs and severe crash 
outcomes, and that curved roadways may increase the rate at which CMCs occur. CMEs 
decreased as median width increased and were more frequent on four-lane highways than 
six-lane highways; it was noted that four-lane highways were commonly installed on 
mountainous terrain. The study also noted that roadways with a wide inside shoulder 
experienced more crashes than roadways with a narrow inside shoulder. 
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Before and after analysis was used to calculate the safety effectiveness of the 
CMBs, as described in the 2010 Highway Safety Manual (HSM) [24]. This approach 
normalized differences in traffic volume and segment length in relation to crash and injury 
history before and after CMB installation. Key safety effectiveness findings from the study 
are shown in Table 8. 












2.2.14 Wisconsin (2014) 
In 2014, researchers from the Wisconsin Traffic Operations and Safety Laboratory 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison published a report evaluating the effectiveness of 
the Wisconsin Department of Transportation’s (WisDOT’s) CMBs [26]. At the time of 
publishing, 58 percent of WisDOT CMBs were high-tension, 35 percent were low-tension, 
and the remaining seven percent were unspecified. The study analyzed 22 different CMB 
segments, of which 11 saw an increased overall crash rate following installation, as shown 




Figure 6. Change in Injury Distribution following Wisconsin CMB Installation [26] 
Of the 436 CMB-related crashes examined, 24 CMB penetrations were identified 
(5.5 percent). Eight penetrations involved a car, 13 involved a pickup truck or sport-utility 
vehicle (SUV), and three involved a heavy truck. Despite the high penetration rate, no 
CMCs or fatalities were associated with CMBs. The total number of crashes increased by 
70 percent. Researchers were able to calculate the B/C for 17 segments; 11 segments had 
a B/C exceeding 2.0 and nine had a B/C exceeding 4.0. However, it should be noted that 
WisDOT’s 2011 PDO crash cost ($2,439) was over three times lower than the Federal 
Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) 2011 suggested PDO crash cost ($7,400) [27]. As 
most new crashes caused involving CMBs were designated as PDO, other state’s CMB 
installations may not generate such high B/C ratios. 
2.3 Historical Before-and-After Comparisons of CMB Installation 
Significant changes in vehicle fleet, travel patterns, road design and safety 
measures, traffic volumes, full-scale crash testing standards, and safety improvement 
projects have occurred since the reports described in Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.3 were 
published. As such, these were included for discussion but not considered in detail. 
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2.3.1 Colorado (2004) 
Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) installed the Brifen Wire Rope 
Safety Fence on three different roads as a pilot project and performed an ISPE of the CMB 
systems in 2004 [28]. Most of the barrier installations were placed adjacent to the road 
shoulder, but approximately half the total mileage on Interstate 25 was located in the 
median behind two W-beams. Most of the investigated impacts with the CMB suggested 
adequate performance, but one vehicle impacted the end of a W-beam system, passed 
beneath the cable barrier, and impacted a vehicle in the opposing lanes. Representatives 
also noted that barriers placed on shoulders experienced increased numbers of impacts, 
including unreported crashes and damage from snowplows and snow removal efforts. It 
was ultimately determined that the performance of the CMBs was effective at preventing 
CMCs. 
2.3.2 Oklahoma (2003) 
The Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) installed approximately 7.2 
miles of Brifen CMB in 2000 and 2001 [29]. CMB installations were placed in narrow, 
flat, divided medians. ODOT noted six fatal crashes prior to CMB installation in 2001, and 
one fatal crash after CMB installation in 2006. The average CMB crash caused damage to 
five posts. ODOT reported satisfactory system performance after examination of 430 CMB 
impacts through 2006. Overall maintenance, repairs, and installation were noted to be 
relatively easy and inexpensive. One particular crash resulted in the successful capture of 
a large truck, which was potentially above the design conditions for this CMB system, as 
shown in Figure 7. However, no statistics were available to conclusively analyze the 




Figure 7. Large Truck Stopped by ODOT CMB [29] 
2.3.3 Oregon (2003) 
The Oregon Department of Transportation installed CMBs in the late 1990s as a 
means of preventing CMCs [30]. The CMB systems installed in the 1990s were low-
tension, three-cable designs. The construction details are shown in Figure 8. Although the 
dataset was limited, a total of 11 CMCs were noted between 1994 and 1996 at the locations 
where CMBs were later installed, but no CMCs were reported in the six years after CMB 
completion out of 231 system impacts. However, seven CMB penetrations were identified 
in this timeframe, five related to underride and two related to override. The Oregon DOT 
sought to estimate the number of potential CMEs prevented by designating all crashes 
which damaged more than four CMB posts as potential CMEs. A total of 105 potential 




Figure 8. ODOT CMB Assembly and Construction Details [30] 
2.4 Median Barrier Warrants and Installation Guidelines in Other States 
2.4.1 Iowa 
The Iowa Department of Transportation listed a CMB as its “preferred traffic 
barrier”, citing past crash testing with a wide range of vehicles, as well as aesthetics [31]. 
The Iowa DOT required CMBs to be installed a minimum of 10 ft from the edge of the 
roadway [32]. CMBs could be placed on slopes of 4:1 or flatter, but were required to be a 
minimum of 12 ft from the roadway if the slope was 6:1 or steeper. On slopes ranging from 
4:1 to 6:1, CMBs were allowed between 4 ft and 20 ft from the foreslope breakover, as 
shown in Figure 9. On 6:1 slopes or flatter, the CMB could be located any distance from 




Figure 9. Iowa DOT CMB Installation Guidelines for Slopes between 4:1 and 6:1 [32] 
2.4.2 Michigan 
The Michigan Department of Transportation began installing CMBs in 2008 and 
had completed installation of nearly 400 miles of barrier as of 2018 [33]. The Michigan 
DOT required a median width of at least 30 ft and a slope of 4:1 or flatter for CMB 
installation [34]. For low-tension CMB systems, the Michigan DOT required a minimum 
offset of 8 ft between the barrier and ditch centerline, with a maximum length between 
terminals of 2,000 ft. Low-tension CMB installation was allowed at points of roadway 
curvature with a radius equal to or greater than 110 ft. For high-tension CMB systems, the 
Michigan DOT required a minimum offset of 10 ft between the barrier and ditch centerline, 
with a maximum length between terminals of 5 miles. High-tension CMB installation was 
not recommended at points of roadway curvature with a radius less than 650 ft. 
2.4.3 Minnesota 
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) allowed CMBs to be 
installed as far from the roadway as possible on slopes 4:1 or flatter, provided it was not 
used to shield any fixed object [35]. CMBs were not allowed to be placed within 8 ft 
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laterally of a ditch centerline, unless the slope was 6:1 or flatter, in which case the barrier 
could be placed within 1 ft laterally of the ditch centerline. The factors for which MnDOT 
prioritized CMB installation are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. MnDOT CMB Installation Warrants [25] 
Factor Criteria 
Included (%) 
Miles Severe crashes 
Median width =< 55 ft 61 68 
Volume > 20,000 ADT 24 36 
Severe crash density > 0.0 crashes per mile 60 100 
Non-severe crash 
density 





When placing CMB into median 30 ft or wider, the Missouri Department of 
Transportation required the barrier be installed at least 8 ft from the edge of the roadway 
[36]. In medians under 30 ft wide, the CMB was to be placed within 1 ft laterally of the 
ditch centerline. All CMBs were intended for use on slopes of 6:1 or flatter, with post 
spacing not to exceed 20 ft. 
2.4.5 North Dakota 
The North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) allowed the installation 
of high-tension CMB slopes of 6:1 or flatter, provided it was not between 1 ft and 8 ft from 
the ditch centerline, and was sometimes allowed on slopes up to 4:1 [37]. After installing 
mostly low-tension CMBs with an 11-ft working width, NDDOT began using high-tension 
CMBs with an 8-ft working width on Interstates 29 and 94 based on several factors, 




The Ohio Department of Transportation required that CMBs be placed a minimum 
of 8 ft from the bottom of the slope on 6:1 or flatter depressed median slopes [38]. If the 
median slopes were consistent, CMBs could be installed outside of this zone. CMBs were 
also given priority at the top slope of a median if the roadway at that point used a paved 
shoulder wide enough to accommodate the minimum offset of 12 ft from the edge of the 
roadway, though the Ohio DOT noted this location may cause a significant increase in total 
crashes. The maximum post spacing allowed was 15 ft, and the maximum allowable 
distance between cable anchors was 3000 ft. CMBs were not to be used as the primary 
component to shield a fixed object. 
2.4.7 Oklahoma 
The Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) used CMBs in locations that 
met several criteria, summarized in Table 10. Additionally, it was noted that CMBs could 
be installed at any portion of highway up to one mile long that was adjacent to a stretch 










Table 10. ODOT CMB Installation Warrants [39] 
Warrant no. Rationale Guidelines 
1 General 
1. Posted speed limits exceeded 55 mph 
2. No existing barrier in the median 
3. No overpass or underpass within 0.4 miles 
4. 6:1 median slope, unless CMB was to be installed 
on both sides of the roadway 
2 Controlled access 
1. All controlled access highways with a median 
width of 80 ft or less 
2. All partially controlled access highways with 
AADT of 3,500 vehicles or higher and median 
width of 80 ft or less 
3 
Crash history / 
AADT 
1. Similar highways on which 0.23 median crossovers 
or more had occurred in a five-year span 




1. Posted speed limit of 65 mph or higher 
2. AADT of 3,500 vehicles or higher 
3. Median width less than 35 ft 
 
2.4.8 Tennessee 
The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) recommended CMB 
installation on roadways with depressed medians that have a width between 32 and 50 ft, 
or a history of CMEs with an ADT greater than 20,000 vehicles per day [40]. CMBs were 
only installed in medians with a foreslope of 6:1 or flatter when possible; if not, the 
foreslope could not exceed 4:1. CMBs could not be installed between 1 and 8 ft from a 
ditch centerline. If a CMB was installed on a slope greater than 6:1, then it could not be 
placed more than 4 ft from the slope break. CMBs could not be used to shield a fixed object, 
or if less than 10 ft of clear zone behind the barrier was available for deflection. TDOT’s 
maximum length for a CMB segment was 5,000 ft. If possible, a CMB was to be placed on 
the inside of a curve (smaller radius); if a CMB was placed on the outside of a curve, then 




The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) recommended barrier 
placement as far from the roadway as practical, with a minimum distance of 12 ft between 
a CMB and the edge of the roadway or any fixed object [41]. TxDOT used median width 
and AADT as the primary factors for median barrier installation, as shown in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10. TxDOT Guidelines for CMB Installation on Highways [41] 
TxDOT required CMBs to be placed on unobstructed, 10:1 or flatter slopes when 
possible. Under certain conditions, barriers were also permitted to be placed on slopes up 
to 6:1, as shown in Figure 11. CMBs were permitted for installation less than 1 ft and more 
than 8 ft from the center of the median. TxDOT did not allow CMB installation on median 
widths of 25 ft or less. On small-radius curves with radii between 650 and 2,500 ft, post 
spacing was required to be 6 ft – 8 in. on center. For radii between 2,501 and 5,500 ft, CMB 





Figure 11. TxDOT Desired CMB Placement in Non-Level Medians [41] 
2.4.10 Utah 
The Utah Department of Transportation allowed the use of CMBs on slopes of 6:1 
or flatter [42], with post spacing of either 10 ft or between 3 and 5 ft. At 10-ft post spacings, 
the CMB was required to be a minimum of 10 ft from any roadway or object of interest; 
for any other post spacing, the minimum required distance was 8 ft. 
2.4.11 Washington 
The Washington Department of Transportation (WSDOT) allowed cable barriers 
to be placed either in the median or along the roadside [43]. When a CMB was installed, 
WSDOT required it be placed as far from the edge of the roadway as practical, with a 
minimum distance of 8 ft from the CMB to roadway. WSDOT permitted CMB installation 
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on slopes of 6:1 or flatter, with special consideration sometimes granted on slopes up to 
4:1. The preferred location for installation in a median with a ditch was an offset of 8 ft or 
greater from the ditch centerline, with offsets of 1 ft or less allowed when 8 ft or greater 
was not possible, as shown in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12. WSDOT CMB Placement Guidelines [43] 
2.4.12 Wisconsin 
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) allowed the use of CMBs 
in medians that were 48 to 70 ft wide, with justification needed for CMB installation on 40 
to 48 ft and over 70 ft median widths [44]. WisDOT recommended a slope of 6:1 or flatter 
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if a single CMB is to be used; two CMB installations adjacent to each inside shoulder were 
permitted on slopes up to 4:1. WisDOT did not allow CMBs to be placed less than 8 ft 
from a ditch centerline. 
2.5 Comparison of Current Research with 2009 CMB Guidelines Study 
In 2009, MwRSF conducted a review of KDOT crashes to determine the median 
geometry and roadway traffic volume parameters which would result in the highest return 
on investment for CMB installation on divided-median Kansas freeways [1, 2]. A total of 
43,435 crashes on Kansas roadways between 2002 and 2006 were investigated, and crashes 
related to divided-median freeways without positive and continuous median shielding were 
extracted for further evaluation. Of those crashes, 8,233 involved at least one vehicle 
entering the median (including in areas with positive median barrier), 525 involved a CME, 
and 115 involved a CMC. Using an estimated distribution for the maximum lateral distance 
traveled into the median, median widths, and roadway AADT, researchers used the 
Roadway Safety Analysis Program Version 2 (RSAPv2) [45] to identify the conditions 
under which it was cost-effective to install CMBs. New guidelines were presented to 
Kansas which indicated the warrants for installing CMBs based on B/C evaluations. 
The research methodology of the 2009 study and a comparison of the classification 
techniques, considerations, control data, and data improvements for the current study are 
described. A summary of major findings from the 2009 study are provided. 
2.5.1 2009 Study Methodology 
At the outset of the 2009 study, KDOT provided 43,435 crash reports related to 
Kansas freeways between the years 2002 and 2006. All events involving run-off-road 
(ROR) crashes were identified, including ROR median (a roadway departure which entered 
the median) and ROR roadside (a roadway departure that did not enter the median). For 
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this study, a median was specifically defined as a geometric separation between a pair of 
opposite-direction lanes of the same roadway. Other separations of lanes, including at 
interchanges, intersections, gore areas, and lane divergences, were considered ROR 
roadside because the lane directions were similar. Interchange-related crashes in which the 
vehicle entered a divided median between opposite-direction lanes of travel were included 
as ROR median crashes. Additional unique situations, such as when vehicles were traveling 
into oncoming traffic and caused a head-on collision, were not included in the analysis. A 
total of 8,233 ROR median crashes were identified. 
The data was separated for roads with positive and continuous median protection 
and non-shielded medians. For freeways without a continuous median barrier, lateral 
encroachments were reviewed and vehicle trajectories encroaching on the opposite-
direction lanes of travel were identified as CMEs. When a CME involved a collision 
between an encroaching and oncoming vehicle, it was labeled as a CMC. Vehicles entering 
the median and impacting stationary or moving vehicles in the median were not considered 
CMCs; most of these types of crashes occurred during slick travel conditions in the winter, 
when vehicles are more likely to be abandoned in the median. 
Researchers at MwRSF attempted to identify the extent of median encroachment 
of the vehicle departing the roadway. However, limited data in the narratives and non-
scaled, mostly hand-drawn scene diagrams were not conducive to determine the maximum 
extent of median traversed. 
The maximum injury severity observed in a crash event was identified for each 
crash, and using societal crash cost estimates, B/C evaluations of the effectiveness of 
installing CMBs were performed. B/C estimates used a calibrated baseline ACC and crash 
severity distribution tuned to existing data, and estimated the crash cost, repair cost, and 
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impact frequency of CMB crashes. The impact frequency distribution was based on 
estimated lateral encroachment distributions, noted in the RSAPv2 user manual. CMB 
crash costs were taken from an internal study performed by the state of Missouri [46]. CMB 
installation and repair costs were taken from other states in the Midwest. 
2.5.2 Summary of 2009 Results 
A summary of results of CMEs and CMCs in Kansas between 2002 and 2006 is 
shown in Table 11. Across 761 miles of roadway, a total of 525 CMEs were observed, 22 
percent of which became a CMC. 






under 30 5.2 18 7 
30-39 9.2 16 4 
40-49 27.2 41 11 
50-59 17.0 4 0 
60 672.4 429 81 
61-90 22.4 14 11 
over 90 7.9 3 1 
Total 761.3 525 115 
 
The distribution of injuries reported for CMCs in Kansas between 2002 and 2006 
is shown in Table 12. Instead of the KABCO injury scale, which was unavailable for this 
analysis, the crashes in Table 12 are listed only as fatal, injury, and property damage only. 
Of the 115 CMCs, 19 (16 percent) involved a fatality, 67 (58 percent) involved an injury, 
and 29 (25 percent) involved property damage only. Overall, the distribution of CMCs and 
CMEs by weather type were similar, although CMCs were more common as a percentage 
of all CMEs during wet or icy weather, as shown in Figure 13. Overall, 17 percent of CMEs 
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associated with dry road conditions resulted in a CMC, whereas 26 percent and 29 percent 
resulted in a CMC in wet and freezing (snow, sleet, etc.) conditions, respectively. 
Table 12. Summary of CMC Severity by Road Surface Condition [2] 
Severity 
Road surface condition 
Total 
Dry Wet Freezing Other 
Fatal 12 4 3 0 19 
Injury 31 10 25 1 67 
PDO 11 4 14 0 29 
Total 54 18 42 1 115 
 
 
Figure 13. Distribution of CMEs and CMCs by Road Surface Condition [2] 
Data fits were performed to determine the relationship between CMEs and CMCs, 
traffic volumes, and vehicle-miles traveled (VMT). A summary of CMEs and CMCs by 







Figure 14. Relationship between ADT and Crash Outcome by Freeway Mileage  
(a) CME (b) CMC [2] 
The crash costs for CMCs were calculated based on roadway surface condition. It 
was observed that the ACC for CMCs associated with dry weather was $1,022,700, but in 
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wet and freezing weather the ACCs were reduced to $463,900 and $345,400, respectively. 
Researchers concluded that wet and winter weather conditions increased the probability of 
CMEs and CMCs, but decreased both the average severity and probability of a severe event 
occurring, likely due to reductions in travel speed. 
Lastly, researchers performed B/C calculations on the data using a substitution 
analysis, in which changes in outcome were evaluated based on potential CMB 
implementation plans. Researchers applied an estimation of lateral encroachment 
probability as a percentage of crashes to the baseline data to estimate the actual number of 
median departures and likelihood of departures entering opposing lanes, as well as the 
likely number of CMB crashes that would result. CMB crash, repair, and installation costs 
from other states were factored into the analysis. Thresholds for installing CMBs based on 
B/C ratios of 2.0 and 4.0 were identified and plotted by median width, and results are shown 
in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Comparison of RDG and MwRSF CMB Installation Recommendations [2]
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2.6 Motorcyclist Safety 
Several studies were conducted evaluating the risk of injury for motorcyclists in 
New South Wales, Australia, by examining medical data and reported crashes [47]. The 
Transport and Road Safety center from the University of New South Wales investigated 
1,364 motorcycle crash reports and associated injury classifications between 2001 and 
2009. It was observed that non-barrier elements including trees, poles, and other fixed 
infrastructure were significantly more hazardous to motorcyclists than barrier systems, 
including CMBs. Further analysis revealed that the predominant fatal injury mechanism 
for motorcyclists impacting roadside barriers was trauma to the torso, followed by head 
injuries, which was unique compared to vehicle-to-vehicle crashes in which head injuries 
were most common [48]. Sliding impacts with roadside barriers were also determined to 
result in more injuries to the pelvis and thorax, although injury profiles for riders who slid 
into the barrier compared to those who collided with the barrier while upright were similar. 
It should be noted that barrier systems included all roadside barriers. Previous 
research has indicated that CMBs fared slightly better than W-beam and concrete barriers 
overall for preventing fatal injuries to motorcyclists [49]. However, CMBs are typically 
placed farther from the roadway and, therefore, are impacted by motorcyclists less often, 
leading to fewer severe injuries than barriers installed closer to the roadway.
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3 TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Terminology 
The following terms were defined for use in this study: 
 Median: the open space between the near shoulders of one direction and the other 
 Redirection: vehicle rebounded away from and toward the traffic side of the 
CMB after impact 
 Capture: a vehicle-to-CMB crash in which the barrier stopped the vehicle while 
the vehicle remained in contact with the system. Captures could include: 
o Entanglement: vehicle had cables on both its left and right sides 
o Arrests: vehicle’s forward progress was stopped with at least one cable 
located on the impact side of the vehicle 
o Incidentals: the barrier absorbed a very small amount of energy from a 
low-speed impact with minimal damage to the vehicle or barrier system 
 Penetration: a crash in which the vehicle passed completely from one side of the 
barrier to the other with no cables remaining in capture position (therefore, an 
outcome in which the vehicle came to rest on top of or beneath every cable was 
considered a penetration) [50] 
 Rollover: a vehicle trajectory resulting in a roll rotation of at least 90 degrees of 
the impacting vehicle on either its left or right side. Crashes involving 
motorcycles were not counted as rollovers 
 Severe crashes: crashes in which a fatality or disabling injury occurred to one or 
more of the drivers, passengers, or pedestrians involved in a crash 
 Wrong direction-related: a crash caused by a vehicle traveling the wrong way. 
Note that these were not considered CMCs. Wrong direction-related crashes were 
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noted only if the vehicle was already in the oncoming lanes at the beginning of 
the crash report description, and therefore no cross-median departure was 
identified 
Fixed object: any off-road system or obstacle impacted during roadway departure, 
including guardrails, concrete barriers, cable barriers, fences, signs, luminaires, trees, and 
bridge piers 
On-road only: crash occurred without roadway departure 
 
Figure 16. Example of an On-Road Only Crash
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ROR roadside: at least one vehicle involved in the crash exited the roadway to the non-
median side 
ROR median: at least one vehicle involved in the crash exited roadway to the median side 
 
Figure 17. Example of a ROR Roadside Crash 
 
Figure 18. Example of a ROR Roadside and ROR Median Crash
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For ROR median departures, a series of checkpoints were established to describe vehicle 
motion into the median, as shown in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19. Checkpoints for ROR Criteria 
Crossed near shoulder: one or more vehicles crossed the inside shoulder into the median 
 
Figure 20. Example of a ROR Median, Crossed Near Shoulder Crash
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Crossed center of median: one or more vehicles crossed the centerline of the median 
 
Figure 21. Example of a ROR Median, Crossed Center of Median Crash 
Drove on opposite shoulder: one or more vehicles entered the inside shoulder of 
oncoming lanes 
 
Figure 22. Example of a ROR Median, Drove on Opposite Shoulder Crash
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Entered opposing lanes (i.e., CME): one or more vehicles entered oncoming lanes 
 
Figure 23. Example of a ROR Median, Entered Opposing Lanes Crash (CME) 
Crossed opposing lanes: one or more vehicles entered the outside shoulder of oncoming 
lanes 
 
Figure 24. Example of a ROR Median, Crossed Opposing Lanes Crash (CME)
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Cross-median crash (CMC): one or more vehicles caused a crash after entering oncoming 
lanes 
 
Figure 25. Example of a CMC 
Interchange-related: crash occurred while one or more vehicles were merging onto or off 
of the freeway or on a ramp or overpass 
 




Each phase consisted of a similar procedure: crash reports from crashes on non-
continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways over a given timespan were 
provided by KDOT, and the scene diagrams, narratives, and descriptions contained within 
each crash report were analyzed by MwRSF researchers. Each phase involved a different 
subset of information that was identified from the crash reports; the data subsets were 
obtained by establishing binary checks to assist in the identification of crash characteristics 
and to ensure consistency across the different phases of the project. 
Each crash report contained narratives and scene diagrams, which generally 
included driver, passenger, and/or witness statements, the reporting officer’s reconstruction 
of the crash (i.e., vehicle trajectory, fixed objects struck), and the reporting officer’s 
narrative of what happened in the incident. Relevant data provided by KDOT, which could 
be immediately extracted from each crash report, included date, time, crash coordinates, 
and weather and lighting conditions. KDOT also provided AADT and median width 
measurements by roadway, which were matched to each crash using the listed coordinates. 
The year, make, and model of vehicles involved in a crash were not included in the dataset. 
Due to time and budget constraints and scope of the research effort, vehicle information 
was only extracted from selected reports and therefore no vehicle-specific analyses were 
conducted. 
In each phase, critical vehicle behaviors (captures, redirections, rollovers, CMB 
impacts, crashes which crossed the center of the median, CMEs, etc.) were collected and 
calculated as a percent of total crash events to identify locations or conditions under which 
a disproportionate number of adverse crash outcomes occurred. Additionally, the 
maximum injury sustained in each crash according to its KABCO designation was used to 
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determine the average crash severity and associated crash costs, which could be compared 
to data from other state DOTs. KDOT’s injury data provided in Phase I contained only 
designations of “fatal”, “injury”, and “no injury”, though some reporting officers provided 
a “possible injury” designation as well. Full KABCO data was made available in Phase II. 
3.2.1 Phase I 
KDOT provided crash records from January 1, 2009, to June 30, 2019 at the outset 
of Phase I. Data from crashes which occurred on roadways within the CMB locations 
provided by KDOT, as well as crashes which occurred up to a quarter-mile away on either 
side of the reference mileposts associated with CMB locations, were provided to MwRSF. 
The crash dataset was partitioned into three parts: before the start of CMB construction, 
during CMB construction, and post-CMB completion. Crashes which occurred during 
construction were not included in the analysis. Baseline crash data considered all crashes 
which occurred before the start of construction. KDOT also supplied geotags which 
included additional information such as median width and AADT of the roadway segments. 
A flow chart describing the evaluation process used in Phase I to determine the 
sequence of events is shown in Figure 27. These vehicle behaviors were identified through 
careful examination of each crash report, including the narratives and scene diagrams. ROR 
roadside crashes were denoted, but the analysis primarily examined outcomes of ROR 
median crashes. Note that ROR roadside and ROR median departures were not mutually 
exclusive if a crash involved vehicle departure to both sides of the roadway. Crashes which 
struck a CMB were noted and extracted for further analysis. CMB impacts were determined 
through examination of each crash report, and it was observed that applying a filter on the 
“Fixed Object Struck” field would not have correctly identified every CMB impact. This 




Figure 27. Phase I Data Collection Process for Identifying CMB Impacts 
A critical parameter of CMB performance involves the determination of “bad 
outcomes”. For purposes of this analysis, a bad outcome is defined as a crash that results 
in a penetration, rollover, or severe injury or fatality. Any crash that resulted in one or more 
deaths was classified as a fatality; however, injury data in Phase I was not subdivided by 
seriousness to differentiate debilitating injuries from less serious injuries. Although the 
rates of such injuries may be assumed or estimated based on literature, they would not be 
tied to specific crash events. Therefore, during the analysis of serious injury crash outcomes 
only crashes which resulted in fatalities were examined. 
3.2.2 Phase II 
Following the conclusion of Phase I, it was desired to examine whether there were 
further locations at which CMB installation may be cost-effective. KDOT supplied 
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MwRSF with crash reports from 16,721 crashes on non-continuously shielded, divided-
median Kansas freeways from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2018. A Microsoft Access 
database was created to allow MwRSF researchers to more efficiently collect the necessary 
data from KDOT’s crash reports. The database was constructed so that it extracted the 
narrative, extended narrative, and scene diagrams from crash reports and displayed them 
within the database according to crash number. 
Satellite image analysis using Google Earth Pro [51] was used to determine the 
radius of curvature at each crash location. The circle tool of Google Earth was used to draw 
a circle which fit into the curve of the roadway where each crash occurred, and the distance 
from the center of the circle to the median line of the curved road section was the standard 
measurement for the whole curve, as shown in Figure 28. The circle’s radius and center 
were adjusted by dragging the radius endpoint and the center of the circle to a new position 
to ensure that the circle corresponded to the median line. Although Google Earth reports 
the radius of the circle to the nearest hundredth of a foot, the radius was rounded up to the 
nearest foot to account for any possible errors made while fitting the circle to the curve. 
Each crash that occurred on a tangent section of road was considered to have a radius of 
curvature of zero. Any radius of curvature larger than 5,000 ft was recorded as tangent, as 





Figure 28. Example Measurement of the Radius of Curvature Using Google Earth Pro 
[51] 
In addition to the median checkpoints discussed in Figure 19, the actual distance in 
feet traversed in each median departure was researched during Phase II and compared to 
the distribution curve used in the 2009 study. It was not possible to extract precise 
positional data relating to the lateral proximity traveled into the median from the scene 
diagrams, narratives, or other crash report information; the same concern was raised in the 
2009 analysis. However, researchers used actual median widths reported at the crash 
location and estimates of median encroachment percentages to estimate the lateral 
encroachment distribution, which was compared with the distribution used in the 2009 






o The edge of lane was considered the median traversal “origin” (0 ft 
traversed) 
o The near-side shoulder was defined to be 10 ft laterally from the edge 
of the roadway, to account for improved or paved shoulder and 
additional shy line offset 
o The median centerline was taken to be half of the reported median width 
at the crash location 
o The opposite-side shoulder was defined to be 10 ft laterally from the 
edge of opposite travel lanes (median width minus 10 ft) 
o A vehicle involved in a CME was defined to have traversed a minimum 
of the median width reported by KDOT 
o Vehicles which crossed opposing lanes without impact and encroached 
onto the opposing shoulder were given a median encroachment equal to 
the median width plus the road width 
 The median width and multiplication factors were used as a surrogate to 
estimate the probability of encroaching laterally into opposing lanes. 
 A cumulative distribution was generated for each roadway considering all 
median encroachment crashes. 
 Because the dataset consisted of relatively discrete points (0, 10 ft, median 
width divided by two, median width minus 10 ft, median width, median width 
plus road width), the cumulative distribution was disjoint. The median value for 
each interval was extracted and a logarithmic fit was applied to the cumulative 
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distribution percentage versus mean values to approximate a continuous, 
smooth distribution. 
These checkpoints are shown in Figure 29. For comparison purposes, two 
additional ranges were identified: a minimum lateral distribution envelope by selecting the 
lowest bound for each interval; and a maximum lateral distribution envelope by selecting 
the highest value for each interval. 
 
Figure 29. Method for Estimation of Lateral Encroachment 
3.2.3 Phase III 
Following the collection of trajectory data from all crashes, crashes which were 
denoted as ROR roadside were re-analyzed to identify additional parameters. This analysis 
included a collection of fixed objects impacted during roadway departure and factors which 
were believed to contribute to the roadside departure and crash event. The major categories 
evaluated for potential contribution to a crash included: 
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 Weather effects (e.g., hydroplaning, icy roads, strong winds) 
 Driver distraction 
 Driver drowsiness 
 Driver impairment (e.g., intoxication) 
 Medical impairment 
 Vehicle mechanical failure 
 Sideswipe or rear-end collision 
 Avoidance maneuver (e.g., vehicle encroachment or animal in lane) 
 Traveling at excessive speed (NOTE: can be affected by prevailing weather) 
 Other/unknown 
Rear-end and sideswipe vehicle-to-vehicle collisions may be more accurately 
described as crash events or crash outcomes, but are grouped with other contributing 
factors for the sake of brevity. Note that contributing factors were not mutually exclusive; 
multiple contributing factors could be present for any crash. When the major contributing 
factors of a crash could not be determined, results were listed as “other/unknown”. When 
possible, the judgment of the responding official completing the crash report was used (i.e., 
reporting officer), and those judgments were augmented with data from driver and/or 
witness statements, crash reconstruction, and additional data collection. When no 
contributing factors were explicitly stated or otherwise implied by the report, it was listed 
as unknown, which was the case for approximately 16 percent of crashes. In the case of 
impairment, it should be noted that many crash reports were submitted with pending BAC 
test results, and therefore it was sometimes unclear whether a driver was impaired at the 
time of the crash. For these cases, MwRSF researchers examined the narratives and 
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opinions provided by the reporting officer to decide what was most likely; when in doubt, 
researchers defaulted to “not impaired”. As a result, impairment contributions are likely 
underrepresented in Phase III analysis. 
It should be noted that, upon re-analyzing each ROR roadside crash, 252 were 
removed from the roadside departure dataset shown in Section 7.2. Most of these were 
removed because it was determined that the centerpoint of the vehicle had not fully exited 
the shoulder. Additionally, most CMCs involved one or more vehicles crossing the 
opposite shoulder after impact between vehicles; these were discarded as they were not 
believed to fall within the scope of this research. An example of a CMC removed from the 
dataset is shown in Figure 30. While the crash involved a roadside departure by the 
westbound vehicle, the roadside departure obviously occurred as a result of the eastbound 
vehicle’s encroachment into the oncoming lanes and the subsequent collision. CMCs are 
already known to be highly undesirable crash outcomes, and the fact that a high-speed 
impact between oncoming vehicles often resulted in an opposite-shoulder departure was 
not considered to be surprising or relevant. CMCs were considered in Phase III if a vehicle 
crossed the near roadside shoulder before crossing the median. 
 
Figure 30. Example of a CMC Removed from the ROR Roadside Dataset 
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3.3 Data Uncertainty 
Crashes contained varying degrees of detail in narratives and scene diagrams, and 
few scene diagrams were drawn to scale. As a result, determination of the lateral extent of 
a vehicle’s traversal into the median was based on a careful of review of stated, drawn, and 
inferred qualities of the crash report. Some critical vehicle events (including CMEs, CMCs, 
and/or encroachment on the inside shoulder of opposing travel lanes) were frequently 
described in the narratives and shown in the scene diagrams, and thus were more readily 
identified. When the lateral median encroachment extent was difficult to determine, 
researchers relied on external aids, including Google Earth [51] and comparison to adjacent 
crashes. As a result, the lateral extent traveled was an estimate of vehicle movement, and 
the distribution of lateral extent traveled is believed to be representative of the distribution 
of outcomes from Kansas crash data. Chapter 12 contains further discussion on potential 
improvements to crash reports to aid future research projects.
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4 PHASE I CMB IN-SERVICE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
4.1 CMB Construction 
KDOT identified approximately 7.95 miles of non-continuously shielded, divided-
median freeway in which high-tension Brifen Wire Rope Safety Fences (WRSF) were 
installed. KDOT’s CMBs were located on freeways K-10, US-75, and K-96; each was a 
four-lane roadway in an urban area with a 65-mph speed limit and high traffic volume. 
KDOT maintenance records were evaluated before analyzing crash data, which indicated 
the start and completion dates of CMB construction. Only CMB crashes which occurred 
after the KDOT-indicated date of CMB completion were considered when evaluating the 
CMB ISPE. The timelines of CMB installation, along with their location and mileage, are 
shown in Table 13. Satellite views of each CMB segment were located using Google Earth 
[51] and are shown in Figures 31 through 34. 
Table 13. CMB Mileage in Kansas 







K-10 (Douglas) Eudora 2.30 Aug. 2012 Nov. 2012 
K-10 (Johnson) Olathe 2.03 Aug. 2012 Nov. 2012 
US-75 (Shawnee) Topeka 0.51 Apr. 2011 Jul. 2011 
K-96 (Sedgwick) Wichita 3.11 May 2011 Dec. 2011 
Total 7.95  
 
Several crashes occurred at or adjacent to the site of CMB construction during 
barrier installation; in one instance, a vehicle impacted the barrier system before 
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construction was completed and before cables were fully established and tensioned. These 
crashes were excluded from analysis of CMB performance. 
 
Figure 31. CMB Installations: K-10 in Douglas County (2.30 mi) 
 




Figure 33. CMB Installation: US-75 (0.51 mi) 
 
Figure 34. CMB Installations: K-96 (3.11 mi)
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4.2 Reference Data Sets and Comparisons 
4.2.1 Before-and-After Crash Rates 
Median departures into unobstructed grassy or paved medians do not always result 
in a crash event, and few non-crash events are reported to public safety departments. 
Therefore, researchers sought to identify if the addition of CMBs increased the number of 
reported ROR median crashes compared to before CMB installation. The baseline median 
encroachment rate was estimated by comparing the number of ROR roadside departures 
before and after CMB installation. The number of on-road only crashes (no roadway 
departure) were also identified and compared. The median encroachments and CMB 
impacts were compared to the total number of median encroachments before CMBs were 
installed to estimate the crash increase factor. However, it was expected that some minor 
impact events would result in minimal damage and a “drive-away” response from drivers. 
Thus, not every median departure would be reported, and the actual rates of median 
encroachment and CMB impacts would still be underrepresented. 
4.2.2 Total Median Crash Rates 
Many state DOTs reported an increase in reported median departures and total 
crashes after installing CMBs. The crash rate amplification factor found during the before-
and-after analysis was compared to crash rate increases reported by other states after 
installing CMBs. 
4.2.3 CMB Crash Outcomes 
The identification of adverse crash outcomes was critical in order to evaluate 
KDOT’s CMB performance. Penetration and rollover crash rates were compared to rates 
reported for other states. The distribution of maximum injury sustained by any vehicle 
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occupant during a CMB impact was examined. Unfortunately, several concerns were noted 
during Phase I which affected the distribution of crash outcomes and serious injury rates: 
 KDOT’s data did not differentiate crash injury levels using a KABCO scale, as 
discussed in Section 3.2. This inconsistency could affect estimation of the overall 
effectiveness of CMBs. Additionally, the KABCO scale is used in conjunction 
with the FHWA “Value of a Statistical Life” (VSL) to estimate societal costs 
resulting from crashes of different severities [52]. KABCO data was made 
available to MwRSF researchers in Phase II, and thus was included in all relevant 
B/C calculations discussed in Chapter 9. 
 Because this study involved an individual review of each crash narrative and 
scene diagram, it was difficult to compare KDOT data with data from other states, 
which often tabulate CMB impacts based on First Harmful Event (FHE), Most 
Harmful Event (MHE), or a “Fixed Object Struck = Cable Median Barrier” filter. 
Outcomes can vary if a CMB was neither the most severe nor first object struck, 
particularly if other fixed objects were involved, because it is not always clear 
whether a CMB impact was correctly identified. The total number of crashes 
which are attributable to, or correlated with, CMBs will change due to variations 
in how crashes are classified, and the difference in distributions may affect injury 
percentage estimation. In addition, some states do not track data related to CMB 
impacts, including penetrations or rollovers. MwRSF researchers attempted to 




5 CMB IN-SERVICE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS 
The MwRSF research team reviewed each crash report supplied by KDOT and 
identified crashes which involved a CMB. KDOT provided crash data and crash reports 
spanning between 2011 and 2019 on freeways K-10, K-96, and US-75 near the CMB 
locations. A total of 1,723 candidate crashes were identified; note that some crashes were 
removed from consideration which were either (a) confined to an exit or entrance ramp to 
one of the roadways (and hence did not interact with the freeway or freeway traffic); or (b) 
involved a different roadway but was misclassified. A summary of all crash data collected 
from KDOT is shown in Table 14. 
Table 14. Summary of KDOT Crash Data: 1 January 2009 – 30 June 2019 
 
1 Years with CMB: Total number of years CMB was completed from 2009 to 2019  
5.1 CMB Crashes 
Within the available dataset, a total of 409 crashes occurred before CMB 
construction began and 1,220 crashes occurred after CMB construction was completed. 
Note that because crashes which occurred during construction may not be representative 
of the effectiveness of the CMB, they were omitted from before-and-after analysis and 







144 8.4% 35 24% 55 38% 8 5.6% 62 43% 6.6
K-10
(JO County)
515 30% 116 23% 179 35% 2 0.4% 222 43% 6.6
US-75 44 2.6% 17 39% 16 36% 7 15.9% 18 41% 7.9
K-96 1020 59% 114 11% 218 21% 23 2.3% 711 70% 7.5












six of which involved a CMB; however, these CMB crashes were not considered. When 
evidence was not sufficient to identify if the CMB was impacted, the crash result was 
excluded. Examples of excluded crashes included reports with minimal narrative 
description, no scene diagram, or inconclusive language which did not denote impact or 
roadside barrier details. Crashes which entered the median and impacted a barrier other 
than a CMB were also compiled. Note that for several crashes, best estimates for which 
type of barrier was impacted were made as it was unclear from narratives or scene 
diagrams. The flow chart assignment method shown in Figure 27 was used to evaluate the 
crash outcomes. Data from before CMB installation is shown in Table 15 and data from 
after CMB installation is shown in Table 16. Both tables denote how many median barriers 
were struck, which includes data from previously existing guardrails and concrete barriers, 
and later CMBs. 
Table 15. Crash Data before Start of CMB Construction in Kansas 
 




64 5.2% 15 23% 17 27% 5 7.8% 37 58% 1 1.6%
K-10
(JO County)
160 13% 35 22% 44 28% 0 0% 81 51% 44 28%
US-75 11 0.9% 4 36% 3 27% 2 18% 6 55% 3 27%
K-96 174 14% 32 18% 30 17% 4 2.3% 116 67% 30 17%
















Table 16. Crash Data after CMB Completion in Kansas 
 
1 Includes all median barriers 
Some crash characteristics, including weather and injury severity, are highly 
correlated with crash dates. Due to the temporal nature of weather-related events, the 
datasets were partitioned such that only full calendar years for all available roadways were 
considered. KDOT’s first CMB construction project began in 2011 (US-75), and the final 
CMB construction project was finished in November 2012 (K-10). Therefore, when 
appropriate, the calendar year data analysis extracted only crashes occurring in the 
following windows: 
 Pre-CMB construction: January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2010 
 Post-CMB construction: January 1, 2013 through December 31, 2018 
The full calendar year datasets were subsets of the pre- and post-CMB construction 
datasets. As the size of the dataset decreased, the significance and confidence in the 
conclusions likewise decreased. Therefore, attempts were made to delineate differences in 
conclusions based on which datasets were used for each analysis. The full calendar year 





75 6.1% 18 24% 36 48% 2 2.7% 23 31% 31 41%
K-10
(JO County)
340 28% 77 23% 131 39% 2 0.6% 134 39% 131 39%
US-75 32 2.6% 13 41% 13 41% 5 16% 11 34% 13 41%
K-96 773 63% 74 10% 173 22% 15 1.9% 541 70% 173 22%















Table 17. Full-Calendar Year Crash Data before CMB Construction in Kansas (2009-10) 
 
1 Includes all median barriers 
Table 18. Full-Calendar Year Crash Data after CMB Completion in Kansas (2013-18) 
 
1 Includes all median barriers 
5.1.1 Crash Locations 
Each crash had an associated location denoted using Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) coordinates in latitude and longitude assigned by KDOT. However, 
crashes often occur over longitudinal stretches; it was unclear whether this geospatial 
position indicated start of vehicle instability, point of impact, approximate centerpoint of 
vehicle trajectory, vehicle final rest, or a different reference point. As such, the listed 
coordinates are considered approximations of crash location. Overhead satellite images of 




40 3.3% 15 38% 17 43% 5 13% 13 33% 0 0.0%
K-10
(JO County)
92 7.5% 35 38% 44 48% 0 0% 13 14% 8 8.7%
US-75 11 0.9% 4 36% 3 27% 2 18% 6 55% 1 9.1%
K-96 135 11% 32 24% 30 22% 4 3.0% 77 57% 12 8.9%

















70 5.7% 17 24% 33 47% 2 2.9% 22 31% 29 41% 25 10%
K-10
(JO County)
307 25% 73 24% 119 39% 1 0.3% 116 38% 104 34% 97 38%
US-75 24 2.0% 10 42% 8 33% 4 17% 10 42% 6 25% 3 1.2%
K-96 624 51% 60 9.6% 138 22% 12 1.9% 438 70% 132 21% 94 37%


















Figure 35. CMB Crashes on Kansas K-10 Freeway in Douglas County 
 
Figure 36. CMB Crashes on Kansas K-10 Freeway in Johnson County 
 




Figure 38. CMB Crashes on Kansas US-75 Freeway 
5.1.2 Barrier Exposure 
Daily and annual traffic volumes on roads in Kansas varied through the range of 
crash data provided, which spanned from 2009 to 2019. During the United States recession 
(between 2007 and 2013), VMT decreased, although the extent of traffic volume reductions 
varied geographically. Likewise, there was a significant reduction in overall traffic-related 
deaths during the same time period [53]. There has been evidence that VMT declines alone 
do not account for the reduction in traffic deaths, but that groups with higher rates of traffic 
fatalities (younger drivers) were disproportionately affected during the recession [54]. 
Reduced traffic from high-risk drivers may have been the greatest contributor to the 
reduction in deaths through 2012. 
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All CMBs installed in Kansas were completed between 2011 and 2012. VMT and 
number of national travel deaths both increased in 2012, and while traffic deaths have since 
stabilized, VMT has continued to increase. Therefore, the data corresponding to the non-
CMB baseline may have suppressed exposure compared to CMB data after the recession 
ended. Exposure was calculated using HMVMT based on the length of each CMB system 
and the AADT, as well as the number of crashes per mile. A summary of CMB exposure 
based on total number of CMB impacts is shown in Table 19, and full calendar year data 
is shown in Table 20. 
Table 19. CMB Exposure Calculations in Kansas: All Crashes after CMB Completion 
 
Table 20. CMB Exposure Calculations in Kansas: Crashes after CMB Completion with 
Full Calendar Year Data (2013-18) 
 
 
The CMB installed on K-10 in Johnson County (K-10 JO) and K-96 experienced 


















6.58 27 36% 2.30 0.254 1.673 16.14 11.74 1.79
K-10
(JO County)
6.58 106 31% 2.03 0.373 2.451 43.25 52.22 7.94
US-75 7.91 5 16% 0.51 0.049 0.385 12.98 9.80 1.24
K-96 7.49 116 15% 3.11 0.654 4.902 23.67 37.30 4.98



















6.00 25 36% 2.30 0.254 1.526 16.38 10.87 1.81
K-10
(JO County)
6.00 97 32% 2.03 0.373 2.236 43.38 47.78 7.96
US-75 6.00 3 13% 0.51 0.049 0.292 10.27 5.88 0.98
K-96 6.00 94 15% 3.11 0.654 3.925 23.95 30.23 5.04




Douglas County (K-10 DG) and US-75. For example, the HMVMT with CMB on K-10 
DG was 0.25, compared to 0.37 on K-10 JO (46 percent greater); the crash rate per 
HMVMT was 16.4 on K-10 DG, compared to 43.4 on K-10 JO (168 percent greater). 
The concentration of crashes appeared to be associated with two features: (a) 
roadway curves and (b) urban interchanges. Both K-10 DG and US-75 were primarily 
suburban or rural routes with few interchanges; approximately half of the crashes on K-10 
DG occurred on its northernmost curve, as shown in Figure 35. In comparison, crashes on 
K-96 (an urban roadway with many interchanges) and K-10 JO at the interchange of K-10 
and K-7 were disproportionately high. The highest crash rates per HMVMT occurred in 
conjunction with K-10 JO and K-96. 
Due to the number of installations and mileage of barriers, limited conclusions 
could be drawn regarding CMB exposure. However, for the high-traffic roadways it was 
observed that median barrier crash rates, and hence median encroachments, were 
significantly higher around interchanges and near curves than on straight-line roads with 
few interchanges. 
5.1.3 Weather and Road Conditions 
Weather events have a strong effect on crash rates due to decreased tire-pavement 
friction, reduced visibility, and reduced vehicle control. Therefore, it is important to 
determine whether weather-related effects had a strong influence on CMB impact 
likelihood by comparing weather effects before and after CMB installations. Results are 
shown in Figure 39. 
Overall results were very similar for before and after CMB construction. It was 
concluded that the weather patterns before and after CMB installation were not 
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significantly different and likely did not result in statistical differences in crash severity or 
frequency. 
 
Figure 39. Distribution of Crashes by Weather Condition 
The distribution of weather effects for CMB-related and non-CMB crashes was 
compared, as shown in Figure 40. Note that all CMB impacts were considered equivalent, 
as severity indicators such as speed and angle were not known for any CMB crash. 
The weather patterns of non-CMB crashes were consistent with the distribution of 
all post-CMB installation crashes. CMB crashes were significantly more common in 
adverse weather than non-CMB crashes. This observation was further explored by 
examining the distribution of all ROR and non-ROR outcomes, as shown in Figure 41. 
Crashes involving CMBs were more likely to be associated with rain and snow than any 
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other ROR outcome, including ROR median non-CMB, ROR roadside, and on-road only 
crashes. 
 





Figure 41. ROR Distribution by Weather Condition post-CMB Installation 
Results suggested that the lateral offset of the vehicle into the median or the 
roadside may be strongly related to the weather condition and tire-ground friction. During 
wet or icy weather, friction capacity on paved roads is known to drop by 30 to 80 percent 
(peak friction on asphalt and concrete ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 when dry, 0.6 to 0.8 when 
wet, and 0.1 to 0.4 when freezing) [55]. Although less is known about roadsides and grass 
under adverse weather, the peak dry-weather friction on grass or dirt medians is 
approximately 0.4 to 0.6 [55]. Therefore, roadway departures during adverse weather may 
be associated with larger lateral offsets. The increase in lateral offset for median departures 
associated with adverse weather was also identified during a previous crash study to 
investigate CMB warrants in Kansas [1, 2]. 
As previously noted, potential differences in crash distributions may occur when 
including or excluding data from partial calendar years. These differences may be 
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attributable to weather differences or crash rate differences on different road segments at 
CMB locations. The weather-related results for calendar years 2013 through 2018 were 
plotted, in which all CMB construction was completed and full calendar year data was 
available. Minor differences were noted, but overall behavior was unchanged compared to 
results without the calendar year subset, as shown in Figures 42 and 43. 
Odds ratios were calculated for CMB weather-related contributions. Results 
indicated that freezing conditions increased the risk of CMB crashes by approximately 2.4 
times in comparison with all crashes. Moreover, the risk of a CMB crash during freezing 
weather was 3.9 times more likely than non-CMB crashes and 9.5 times more likely than 
non-ROR crashes for the same weather conditions. CMB crash rates also increased by 
factors of 1.5, 1.8, and 2.5 for wet conditions compared to all crashes, non-CMB crashes, 
and on-road only crashes, respectively. 
 





Figure 43. ROR Distribution by Weather Condition post-CMB Installation (2013-18) 
5.1.4 Time of Day 
The distribution of reported crash times was plotted and is shown in Figure 44. The 
number of crashes peaked between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 to 7:00 p.m., regardless of 
whether a CMB was involved, and declined significantly after 7:00 p.m. Approximately 
67 percent of all crashes involving CMBs occurred between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., 
compared to 56 percent of non-CMB crashes. Non-CMB crashes peaked at the same time 
as all crashes, between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. (18.2 percent) and 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. (21.8 
percent). Interestingly, CMB crashes spiked from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m., displaying a strong 
correlation with non-CMB crashes, but did not from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Unsurprisingly, 





Figure 44. CMB-Related and Non-CMB Crashes by Crash Time 
5.1.5 Month 
Crash dates were examined using full-calendar year data following the completion 
of all CMBs, as shown in Figure 45 and Table 21. Non-CMB crashes were more evenly 
distributed, with a peak in October and November. CMB crashes were less common from 
March to August, became more frequent between September and November, and peaked 
during winter months. There were more combined CMB crashes in December, January, 





Figure 45. CMB-Related, Non-CMB, and All Crashes by Month (2013-18) 
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No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Jan. 89 8.7 25 11 64 8.0 32 11 18 11 42 7.2 
Feb. 75 7.3 29 13 46 5.7 36 12 11 6.9 29 4.9 
Mar. 79 7.7 14 6.4 65 8.1 22 7.4 13 8.1 46 7.8 
Apr. 84 8.2 11 5.0 73 9.1 17 5.7 10 6.3 57 9.7 
May 82 8.0 16 7.3 66 8.2 24 8.1 16 10 44 7.5 
Jun. 65 6.3 9 4.1 56 7.0 13 4.4 16 10 38 6.5 
Jul. 76 7.4 13 5.9 63 7.8 17 5.7 11 6.9 50 8.5 
Aug. 76 7.4 14 6.4 62 7.7 21 7.0 5 3.1 51 8.7 
Sept. 80 7.8 20 9.1 60 7.5 24 8.1 10 6.3 48 8.2 
Oct. 102 10 22 10 80 9.9 29 9.7 14 8.8 60 10 
Nov. 121 12 21 9.5 100 12 27 9.1 17 11 79 14 
Dec. 96 9.4 26 12 70 8.7 36 12 19 12 42 7.2 
Total 1,025 220 805 298 160 586 
Annual 
average 
170.8 36.7 134.2 49.7 26.7 97.7 
Monthly 
average 
14.2 3.1 11.2 4.1 2.2 8.1 
Distribution  21.5% 78.5% 29.1% 15.6% 57.2% 
NOTE: CMB and non-CMB crashes are mutually exclusive. ROR median and ROR roadside 
crashes are not mutually exclusive, but neither are included in the non-ROR crash grouping 
The data were normalized by dividing monthly crashes by the number of days per 
month and multiplying the total crashes by the annual average days per month (because 
2012 and 2016 were leap years, the average number of days in February for the analysis 
timeframe was 28.29). Again, results indicated that CMB crashes were much more 
common during the winter months of December, January, and February when compared to 
non-CMB crashes; approximately 37 percent of all CMB crashes occurred during these 
months, as shown in Figure 46. In general, after normalization non-CMB crashes generally 




Figure 46. CMB and Non-CMB Crashes by Normalized Month 
To further examine if the crashes involving CMBs were unique compared to other 
ROR crashes, the distribution of crash months for CMB crashes, ROR roadside crashes, 
and on-road only crashes were compared. Results indicated that both ROR median and 
roadside departure rates were higher during December and January and were distributed 
similarly to CMB crashes. Surprisingly, ROR roadside crashes were significantly less 
common during the months of August and September. On-road only crashes were again 
highest during October and November, with a secondary peak in April, and were low 
during winter months, even as the total number of crashes increased during that time 









Finally, crash dates for the baseline period prior to CMB installation were plotted 
to compare with crash dates after CMB installation. Because the baseline dataset was much 
smaller than the post-CMB installation dataset, and therefore more prone to discrepancies 
associated with weather- and date-related phenomena, only full calendar-year data was 
evaluated. Results are summarized in Table 22 and plotted in Figure 48. 









No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Jan. 22 7.9 4 7.0 5 9.6 13 7.3 
Feb. 22 7.9 3 5.3 5 9.6 14 7.9 
Mar. 18 6.5 5 8.8 3 5.8 10 5.6 
Apr. 8 2.9 3 5.3 1 1.9 4 2.2 
May 30 11 6 11 3 5.8 23 13 
Jun. 16 5.8 0 0.0 1 1.9 15 8.4 
Jul. 23 8.3 5 8.8 3 5.8 16 9.0 
Aug. 18 6.5 0 0.0 7 14 11 6.2 
Sept. 26 9.4 6 11 5 9.6 16 9.0 
Oct. 35 13 8 14 4 7.7 25 14 
Nov. 34 12 6 11 6 12 22 12 
Dec. 26 9.4 11 19 9 18 9 5.1 
Total 278  57  52  178  
Annual 
average 
139.0 28.5 26.0 89.0 
Monthly 
average 
11.6 2.4 2.2 7.4 





Figure 48. Baseline Data by Crash Month (2009-10) 
Although the available data was limited to two years, a similar pattern of increased 
crashes and roadway departures was observed in November and December. Surprisingly, 
January, February, and March had a reduced number of overall and ROR median crashes 
compared to the annual average. 
5.1.6 Additional Crash Factors 
Many other factors that affect the performance of CMBs were not addressed here. 
Vehicle types (e.g., make, model year) and safety features affect both barrier performance 
and occupant survivability in events including rollover, vehicle-to-vehicle crashes, and 
interactions with roadside fixed objects. Additional occupant and/or driver factors 
(impairment, influence of controlled substances or medications, occupant age, 
demographics, health condition, etc.) can influence the injury and severity outcome of a 
crash. Unfortunately, these factors were not addressed in this project. Based on the time 
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and budget constraints, researchers focused primarily on vehicle-barrier interaction, 
stability, and crash outcomes. These other factors may be valuable to include with regard 
to estimation of crash modification factors, statistical modeling, and targeted 
improvements for B/C analyses. Some of these additional occupant and/or driver factors 
were addressed in the ROR roadside departure analysis in Chapter 10. 
5.2 Median Crash Rate Amplification Factor 
It was observed across numerous in-service performance evaluation from other 
state DOTs that the installation of any median barrier caused an increase in reported 
crashes, since a number of previously unreported median departures impacted the barrier 
installation and resulted in a reported crash [e.g., 9, 14, 16, 18]. Typical values for the 
“crash amplification factor”, the rate at which the reported number of ROR median crashes 
increased following CMB installation, ranged from 1.3 to 1.7, corresponding to an increase 
of 30 percent to 70 percent. 
Based on review of the baseline data set from Kansas, it was concluded that the 
attributes of crashes prior to and after CMB installation were sufficiently similar that the 
before-and-after crash rates involving CMBs could be compared. Annual ROR median and 
ROR roadside crashes and total crash rates per year were considered. The effect of CMBs 
on median-related and total crash rates was explored. As a percent of all crashes, median 
departures increased by seven percent after CMB installation. It was observed that median 
departures (78 total crashes, 22 percent of all crashes) and roadside departures (71 crashes, 
20 percent) rates were very similar before CMB installation, with 11 crashes involving 
departure to both sides of the roadway. After CMBs were installed, the median crash rate 
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was nearly double the roadside crash rate; moreover, the percentage of crashes which 
exited both sides of the road dropped from 3.1 to 2.0. 
Further analysis considered only full calendar years of data for the periods before 
CMB construction (2009-10) and after CMB completion (2013-18). Between 2009 and 
2010, 57 median and 52 roadside departures were identified. In the six years after CMB 
construction was finished, there were 298 reported ROR median crashes and only 160 ROR 
roadside crashes. For these same periods, the number of annual on-road only crashes in the 
vicinity of CMBs rose by 9.7 percent. The annual number of on-road only crashes was 
explored as a control group to scale the rate of median and roadside crashes per year, based 
on the assumption that the construction of CMBs would not have an effect on-road only 
crash rates. Results of the comparison are shown in Table 23. 
Table 23. Crash Rates before and after CMB Construction 
Parameter 
Before CMB construction 
(2009-10) 










ROR median 57 28.5 298 49.7 +59 
ROR median only 48 24.0 279 46.5 +77 
ROR roadside 52 26.0 160 26.7 -6.5 
ROR roadside only 43 21.5 141 23.5 -0.4 
ROR median and roadside 9 4.5 19 3.2 -362 
On-road only 178 89.0 586 97.7 Control 
1 It was assumed the annual rate of on-road only crashes would not be affected by CMBs, and thus 
they were used to scale before-and-after crash rates for median and roadside departures 
2 Given the small number of ROR median and roadside crashes, the uncertainty in the change 
resulting from CMB installation is significant 
The installation of CMBs was observed to have minimal effect on ROR roadside 
departures. By scaling the results based on the number of on-road only crashes, the annual 
number of ROR roadside-only crashes was essentially unchanged, at between 21 and 24 
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per year. This result indicated crashes in which the vehicle only exited to the roadside were 
essentially unchanged by the presence of CMBs, which matched expectations. 
However, the annual number of ROR median crashes increased by 59 percent after 
CMB installation. It was not believed the presence of CMBs resulted in additional median 
departures; instead, the increase in ROR median crash rate strongly suggests that prior to 
CMB installation, many vehicles had entered the median but otherwise not been involved 
in a crash, and that these events were not documented. Results suggested there were an 
additional 15 reported ROR median crashes per year in the 7.95 miles of roadway at which 
CMBs were installed, which were not previously documented or reported before CMB 
installation. 
The rate of crashes which involved departure to both sides of the roadway decreased 
after CMB installation. There were 24 such crashes between the end of CMB installation 
and June 2019; of these, only ten involved a CMB, and six of those ten involved a roadside 
departure before the CMB impact. The remainder of the CMB crashes did not cross over 
travel lanes to the roadside. During this period, 182 roadside crashes occurred, 5.5 percent 
of which were both ROR roadside and ROR median; in comparison, 254 CMB impacts 
occurred, 3.9 percent of which involved a roadside departure, and only 1.6 percent 
impacted a CMB before crossing travel lanes to the roadside. 
This result strongly suggested that vehicles which engaged a CMB were less likely 
to cross over all travel lanes after the CMB impact. A 2013 MwRSF report observed that 
crashes in which an impacting vehicle rebounded away from the CMB and returned to, or 
crossed over, the adjacent travel lanes were more likely to be severe than crashes in which 
the vehicle did not return to travel lanes [4]. Due to the small dataset, the uncertainty of 
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this calculation is high. Nonetheless, results indicate that CMBs reduced the frequency of 
ROR crashes with driver over-corrections causing vehicles to depart both sides of the 
roadway. 
5.3 Crash Severity 
The maximum injury severity sustained in crash events after CMB installation was 
evaluated for CMB-related and non-CMB crashes. Results are shown in Figure 49. KDOT 
provided injury data on a three-point injury scale for the CMB crash dataset: “fatality”, 
“injury”, and “no injury”. Note that “no injury” was also listed as “property damage only” 
(PDO). 
 
Figure 49. CMB and Non-CMB Crashes by Injury Designation after CMB Completion 
The distribution of injury outcomes was further separated to consider CMB crashes, 
ROR median crashes with no CMB impact, ROR roadside departures, and on-road only 
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crashes, as shown in Figure 50. Results indicated that CMB crashes were generally lower 
severity than ROR crashes not involving CMBs. On-road only crashes were the least 
severe, with the greatest number of crashes but no recorded fatalities and a comparable 
injury rate to CMB crashes. 
 
Figure 50. KDOT Injury Designation by Crash Outcome Post-CMB Installation 
The distribution of crash outcomes for injury and PDO crashes was plotted based 
on weather conditions for CMB, ROR roadside only, and on-road only crashes, as shown 
in Figure 51. Injury crashes were disproportionately associated with dry, clear weather 
conditions, which is consistent with observations in literature [4, 56-58]. However, a 
surprisingly high percentage of on-road only PDO crashes were also associated with dry, 
clear weather conditions. In general, fewer injury crashes were observed during adverse 
weather conditions, both as a percentage of all injury crashes and as a percentage of all 
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crashes with adverse weather. Only CMB crashes associated with freezing conditions 
incurred a higher proportion of injury crashes than PDO crashes in non-optimal driving 
conditions. Moreover, the composite ratio of PDO-to-injury crashes rose (up to twice as 
high) during adverse weather for other crash types, indicating the benefit of reduced travel 
speeds to preventing injuries. 
 
Figure 51. Comparison of Distribution of Injury Outcomes (2013-18) 
5.4 Bad Outcomes 
Results of the bad outcome analysis are summarized in Table 24. Note that although 
weather events, time of year, and time of day have an effect on crash frequency and may 
influence injury risk, all crash results after CMB construction were analyzed to maximize 
the size and relevancy of the dataset. A crash outcome was not considered if it did not 
include a fatality and could not be identified as a penetration or rollover with reasonable 
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confidence, which means that actual bad outcome crash rates may be higher than what is 
indicated here. 
Table 24. CMB Crash Data Summary 
 
 
Of the 254 CMB crashes identified, eight penetrations and one rollover were 
observed, which corresponded to penetration and rollover rates of 3.1 percent and 0.4 
percent, respectively; both of these values are far below the national average collected for 
data in the 2000s [4] and reported by other states [e.g., 15, 58]. Two penetrations resulted 
in a CME, and one of these became a CMC. Results of both crashes are discussed in 
Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, and the remaining six CMB penetrations are summarized in 
Section 5.4.3. 
5.4.1 CMB Penetration Resulting in a CMC 
In one of the penetration crashes, a vehicle passed behind a W-beam guardrail 
system, impacted the CMB near an end terminal, and passed to the opposing travel lanes, 
where it impacted a second vehicle, as shown in Figures 52 and 53. This crash result was 
difficult to categorize, as it was not clear whether this impact occurred outside of 
redirection length of the CMB and downstream from the critical impact point (CIP) in 
which the barrier behavior transitions from capturing or redirecting a vehicle to gating and 




25 10% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 25 100% 0 0.0% 1 4.0% 24 96%
K-10
(JO County)
97 38% 4 4.1% 1 1.0% 92 95% 0 0.0% 11 11.3% 86 89%
US-75 3 1% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 100% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 100%
K-96 94 37% 1 1.1% 0 0.0% 93 99% 1 1.1% 12 12.8% 81 86%
Total 219 21% 5 2.3% 1 0.5% 213 97% 1 0.5% 24 11.0% 194 89%
PDOPenetrations Rollovers Capture FatalitiesHit CMB Injuries
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Google Earth [51] indicated that the W-beam system was located 12 ft laterally from the 
CMB, measured from the cables to the back side of the post, and the length of overlap 
between the W-beam and CMB was approximately 83 ft. 
 
Figure 52. CMB Penetration Crash Resulting in a CMC 
  
Figure 53. Location of CMB Penetration Crash Resulting in a CMC [51] 
Based on the crash narrative, it was concluded that a Ford F-150 pickup impacted 
and overrode the CMB at the downstream end of the system and started to yaw clockwise, 
with the front end of the truck rotating toward the original travel lanes. The vehicle 
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proceeded through the relatively flat median and into opposing travel lanes where the 
pickup was impacted along its driver’s side by a van in the opposing lanes. 
5.4.2 CMB Penetration Resulting in a CME 
The second CMB penetration which resulted in a CME was not a typical CMB 
capture scenario. A tractor-trailer vehicle impacted the CMB, and very near to the time of 
impact the flatbed trailer disengaged from the tractor and passed over the CMB into the 
opposing travel lanes. No CMC occurred in this crash, which is shown in Figure 54. CMBs 
are generally tested and approved using MASH evaluation criteria to Test Level 3 (TL-3) 
impact conditions [50], which consist of a subcompact car weighing approximately 2,420 
lb and a ½-ton, quad cab pickup truck weighing approximately 5,000 lb, each impacting a 
barrier system at 62 mph and a 25-degree angle. Heavier vehicles, such as box trucks and 
tractors with van-body or tank-body trailers, are evaluated under higher service level 
conditions of TL-4, TL-5, and TL-6 impact conditions. 
During this penetration crash, the tractor was contained, but the trailer overrode the 
CMB. Although it is noted as a penetration crash for analysis purposes, it is generally not 
expected that CMBs will capture or redirect these vehicles. Very few CMBs have been 
tested and shown to be crashworthy for impact conditions and vehicles consistent with TL-
4 criteria, and no systems have been deemed crashworthy for containing or redirecting 
tractor-trailer combination vehicles. Nonetheless, there are many anecdotes of CMBs 




Figure 54. Penetration Crash Resulting in a CME 
5.4.3 Other CMB Penetrations 
The six identified KDOT CMB penetrations which did not result in a CME are 
summarized below. Identification of penetration and rollover events was challenging 
because they required interpretation of the reported sequence of events and scene diagrams. 
Most scene diagrams were not to scale and some did not contain enough information to 
make an accurate determination of crash outcomes. Some examples of scene diagrams 
which correlated with penetration crashes based on the narratives and sequences of events 
but could not be detected based on scene diagrams or fixed-object impact classification are 
shown in Figures 55 through 58. 
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 KDOT crash no. 20130108467: a 2000 Toyota Camry merging from K-7 onto 
K-10 lost control at the bottom of the ramp, traveled into the median, and 
penetrated the CMB between the cables (no injuries, shown in Figure 55) 
 KDOT crash no. 20130118444: the driver of a 1997 Saturn sedan fell asleep 
and struck several CMB posts, penetrating the barrier between the cables (no 
injuries) 
 KDOT crash no. 20170104114: a 2016 Nissan 370 lost control on the slick 
roadway, penetrating a CMB which was noted to already have damage near the 
area of impact (no injuries, shown in Figure 56) 
 KDOT crash no. 20180014171: a 2003 Ford F-150 traveling with excessive 
speed impacted CMB and came to rest on opposite side of median (no injuries) 
 KDOT crash no. 20180103165: the driver of a 2004 Toyota Camry under the 
influence of marijuana swerved in the roadway and penetrated the CMB (no 
injuries, shown in Figure 57) 
 KDOT crash no. 20190110767: a 2009 Ford Focus impacted an object in the 
roadway and entered the median, contacting seven cable barrier posts and 




Figure 55. Example of Scene Diagram with Potential CMB Penetration Crash 
 




Figure 57. Example of Scene Diagram with Potential CMB Penetration Crash 
 
Figure 58. Example of Scene Diagram with Potential CMB Penetration Crash 
5.4.4 Rollover Crash Associated with a CMB 
The scene diagram for the only rollover crash associated with a CMB is shown in 
Figure 59. During the crash, the impacting vehicle, a 2003 Ford Focus, swerved to avoid 
another vehicle encroaching into its lane, but lost control and impacted the CMB. During 
redirection, the vehicle yawed sideways and was tripped and rolled. The scene diagram 
may also indicate a penetration crash result, but the crash narrative did not indicate that the 
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vehicle had traveled completely to the opposite side of the CMB; therefore, it was not 
treated as a penetration crash. 
 
Figure 59. Rollover Crash Involving CMB 
The median at the point of the crash was relatively flat (slope of less than 10:1) and 
grassy. The CMB system used a narrow mow strip with posts located in sockets. At the 
point of impact, the CMB was flared and tapered toward the impacting vehicle’s lanes, but 
the taper appeared to be more gradual than 50:1. The approximate location of the rollover 
crash is shown in Figure 60. Researchers believed that excessive steering associated with 
an avoidance maneuver contributed to the rollover. 
  
Figure 60. Location of CMB Rollover Crash [51] 
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5.4.5 Fatality Associated with a CMB 
One fatality was identified in the CMB dataset and included multiple non-contact 
vehicles. A Ford F-350 pickup truck carrying cargo in its bed abruptly lost part of the cargo 
in the roadway, and several adjacent trailing vehicles abruptly stopped or swerved to avoid 
the lost cargo. Some of the occupants of those vehicles exited the vehicles and intended to 
clean up the debris to prevent subsequent crashes on K-96. A tractor-trailer vehicle came 
upon the scene and made an avoidance maneuver toward the shoulder and median, striking 
one stopped vehicle and the CMB. While slowing, the tractor-trailer also contacted and 
killed a pedestrian of a separate stopped vehicle. The crash location is shown in Figure 61, 
and the scene diagram is shown in Figure 62. 
 
 




Figure 62. Scene Diagram of Fatal CMB Crash 
The fatality was associated with the pedestrian and was not a product of the CMB 
impact; however, it is possible that the tractor-trailer would not have impacted the 
pedestrian in the absence of the CMB. As a result, the fatality associated with this crash 
should not be interpreted as a failure of the CMB installation, design, or impact condition, 
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but rather as an unintended consequence that can arise from the installation of any median 
barrier system. 
5.4.6 Bad Outcome Analysis and Conclusions 
Few bad outcomes were identified in conjunction with CMB crashes, and when bad 
outcomes were identified, the severities were relatively minor. A summary of bad outcome 
crashes is shown in Table 25. One CMC was associated with a penetration, although it was 
unclear whether the penetration was related to a change in the performance of the barrier 
when struck outside its LON, near its downstream end anchorage. One additional CME 
involved a vehicle impacting the CMB with impact conditions beyond the design 
constraints of the barrier. As a result, it was concluded that the CMB installed in Kansas 
performed well and the lack of identifiable bad outcomes indicates good overall barrier 
performance. 





























20120102788 Yes No O Clear Light 1432 2009 Ford F-150 Pickup 
20120108234 Yes No I Clear Light 1623 1992 International 
Tractor-
Trailer 
20130108467 Yes No O Wet Light 1351 2000 Toyota Camry Sedan 
20130118444 Yes No O Clear Light 1452 1997 Saturn sedan Sedan 
20140095124 No No K Clear Light 1457 2006 Mack 
Tractor-
Trailer 
20160124261 No Yes I Clear Light 1145 2003 Ford Focus Sedan 
20170104114 Yes No O Fog 
Dark with 
streetlights 
2025 2016 Nissan 370 Sedan 
20180014171 Yes No O Clear Light 819 2003 Ford F-150 Pickup 
20180103165 Yes No O Clear Light 1321 2004 Toyota Camry Sedan 




It was noted that most penetration crashes were passenger cars with sedan body 
types. Traditionally, passenger car body types have been associated with the highest 
median barrier penetration rates [4, 57]. However, recent national research has shown that 
new vehicle sales are overwhelmingly moving away from passenger cars to light truck 
vehicles such as crossover utility vehicles (CUVs) or SUVs [61, 62]. Notably, none of the 
bad outcome crashes in Kansas involved CUVs or SUVs. Although researchers did not 
tabulate a distribution of all vehicles involved in CMB impacts, it was believed CUVs and 
SUVs were involved in a significant number of crashes. 
Lastly, it should be noted that only the most severe injury in a crash, regardless of 
the number of vehicles or total passengers involved, was denoted on the three-point injury 
scale. It is possible that in multi-vehicle crashes in which only one vehicle impacted the 
CMB, the maximum injury severity sustained by occupants of the vehicle colliding with 
the CMB was lower than the injury severity in other vehicles not involved in a CMB 
impact. Due to the low injury resolution, an injury distribution correlated for each vehicle 
in a crash was not conducted. 
5.5 Fixed Object Classification and CMB Impact Identification 
The last analysis conducted by researchers sought to identify how commonly CMB 
crashes were identified by first responders. This study was unique in that the crash dataset 
was not pre-filtered based on any criteria other than proximity to the location of the CMBs. 
Subsequently, researchers identified all CMB crashes based on crash scene diagrams and 
narratives on crash reports. This allowed researchers to review fields on the crash reports 




The “Fixed Object Struck” field was reviewed for every CMB crash in the database 
to determine how crash reports were identifying CMB impacts. Note, some CMB impacts 
involved more than one fixed object or type of fixed object struck, but KDOT crash reports 
only indicated a single event in the Fixed Object Struck field. The distribution of declared 
fixed objects struck in CMB crashes is noted in Figure 63. The distribution of declared 
fixed objects struck in all ROR roadside crashes is explored in Section 11.4. 
 
Figure 63. Distribution of Listed Fixed Objects Struck for CMB Crashes in Kansas 
Researchers conducted an analysis of CMB crashes and identified as many impacts 
as could be determined based on scene diagrams and crash narratives. Researchers 
primarily reviewed the crash database summary provided by KDOT, which annotated the 
first fixed object struck declared on crash report forms. Note that a write-in description in 
crash report forms can be used to declare a second fixed object struck. The following 













 Of the CMB crashes identified by MwRSF researchers, 46 (18 percent) did not 
denote a fixed object struck or provide a description of the barrier or any other 
object struck. Nearly all of these crash reports denoted only an impact with 
another vehicle. These crashes would not be identified using any fixed-object-
based selection filter. 
 Three errors were identified in the Fixed Object Struck field of KDOT’s summary 
database. For each of these crashes, the crash report denoted “Guardrail” or 
“Divider, Median Barrier” for fixed object struck, but was coded as either 
“Embankment”, “Ditch”, or “Culvert” in the KDOT database. These errors were 
corrected in the analysis database. 
 Crash reports indicated the fixed object struck using two separate fields. One field 
required the respondent to select a pre-established option, as shown in Figure 63. 
A second field allowed the respondent to write in a description of the object 
struck. The labels given to CMBs by officers ranged widely, including “Median 
Fence”, “Wire Rope Barrier”, and “Cable Barrier Post”. The interpretation of the 
type of object struck influenced the depiction of the fixed object type selected for 
classification (e.g., “Post/Tree/Fence” correlated with “Cable Barrier Post”). 
 Although a significant, but non-tabulated, number of crashes involved more than 
one fixed object struck in the impact sequence (e.g., impacting bridge rail, 
delineator posts, and CMB), many were denoted as only one fixed object struck. 




Next, the identified CMB crashes were filtered using only “Guardrail” or “Divider, 
Median Barrier” as Fixed Object Struck criteria and the results of the analysis were 
compared with the filtered dataset. A total of 191 (75 percent) CMB crashes were identified 
using these selection criteria. It was observed that the distribution of weather events was 
statistically identical for the CMB crashes identified by MwRSF researchers compared to 
the filtered dataset of only CMB crashes denoted with guardrail or median barrier fixed 
object types, as shown in Figure 64. Likewise, the maximum injury severity in the crash 
was reduced when compared to all CMB impacts, as shown in Figure 65. 
 




Figure 65. Comparison of Maximum Injury Severity in Reported CMB Impacts 
However, after filtering, the number of identified bad outcome crashes changed. 
Seven of the eight CMB penetrations were contained in the dataset filtered using fixed 
object type for a composite penetration rate of 3.7 percent (7/191), but the rollover crash 
identified in NU’s CMB crash database was not located in the fixed-object filtered 
database. For that crash, the fixed object struck had been listed as “Other” due to the 
rollover. 
5.6 CMB Performance Summary 
5.6.1 Review of Crash Results 
Crashes with a bad outcome were those with undesirable results, including vehicle 
penetration of a CMB, rollover, or a severe injury outcome. Nonetheless, the primary 
objective of CMBs is to prevent CMCs, or in certain applications, to prevent impact with 
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a median feature (e.g., in Kansas, bridge piers were shielded by CMBs on Kansas Freeway 
K-10, as shown in Figure 66). The evaluation of CMB performance must therefore consider 
several factors: 
 CMC prevention 
 Prevention of non-CMC bad outcomes 
 Contribution to bad outcomes which may not have otherwise occurred 





Figure 66. Bridge Pier Protection using a CMB on Kansas Freeway K-10 [51] 
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Because injury data using a KABCO scale, which groups injuries based on severity, 
was unavailable in Phase I, the B/C ratio associated with KDOT’s CMB installations could 
not be calculated. Additionally, the only fatal crash was an indirect consequence of the 
CMB; while the presence of the CMB constrained the impacting tractor-trailer vehicle, it 
is not clear whether or not the pedestrian would have been struck if the CMB was not 
present. The fatality was unrelated to the performance of the barrier but would have had a 
disproportionate effect on CMB B/C calculations. 
Instead of a traditional B/C analysis, the propensity for CMEs associated with 
CMBs was calculated based on available data from scene diagrams and crash narratives. 
Specifically, the reported extent of damage to the median barriers, pre-crash actions 
(avoidance maneuvers or “panic steering” into the median and overcorrecting from lane 
departures), and reported driver distractions or incapacitations (e.g., medical impairment, 
illness, diabetic shock, pre-crash cardiac event, or incapacitation from controlled 
substances) were reviewed. By closely examining the scene diagrams and narratives of 
each crash report, researchers estimated the likelihood that each vehicle involved in a CMB 
crash would have entered the opposing shoulder or travel lanes if a CMB was not present. 
Crashes deemed likely to reach the opposing shoulder were labeled “encroachments”. 
Approximately 16 percent of the 254 CMB impacts were identified as potential 
encroachments. Although it was unclear how many of the potential encroachments would 
have resulted in a CME, the CME rate was estimated at half of the encroachments, or eight 
percent of CMB impacts. Thus, it was estimated that 21 CMEs would have occurred in the 
time period after CMB installation. 
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In a previous study for KDOT investigating median encroachments, MwRSF 
researchers identified 525 CMEs and 115 CMCs, meaning that 22 percent of CMEs became 
a CMC. Using this ratio, it was estimated that approximately five CMCs were likely to 
have occurred on Kansas Freeways K-10, US-75, and K-96 in the vicinity of the CMB 
locations during the evaluation period. After CMB installation, one CMC was identified; 
this suggests that approximately 80 percent of the potential CMCs on these road segments 
were prevented by CMBs. This correlates well with results identified by other state DOTs 
[9, 56, 58]. 
Approximately 58 percent of CMB crashes were associated with either low impact 
speeds (minimal barrier damage) or low-angle impacts with conscious driver control. 
These crashes were listed as “Nuisance” crashes because the CMBs were not believed to 
have any helpful contribution to vehicle stability, capture, or occupant safety. Note that 
some nuisance crashes would not have resulted in any crash outcome without a CMB 
present, although others were related to a low-speed impact after a previous impact event 
in the travel lanes. 
5.6.2 Comparisons with Other State Data 
CMB data from other state DOTs was reviewed and compared with KDOT results. 
State geography had a significant effect on the distribution of weather effects on crash 
outcomes, and a 2013 MwRSF report identified a strong correlation between adverse 
weather conditions and CMB crash rates [4]. Additionally, the report observed average 
weekly CMB crash rates beginning in December and extending through February were 
double that of the rest of the calendar year; for KDOT, the crash rates with CMBs were 
significantly higher during this same time period. 
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Florida observed that approximately 2.6 percent of CMB crashes resulted in CMEs 
after installation [9, 58]. Although the overall number of CMEs and CMCs was reduced 
after installing median barriers, FDOT deemed that the penetration rate was too high. With 
254 identified CMB crashes in Kansas, the effective CME rate in this study was 0.8 
percent; using only the fixed-object based classification, which may be more similar to 
other state data, the effective CME rate was 1.0 percent. 
KDOT’s crash rates were also compared with other states. The number of crashes 
per HMVMT were calculated for each roadway in the KDOT study and results varied 
widely; thus, a low, average, and high crash rate per HMVMT was compared with results 
from other states, as shown in Table 26. The average crash rates in Kansas per HMVMT 
were higher than in Iowa or Michigan based on all crash data, but a higher rate was 
expected in part because the CMB locations in Kansas were only installed on high-traffic 
volume commuter routes, whereas for Iowa and Michigan, a significant portion of CMB 
installations were on primarily low-traffic volume rural routes. Kansas data compared well 
to Iowa and Michigan, although the small overall mileage and number of crashes limited 
the magnitude of the comparison and conclusions. 
Table 26. Comparison of KDOT Crash Rates with Other State DOTs 
Parameter 
KS (all CMB data)2 
IA [14] MI [16] 
Low High Composite 
CMB crash rate 
(HMVMT) 
12.98 43.25 26.99 - - 
Overall crash rate 
(HMVMT) 
44.83 157.70 129.64 23.76 34.88 





0.11 (all) 0.58 (all) 
CME rate (HMVMT) - - 1.50 - 0.35 
1 Michigan’s serious crash rate included fatal and debilitating injuries, but Kansas and Iowa data 
only included fatalities 




Based on these observations, researchers made the following conclusions: 
 KDOT’s CMBs successfully prevented a significant rate of expected CMCs during 
the evaluation period. 
 CMBs are fixed objects which damage impacting vehicles. Thus, crash rates will 
increase following CMB installation. Some non-reported median encroachments 
may subsequently result in a reported crash, requiring maintenance and 
potentially contributing to congestion in adjacent travel lanes during those crash 
and maintenance time periods. 
 CMBs have been shown to reduce rollovers in divided medians by restraining 
vehicles with large yaw displacements [4]. However, the medians in Kansas are 
primarily flat and may not be prone to tripping yawed vehicles. It could not be 
determined if there was a noticeable change in rollover behavior before or after 
installation of the CMBs due to extremely small sample of crashes with rollover 
results. 
Results of this study may not be comparable to scenarios with significantly different 
traffic characteristics, such as rural freeways where traffic volumes are generally lower and 
do not have sharp transitions between peak and non-peak hours. Based on analysis of full-
scale crash testing, it is known that impact speed has a strong effect on vehicle stability, 
dynamic deflection of the system, vehicle and occupant accelerations, and barrier 
performance. In general, lower impact speeds correlate with less undesirable crash 
outcomes and better overall barrier performance compared to higher impact speeds. 
Although impact speeds were not known for any CMB crashes in the available dataset, 
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every non-continuously shielded, divided-median roadway with a CMB were considered 
“commuter routes”, with disproportionately high traffic volumes during peak travel hours 
and significantly reduced traffic volumes during non-peak hours. During “rush hour”, 
typical travel speeds are greatly reduced compared to the posted speed limit due to roadway 
congestion. Many CMB crashes were associated with conditions described as “bumper-to-
bumper” or “stop-and-go” traffic. The attributes of the datasets from other DOTs were 
considered when making state-to-state comparisons. 
 
5.7 Discussion 
The KDOT CMB crash database was limited, with only 254 crashes identified 
between the completion of CMB construction in 2011 and 2012 and the end of the analysis 
period in 2019. Additionally, CMBs were only installed on roadways with relatively high 
traffic volumes near urban areas, which were denoted as commuter routes, with heavy 
traffic primarily during morning and evening commutes. Medians for all crash locations 
were predominantly flat and at least 40 ft wide. All roads were four-lane, divided freeways 
with speed limits of 65 mph. Thus, results may be limited by the constraints of the dataset. 
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6 PHASE I DISCUSSION 
6.1 Limitations on Conclusions 
KDOT installed a total of 7.95 miles of CMB on principally commuter routes 
between 2011 and 2012. Data was available for analysis through June 2019; therefore, 
between 6.6 and 7.9 years of crashes were studied. A total of 1,220 crashes occurred after 
the CMBs were reported to be completed, of which 254 involved a CMB impact. The only 
CMB-related fatality was not a penetration or rollover. A pedestrian, not a vehicle 
occupant, suffered a fatality when impacted by a vehicle which was contained by a CMB. 
Although the barrier presence likely contributed to the path of the captured vehicle, it is 
uncertain whether the fatality would have occurred if the CMB was not installed; it is also 
uncertain if the CMB prevented a potentially more-serious CMC. 
A valid method of evaluating crash rates, severities, ROR departure frequencies, 
and “black spot” identification is using suitable control sites for comparing crash histories. 
Such control sites were not evaluated in this study. Each CMB location was associated with 
a median less than 70 ft wide, high daily traffic volumes, and 65-mph speed limits. Few 
segments of Kansas freeways have median widths less than 70 ft in rural or suburban areas 
which did not already have median barrier present; these sites may possess significantly 
different roadway attributes, traffic characteristics, and crash rates than locations in which 
CMBs were installed. Control sites with different attributes (weather patterns, traffic 
volumes, number of lanes, freight or heavy truck transportation, roadway curvatures, 
median geometries) may not be well-suited for evaluating before-and-after CMB 
effectiveness. Lastly, the low amount of roadway with CMB installed (7.95 miles) posed 
significant challenges for identifying similar sites with comparable lengths and attributes. 
Moreover, the attributes of the four sites in this study were each unique, with different 
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crash rates and roadway characteristics. Although control site comparisons offer interesting 
insights into the data, they were not applicable for this study. 
Before-and-after studies may be useful to estimate long-term effects of safety 
improvement projects, but changes in the behavior of drivers, state and national economic 
transitions, road improvement projects (including improved traffic control devices, surface 
friction treatments, and rumble strips), driver distractions, and vehicle safety improvements 
also affect the risk of crashes and crash severity [63, 64]. Traffic patterns and crash histories 
before CMB installation were affected by the United States economic recession of 2007 to 
2009, and most registered vehicles were passenger cars at that time. Additionally, KDOT 
crash data prior to 2009 was not available to MwRSF researchers. Thus, only 409 total 
crashes and 94 ROR median crashes were identified before CMB installation in the 7.95 
miles of roadway considered. Between 2013 and 2019, a much higher percentage of CUV, 
SUV, and pickup truck vehicles were sold compared to passenger cars, new driver 
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) warning features were implemented on 
many new vehicles, and traffic volumes grew significantly [61, 62]. It was beyond the 
scope of this study to discern the variations in vehicle characteristics, registrations, weather 
patterns, and economic effects on ROR crash rates for before-and-after CMB installation 
periods. 
6.2 Additional Considerations 
Using KDOT crash data and experience from other research efforts, researchers 
noted several supplementary aspects about CMB performance related to animal 
containment and motorcyclist interaction. Those observations are discussed below. Note 
that no analysis was performed to evaluate the significance of these observations. 
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6.2.1 CMB as an Animal Crossing Deterrent 
Kansas is primarily rural by land usage and has large agricultural and forest areas. 
Researchers observed a significant number of crashes which were related to both 
domesticated animals and wildlife. Most crashes involving domesticated animals were 
related to drivers performing evasive maneuvers to avoid animals in the roadway; the 
presence of CMBs was not believed to affect the number of domesticated animal incidents. 
However, prior to CMB installation, a large number of crashes were attributed to avoidance 
maneuvers or post-impact trajectories related to deer, but the number of deer-related 
crashes fell sharply after installing CMBs. Very high numbers of deer-related crashes were 
also observed for rural freeways in Kansas which did not have any median barrier installed 
[1, 2]. Although it was not confirmed in this study, it was believed that CMBs may 
contribute to changes in wildlife movement and/or migration patterns. Causes of avoidance 
maneuvers on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways are discussed 
further in Section 11.3. 
6.2.2 Motorcyclist Considerations 
Motorcyclist advocacy groups are often vocal opponents of CMBs [65-67]. Many 
motorcyclists refer to CMBs as “cheese cutters” due to a perceived risk of amputation from 
impacting the longitudinal cables. However, as noted in Section 2.5, most motorcyclist 
safety studies have concluded that cables are not strongly correlated with injuries, whereas 
cable posts are strongly correlated with significant injuries for motorcyclists. Concrete 
barriers, though more expensive, showed a slight improvement in motorcyclist 
survivability by limiting contact with stiff post members, but W-beam barriers caused more 
serious or fatal injuries to motorcyclists due to short post spacing, stiff rail elements, and 
sharp post flanges. 
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Motorcyclist CMCs are extremely rare, which indicates that few motorcyclists 
travel across divided medians into opposing travel lanes. To promote motorcyclist safety, 
the best safety treatment for CMBs is to maximize lateral recovery space. Motorcyclists 
who do not impact a barrier do not need any barrier modifications to improve survivability, 
and these barrier modifications could be expensive and may adversely affect the 
performance of the system designed for automobile impacts. It is recommended to 




7 PHASE II MEDIAN DEPARTURE ANALYSIS 
The principal objective of this research study was to determine if the guidelines for 
installing cable median barriers presented in 2009 [1, 2] should be updated based on cost-
effectiveness analysis and recent crash data. Cost-effectiveness is determined primarily 
through benefit-to-cost (B/C) analysis, in which the benefits of a treatment are calculated 
as the differences in crash cost between a treatment option and a baseline condition, 
compared to the differences in costs associated with installing, maintaining, and repairing 
the treatment option and baseline condition. Before a full B/C analysis could be conducted, 
it was necessary to tabulate the ACC for different types of crashes on non-continuously 
shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways. 
All of the crash data provided during this research study was associated with 
divided-median freeways in Kansas without positive median barrier protection denoted. 
However, some of the data contained intermittent median barriers, such as those in 
conjunction with overpasses and bridge pier protection, and approximately 7.95 miles of 
roadway with a CMB installed. The presence of barriers and effects on vehicle trajectory 
were considered when evaluating lateral encroachment distributions and possible updates 
to KDOT’s median barrier protection policies. 
7.1 Injury Designations 
Crashes were first grouped by injury designation using the KABCO injury scale, 
which was made available to researchers in Phase II. The KABCO scale considers only the 
most severe injury from a crash, regardless of the total number of injuries or vehicles 
involved. Given their severity and relative infrequency, crashes categorized as K and A 
were generally plotted together but were considered separately when calculating crash 
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costs. KDOT provided its crash cost data based on the KABCO injury classification scale, 
shown in Table 27. KDOT’s data was similar to the FHWA’s VSL values, which are also 
included in Table 27 for reference [52]. All analysis in this report was conducted using 
KDOT’s data. 




FHWA crash cost 
(2019) [52] 
Fatality (K) $ 12,186,397 $ 10,400,000 
Debilitating injury (A) $ 663,375 $ 720,000 
Injury (B) $ 209,287 $ 140,000 
Possible injury (C) $ 118,507 $ 76,000 
No injury (O) $ 10,297 $ 8,000 
 
7.2 All Crashes 
The injury breakdown of each main crash grouping (on-road only, ROR roadside, 
ROR median, and rollover) is shown in Figure 67. Severe injury outcomes increased for 
crashes which involved a roadway departure. Severe injury outcomes were also more likely 
when one or more vehicles rolled over. The injury distribution for median and non-median 




Figure 67. Injury Designation of Crash Groupings 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for all crashes are shown in Table 28. 
Approximately 75 percent of all crashes involved property damage only, with no reported 
injuries or likely injuries. A significant portion of these were on-road only crashes, which 
represented 52 percent of crashes and were far less likely to cause an injury than roadway 
departures. ROR median crashes had an ACC 14 percent higher than ROR roadside 
crashes, which was the result of a one percent increase in fatal or debilitating injuries. 
Table 28. KDOT Crash Costs for All Crashes 
All crashes 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 16,721 161 352 3.1 1,750 1,860 12,598 $ 2,911,914,793 $ 174,147 
On-road only 8,697 36 64 1.1 508 863 7,226 $ 764,161,751 $ 87,865 
ROR roadside 4,917 79 178 5.2 751 627 3,282 $ 1,346,079,293 $ 273,760 




7.3 ROR Median Crashes 
Median departures were analyzed by the maximum lateral extent of the median 
traversed. The likelihood of a median departure reaching each median checkpoint, and the 
corresponding rate of severe injury outcomes, are shown in Figure 68. Results indicated a 
semi-logarithmic reduction in lateral extent of travel. Note that most crashes considered in 
this research effort occurred in conjunction with median widths of 60 ft. Results also 
indicated the likelihood of a CME given the occurrence of a median departure; 
approximately 15 percent of all median departures resulted in a CME, and 3.4 percent of 
all median departures resulted in a CMC in Kansas between 2014 and 2018. 
 




The complete injury breakdown for each ROR median marker is shown in Figure 
69. Of note is that crash outcomes are approximately constant for ROR median trajectories 
up to the “crossed median centerline” designation, and significantly increased as vehicle 
trajectories encroached farther toward and into opposing lanes. 
 
Figure 69. Injury Designation of ROR Median Crashes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for ROR median crashes are shown in 
Table 29. As expected, each step farther into the median resulted in higher crash costs, 
which became significantly higher upon vehicle entry into the oncoming lanes. CMCs 
resulted in a fatality in 10.6 percent of crashes, while non-CMCs caused a fatality in just 
0.9 percent of crashes. This disproportionate number of severe injury outcomes meant that 
the average CME cost KDOT $891,783. 
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Table 29. KDOT Crash Costs for ROR Median Crashes 
ROR median 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 3,869 74 165 6.2 656 488 2,486 $ 1,231,972,283 $ 318,421 
Crossed center of 
median 
1,905 53 105 8.3 339 253 1,155 $ 828,357,015 $ 434,833 
Crossed center of 
median, non-CMC 
1,773 39 83 6.9 302 231 1,118 $632,421,445 $ 356,696 
CME 591 37 46 14 153 92 263 $ 527,043,605 $ 891,783 
CMC 132 14 22 27 37 22 37 $ 195,935,570 $ 1,484,360 
 
7.3.1 Crashes with CMB Contact 
A portion of the dataset included crash reports from the 7.95 miles of KDOT 
roadway with CMB installed. The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for CMB crashes 
are shown in Table 30. Among 178 crashes with CMB contact, only one resulted in a fatal 
or debilitating injury, as discussed in Section 5.4.5. The ACC of CMB crashes was 
$98,693, 70 percent lower than the ACC for other ROR median crashes. It was also 72 
percent lower than the ACC of crashes that reached the median centerline but did not cause 
a CMC; these are crashes that would have involved barrier contact if a CMB was installed. 
Note that only crashes from 2014 to 2018 were considered in this analysis, and therefore 
the number of CMB crashes is slightly reduced from the analysis in Chapter 5, which 
considered crashes from CMB completion in 2012 through 2019. 
Table 30. KDOT Crash Costs for CMB Crashes 
CMB contact 
  Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 178 1 0 0.6 12 10 155 $ 17,468,649 $ 98,693 





7.4 Rollover Crashes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for rollover crashes are shown in Table 
31. The average rollover had an ACC over three times higher than a non-rollover crash. 
ROR median rollovers had an ACC 16 percent higher than ROR roadside rollovers. 
Table 31. KDOT Crash Costs for Rollover Crashes 
Rollover 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 1,834 60 156 11.8 555 354 709 $ 1,000,076,656 $ 545,298 
ROR roadside 1,104 38 99 12.4 329 217 421 $ 627,663,690 $ 568,536 
ROR median 841 36 79 13.7 264 166 296 $ 569,088,759 $ 676,681 
Non-rollover 14,887 101 196 2.0 1,195 1,506 11,889 $ 1,911,838,137 $ 128,423 
 
7.5 Roadway Features 
7.5.1 Median Widths 
The distribution of roadway by median width throughout the state of Kansas is 
shown in Figure 71. Yellow sections represent roadways with median widths of less than 
40 ft, green sections represent roadways with median widths ranging from 40 to 49 ft, pink 
sections represent roadways with median widths ranging from 50 to 59 ft, white sections 
represent roadways with median widths ranging from 60 to 69 ft, and blue sections 
represent roadways with median widths larger than or equal to 70 ft. Sections without 




Figure 70. Distribution of Kansas Freeways by Median Width 
The distribution of injury outcomes at different median widths is shown in Figure 
71. Most crashes (64 percent) occurred at locations with median widths of 60 ft. CMEs and 
CMCs occurred more commonly on roadways with 60-ft median widths when compared 
to the distribution of all crashes. Surprisingly, both narrow (less than 40 ft) and very wide 
(70 ft or wider) medians were associated with an increased percentage of on-road only 
crashes compared to median widths between 40 and 69 ft. In addition, fewer ROR median 
crashes at narrow medians had trajectories that crossed the center of the median compared 
to crash averages at wider medians. 
No listed median width was available for 5.7 percent of all KDOT crash reports, 
which are not shown here. When the data was compiled for these crashes, ROR and injury 




Figure 71. Distribution of Crash Outcomes by Median Width 
The injury distribution of ROR median crashes by median width is shown in Figure 
72. Despite the greater distance required to complete a full median traversal, severe injury 
outcomes slightly increased as median width increased. ROR median crashes at medians 
between 40 and 49 ft received a PDO designation in 73 percent of crashes, while other 
median widths received a PDO designation in between 62 and 65 percent of crashes. 
Median widths between 50 and 59 ft had the highest severe injury designation rate 
at 7.3 percent, though the total number of crashes in this dataset was much lower than for 
other median width groups. In total, roads with medians between 50 and 59 ft were 
associated with 153 crashes, 55 of which were median departures and four which involved 




Figure 72. Injury Distribution of ROR Median Crashes by Median Width 
The effect of median widths on the likelihood of a ROR median crash becoming a 
CME or CMC is shown in Figure 73. Two outcomes are shown: the percent of crashes 
which resulted in a CME, and the percent of crashes which resulted in a CMC. The percent 
of crashes resulting in CME or CMC were related to all median departures, as well as the 
percentage of crashes in which the vehicle only crossed the centerline (i.e., which would 
have impacted a CMB had one been installed). 
Although variance was noted due to size differences of the datasets for varying 
median widths, a consistent trend was observed: the likelihood of a CMC is around six 
percent if the vehicle crossed the median centerline. Surprisingly, there is significantly 
more variation among CMEs, and there was generally little correlation observed between 
median width and the likelihood of a median departure becoming a CME. Given the 
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distribution of CMCs, it was believed that the crash events which precipitated a CME were 
not strongly affected by median width. Effects of median width, geometry, tire-pavement 
friction, and tire-grass friction are considered further in Section 7.7. 
 
Figure 73. Median Width Effect on Crash Outcome 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes at different median widths are 
shown in Table 32. Medians under 40 ft were slightly more likely to result in an on-road 
only crash and were less likely to result in a fatality than any other median width. As a 
result, the smallest medians have an ACC 42 percent lower than the average of all crashes. 
Medians between 50 and 59 ft have the highest ACC, 15 percent higher than the second-
highest median width. As there were only 153 crashes on 50 to 59 ft median widths, this is 
driven mostly by the two fatal crashes; were there only one fatality, the ACC would drop 
to $141,161. Most Kansas freeways use a 60-ft median width; the $189,650 ACC at these 
medians was higher than the $131,090 combined ACC for all other median widths. Crashes 
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at median widths under 60 ft had an ACC of $116,934 and crashes at median widths over 
70 ft had an ACC of $144,159. 
Table 32. KDOT Crash Costs by Median Width 
Median width 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Under 40 ft 1,438 6 20 1.8 139 163 1,110 $ 146,223,086 $ 101,685 
40-49 ft 839 5 9 1.7 84 108 633 $ 103,799,225 $ 123,718 
50-59 ft 153 2 3 3.3 26 11 111 $ 34,250,925 $ 223,862 
60-69 ft 10,722 115 254 3.4 1,148 1,187 8,018 $ 2,033,423,536 $ 189,650 
Over 70 ft 2,623 20 43 2.4 237 299 2,024 $ 378,128,805 $ 144,159 
 
The results discussed here and in Section 7.7 are counterintuitive, though some 
limitations need to be noted. This report does not consider the effects of roadway travel 
speeds or potentially varying rates of unreported median departures, and limited data was 
available for some median groupings. Further research should be conducted to examine the 
effects of median width on crash rates and crash outcomes. 
7.5.2 Roadway Curvature 
Based on previous research, it was expected that points of roadway curvature would 
have increased rates of roadway departure and could contribute to an increase in average 
crash severity. However, this observation was not consistent with non-continuously 
shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways data from 2014 to 2018. Note that this analysis 
considers all points of roadway curvature on Kansas freeways, which are generally gradual 
and have large radii of curvature, as shown in Figure 74, and may not be applicable to other 




Figure 74. Radius of Curvature Measurements on Kansas Freeways 
At both curved and tangent sections of roadway, approximately 48 percent of 
reported crashes were either ROR roadside or ROR median. Additionally, 3.1 percent of 
crashes on tangent road sections were associated with severe outcomes, whereas 2.6 
percent of curved road crashes were severe. A similar trend was observed when only 
roadway departures were considered, as shown in Figure 75. The presence of a curve also 
did not make it any more likely to result in a CME or CMC. ROR median crashes on 
tangent roadways resulted in a CME and CMC in 16 percent and 3.4 percent of crashes, 
respectively; ROR median crashes on curved roads resulted in a CME and CMC in 11 




Figure 75. Effects of Roadway Curvature on Crash Outcomes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes on curved and tangent 
roadways are shown in Table 33. The rate of crashes with a PDO injury designation was 
similar for tangent and curved roads, at 75.3 percent and 75.0 percent, respectively. Crashes 
on tangent roadways received a K or A injury designation in 3.1 percent of crashes, 
compared to 2.6 percent for crashes on curved roads. 
Table 33. KDOT Crash Costs by Roadway Curvature 
Roadway curvature 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Curved 
roadway 
2,009 15 38 2.6 215 234 1,507 $ 296,249,127 $ 147,461 
Tangent 
roadway 





The effect of proximity to interchanges was also investigated to determine if 
interchanges affected the likelihood of different crash outcomes, as shown in Figure 76. A 
crash was denoted as “interchange-related” if it occurred while a vehicle was in the process 
of merging onto or off of a freeway, or entirely on a ramp or overpass. As anticipated, 
crashes related to interchanges were more likely to be either an on-road only or a ROR 
roadside crash, but the rate of crashes which involved a median departure was significantly 
reduced in proximity to interchanges. However, when a vehicle entered the median, it was 
nearly 25 percent more likely to result in a severe injury outcome. 
 
Figure 76. Effects of Interchanges on Crash Outcomes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for interchange-related crashes are shown 
in Table 34. Interchange-related crashes were disproportionately on-road only or single-
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car ROR roadside crashes (generally due to a vehicle missing an exit and leaving the road 
or impacting a fixed object in the vicinity of an interchange), which caused the ACC of 
such crashes to be 17 percent lower than crashes not involving an interchange. 
Table 34. KDOT Crash Costs at Interchanges 
Interchanges 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 3,668 25 57 2.2 359 410 2,817 $ 495,200,852 $ 135,006 
ROR median 348 6 21 7.8 60 32 229 $ 105,756,714 $ 303,899 
No interchange 13,053 136 295 3.3 1,391 1,450 9,781 $ 2,416,713,941 $ 185,146 
 
Median departure crashes which occurred at an interchange were not likely to be 
more significant than a non-interchange related median departure: the ACC of ROR 
median crashes at interchanges was five percent lower than the ACC of ROR median 
crashes not related to an interchange. Additionally, ROR median crashes at an interchange 





Figure 77. Likelihood of Continued Median Departure at Interchanges 
7.6 Crash Conditions 
7.6.1 Weather 
The distribution of crash outcomes was tabulated by weather condition denoted at 
the time of the crash and is shown in Figure 78. Any adverse weather condition made a 
roadway departure significantly more likely; median and roadside departures experienced 
nearly equivalent changes in likelihood associated with adverse weather conditions. ROR 
median crashes occurred 4.4 percent of the time in freezing conditions, 3.9 percent of the 
time in wet conditions, and 3.1 percent of the time in clear conditions. Adverse weather 
also increased the probability that a median departure would result in a CMC. 
Crashes that occurred in conditions listed as wind or fog were infrequent (less than 
three percent of all crashes) and were not included in Figure 78. As a result, no statistically 
significant observations could be made regarding the distribution of outcomes during these 
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adverse weather events. Note that wind and fog are commonly associated with other 
adverse weather conditions, but were rarely listed as a standalone weather event. 
 
Figure 78. Crash Outcomes by Weather Designation 
ROR median crashes in clear conditions were much more likely to result in severe 
injuries than crashes in adverse weather, as shown in Figure 79. When a median departure 
crash occurred in clear conditions, 8.1 percent resulted in a K or A injury designation, but 
when a median departure crash occurred in wet or freezing conditions, the rate of severe 
injury dropped to 3.0 percent and 2.4 percent, respectively. This result matches 




Figure 79. Injury Distribution of ROR Median Crashes by Weather Designation 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes in different weather conditions 
are shown in Table 35. Despite increased ROR rates, the ACCs for freezing and wet 
conditions were 37 and 30 percent lower, respectively, than the ACC for clear conditions. 
Table 35. KDOT Crash Costs by Weather Condition 
Weather 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Clear 12,156 129 284 3.4 1,267 1,413 9,063 $ 2,286,382,444 $ 188,087 
Wet 2,093 14 27 2.0 224 209 1,619 $ 276,839,777 $ 132,269 
Freezing 2,088 12 29 2.0 203 196 1,648 $ 248,156,728 $ 118,849 
 
Results were further analyzed based on weather condition by evaluating the 
percentage of all ROR median crashes which resulted in a CME, as well as the percentage 
of all CMEs which resulted in a CMC, as shown in Figure 80. In general, dry conditions 
were associated with an increased proportion of ROR median crashes which were CMEs, 
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but surprisingly, were also associated with the smallest ratio of CMCs as a percentage of 
CMEs. This result may be due to an increase in on-road friction for vehicles in opposing 
directions, enabling vehicles to avoid collisions during dry weather, or could be related to 
decreased visibility and reaction times in adverse weather. Results were compared to the 
outcomes from the 2009 study, and similar trends were observed. 
 
Figure 80. CMCs and CMEs as a Function of Weather Condition 
7.6.2 Time of Day 
The distribution of crash outcomes by time of day is shown in Figure 81. The times 
of day were broken into six-hour segments: night (00:00-05:59), morning (06:00-11:59), 
afternoon (12:00-17:59), and evening (18:00-23:59). 
It should be noted that estimates for ADT consider entire days; the distribution of 
traffic volumes by hour were not known. Researchers hypothesized that the total traffic 
volumes during the morning and afternoon segments would be approximately equal, with 
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declining traffic volumes in the evening and the lowest traffic volume at night. Overall 
trends were consistent with this hypothesis. On-road-only crashes were 50 percent more 
likely to occur in the afternoon than in the morning, and three times and ten times more 
likely to occur in the afternoon than the evening or night, respectively. 
CMC distributions mimicked the on-road only crash distribution, peaking during 
the afternoon hours and declining through the evening and night hours. CMCs were 15 
percent more likely in the afternoon than morning, and two and five times more likely in 
the afternoon than in the evening or night, respectively. However, median departures, 
crashes which crossed the median centerline, and CMEs followed very similar behaviors 
and distributions throughout the day. Most surprisingly, although traffic volumes were 
believed to be reduced during evening and night hours, approximately 15 percent of all 
roadway departures, crashes which crossed the median centerline, and CMEs occurred in 
the night hours. This may be a result of increased rates of driver impairment, which is 




Figure 81. Distribution of Crash Outcomes by Time of Day 
The distribution of crash outcomes by hour of the day is shown in Figure 82. On-
road only crashes represent most crashes during morning and evening commutes, and 
approximately 50 percent of crashes throughout the afternoon. ROR roadside crashes are 
slightly more common than ROR median crashes during daylight hours, and far more 
common at night. Between 19:00 and 07:00, more than half of all reported crashes involved 
at least one roadway departure. Between 01:00 and 04:00, over 80 percent of all reported 
crashes involved at least one roadway departure. The percentage of crashes which were 
interchange-related did not have a strong correlation with time of day. Note that 
interchange-related crashes were a subset of all crashes and not mutually exclusive with 
any of the other results shown. Interchange effects were more common as a percentage of 





Figure 82. Crash Characteristics by Time of Day 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes at different times of day are 
shown in Table 36. In this case, an increase in ROR rates also led to an increase in crash 
cost; crashes at night had an ACC nearly twice as high as all other crashes. Crashes in the 
morning, which were less likely to have a severe injury outcome, had the lowest ACC of 
any time of day, while the ACCs associated with afternoon and evening crashes were 
similar. 
Table 36. KDOT Crash Costs by Time of Day 
Time of day 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Morning 4,881 26 85 2.3 466 537 3,767 $ 573,187,997 $ 117,432 
Afternoon 5,655 50 135 3.3 598 615 4,257 $ 940,745,235 $ 166,356 
Evening 3,454 30 63 2.7 344 390 2,627 $ 552,647,212 $ 160,002 
Night 2,711 53 69 4.5 342 318 1,929 $ 820,776,209 $ 302,758 
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7.6.3 Lighting Condition 
Roadway lighting condition is also tracked in crash reports. Approximately 26 
percent of crashes took place in dark conditions, 43 percent of which occurred on a roadway 
that was lit in some way (i.e., luminaires providing at least partial illumination). Note that 
“dark” is a subjective determination at the interpretation of the officer or personnel 
completing a crash report. A breakdown of crash outcomes by the listed lighting condition 
at the time of the crash is shown in Figure 83. Crashes in light conditions had lower rates 
of roadway departure but were more likely to result in a severe crash outcome when a 
roadway departure occurred; light conditions contained 68 percent of all median 
departures, but 78 percent of all CMCs. 
 
Figure 83. Crash Outcomes by Lighting Condition 
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The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes in different lighting conditions 
are shown in Table 37. Overall, dark conditions had an ACC nearly twice as high as light 
conditions. Notably, when a crash occurred in dark conditions with lighting present, the 
ACC was reduced by 46 percent, and was much closer to the ACC of light conditions. It is 
unclear if this decrease in crash severity is due to the presence of roadway lighting or 
supplemental characteristics such as travel speed, as travel speeds are not typically 
recorded in crash reports. It is believed, though, that lighting improves the ability of drivers 
to anticipate and react to upcoming obstructions on or adjacent to the roadway and avoid 
severe types of collisions compared to unlit roads. 
Table 37. KDOT Crash Costs by Lighting Condition 
Lighting condition 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Light 12,334 90 258 2.8 1235 1345 9,406 $ 1,782,641,422 $ 144,531 
Dark 4,362 71 94 3.8 514 514 3,169 $ 1,128,708,746 $ 258,759 
Dark: lit 1,876 18 33 2.7 213 228 1,384 $ 327,095,296 $ 174,358 
Dark: unlit 2,486 53 61 4.6 301 286 1,785 $ 801,613,450 $ 322,451 
 
7.6.4 Time of year 
7.6.4.1 Season 
The distribution of crash outcomes during each season is shown in Figure 84. 
Seasons were defined using meteorological groupings: winter contains December through 
February, spring contains March through May, summer contains June through August, and 
fall contains September through November. On-road only crashes had a distinctively 
different seasonal behavior compared to ROR crashes. On-road only crashes were least 
likely during the winter, and increased quasi-linearly throughout the year until a peak in 
the fall season at 29 percent. 
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Roadway departures were most common during winter. This finding was consistent 
with the observation that adverse weather conditions, which are more common during the 
winter season in Kansas, increased the propensity for a roadway departure. The 
distributions of ROR roadside and ROR median crashes were nearly indistinguishable 
throughout the year, indicating that both events were quasi-random. Winter CMCs resulted 
in a K or A injury designation 28 percent of the time, just slightly higher than the 27 percent 
observed over the rest of the year. 
 
Figure 84. Characteristics of Crashes by Time of Year 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes at different times of year are 
shown in Table 38. Winter crashes had the lowest ACC, which is consistent with the results 
for different weather conditions, which suggested that freezing and wet crashes are less 
likely to result in a severe injury outcome. Summer crashes had an ACC over 25 percent 
higher than non-summer crashes. 
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Table 38. KDOT Crash Costs by Time of Year 
Time of year 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Winter 4,700 34 86 2.6 445 488 3,647 $ 659,905,038 $ 140,405 
Spring 3,764 36 91 3.4 386 435 2,816 $ 660,409,096 $ 175,454 
Summer 3,850 50 92 3.7 429 437 2,842 $ 841,186,106 $ 218,490 
Fall 4,406 41 83 2.8 490 500 3,292 $ 750,404,256 $ 170,314 
 
7.6.4.2 Month 
The percentage of all crashes and crashes that became CMCs by month are shown 
in Figure 85. Generally, the rate of CMCs increased in the summer and winter months, 
while the fall has significantly fewer CMCs compared to the overall crash rate. The overall 
crash rate, as discussed in Section 5.1.5 for crashes within the 7.95 miles with CMBs 
installed on KDOT freeways, had a monthly distribution similar to the expected value of 
8.5 percent (1/12). 
 
Figure 85. Crash Outcomes by Month 
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The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes in different months are shown 
in Table 39. As shown in Table 38, ACCs peaks during the summer months and are fairly 
consistent during fall and winter. The months during or surrounding spring display notable 
peaks in ACC; the ACC in March is nearly twice that of February, and a similar increase 
occurs from May to June. 
Table 39. KDOT Crash Costs by Month 
Month 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
January 1,595 12 37 3.1 152 169 1,225 $ 235,234,771 $ 147,483 
February 1,417 7 22 2.0 127 151 1,110 $ 155,802,705 $ 109,953 
March 1,270 16 27 3.4 121 146 960 $ 265,404,346 $ 208,980 
April 1,251 14 32 3.7 128 141 936 $ 244,973,773 $ 195,822 
May 1,243 6 32 3.1 137 148 920 $ 150,030,977 $ 120,701 
June 1,235 16 35 4.1 142 131 911 $ 272,824,215 $ 220,910 
July 1,288 18 30 3.7 153 161 926 $ 299,891,956 $ 232,835 
August 1,327 16 27 3.2 134 145 1,005 $ 268,469,935 $ 202,313 
September 1,329 11 31 3.2 154 139 994 $ 213,552,881 $ 160,687 
October 1,381 14 17 2.2 153 181 1,016 $ 245,819,363 $ 178,001 
November 1,696 16 35 3.0 183 180 1,282 $ 291,032,012 $ 171,599 
December 1,688 15 27 2.5 166 168 1,312 $ 268,867,562 $ 159,282 
 
7.6.5 Day of the Week 
The distribution of crash outcomes on each day of the week is shown in Figure 86. 
Crashes were more likely to result in CMCs on Tuesday and Friday; conversely, crashes 




Figure 86. Crash Outcomes by Day of the Week 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes on each day of the week are 
shown in Table 40. Despite having the highest rate of CMCs, the ACC of crashes on Friday 
was less than the combined ACC for other days of the week. Crashes on Saturday have the 
highest ACC, 36 percent higher than the ACC for all crashes. 
Table 40. KDOT Crash Costs by Day of the Week 
Day of the week 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Sunday 1,993 22 47 3.5 235 235 1,454 $ 391,282,787 $ 196,329 
Monday 2,492 18 47 2.6 240 289 1,898 $ 354,554,880 $ 142,277 
Tuesday 2,410 21 50 2.9 234 276 1,829 $ 389,597,390 $ 161,659 
Wednesday 2,451 20 55 3.1 230 267 1,879 $ 379,339,007 $ 154,769 
Thursday 2,465 24 50 3.0 238 280 1,873 $ 427,920,825 $ 173,599 
Friday 2,676 24 50 2.8 279 286 2,037 $ 438,901,342 $ 164,014 





The distribution of crash outcomes in each year for which data was available is 
shown in Figure 87. Crash rates were fairly consistent year-to-year, with the exception of 
CMCs, which are by far the least frequent crash type and are more prone to variance; for 
example, just 16 percent of CMEs became a CMC in 2017, while 33 percent of CMEs 
became a CMC in 2018. 
 
Figure 87. Characteristics of Crashes by Year 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for crashes on each day of the week are 
shown in Table 41. Despite the highest rate of CMCs, 2018 had the lowest rate of fatal or 
debilitating injury designations. As with crash outcomes, evaluating injury outcomes of 
crashes on Kansas roadways year-by-year did not reveal any trends. It was determined that 
no strong correlations existed when evaluating Kansas’ 2014 to 2018 data year-by-year. 
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Table 41. KDOT Crash Costs by Year 
Year 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
2014 3,223 27 90 3.6 338 376 2,392 $ 528,664,531 $ 164,029 
2015 3,441 20 75 2.8 372 366 2,608 $ 441,563,967 $ 128,324 
2016 3,452 34 75 3.2 393 386 2,564 $ 618,485,624 $ 179,167 
2017 3,041 37 59 3.2 289 366 2,290 $ 617,473,449 $ 203,049 
2018 3,564 43 53 2.7 358 366 2,744 $ 705,727,222 $ 198,015 
 
7.7 Median Encroachments 
A critical feature of the 2009 CMB implementation study [1, 2] was the use of a 
standardized estimate for the distribution of lateral encroachments. This distribution 
estimated the percentage of all median roadside departures which would have 
encroachment equal to or greater than the value identified. Thus, a 20th percentile 
distribution of the lateral encroachment indicated approximately 20 percent of vehicles 
entering the median would traverse at least as far as the 20th percentile encroachment value. 
For reference, the 2009 lateral encroachment estimate is shown in Figure 88. The 
lateral intrusion estimate was identical to the probability distribution used in RSAPv2 for 




Figure 88. Probability Distribution of Lateral Extent into Median: 2009 Study [1, 2] 
The lower, median, and upper bounds for all lateral encroachment dataset estimates 
are shown in Figure 89. The distance of lateral encroachment into the median was estimated 




Figure 89. Upper, Median, and Lower Bound Estimates of Lateral Encroachment into 
Median 
The median-bound estimates for all roads and each classification of median width 
(less than 40 ft, 40 to 49 ft, 50 to 59 ft, 60 to 69 ft, and greater than 70 ft) are shown in 
Figure 90. The best-fit curves for the distance traversed past the edge of the roadway at 




Figure 90. Estimated Distribution of Lateral Extent of Travel – All Medians 
 





Figure 92. Estimated Distribution of Lateral Extent of Travel – Medians 40 to 49 ft Wide 
 




Figure 94. Estimated Distribution of Lateral Extent of Travel – Medians 60 to 69 ft Wide 
 




Results were surprising, as the narrowest median widths were associated with the 
lowest distribution of lateral encroachments, and the largest median widths were associated 
with the highest distribution of lateral encroachments. There are some mitigating factors 
with these observations, including that the extent of median traversal identified in the crash 
report was approximate and may be subjective. Nonetheless, if the same median width 
encroachment distribution were present for all roads regardless of median width, far more 
CMEs and CMCs should have occurred at roads with narrower medians. With the 
exception of roads with median widths between 50 and 59 ft, there was a trend of increasing 
median encroachment with increasing median width. Note that roads with median widths 
between 50 and 59 ft were associated with only nine total miles of roadway and 153 crashes 
in five years, so the dataset is limited and may not be representative of a larger data 
collection in other states. However, data for roads with median widths between 60 and 69 
ft constituted 10,722 crashes and was the bulk of the dataset; therefore, confidence in the 
distribution for the 60 to 69 ft median widths is high. A comparison of the median-estimate 




Figure 96. Comparison of Lateral Encroachment Distributions for Roadways by Median 
Width 
It is not clear whether there is a strongly supported correlation between median 
width and distribution of median encroachments. These distributions do not consider non-
reported median encroachments, which would likely increase the frequency of median 
encroachment but also likely shift the data to a smaller runout distribution. Additionally, 
because the data is approximated based on subjective determinations, this should be 
interpreted as the best-available estimate of the lateral encroachment distribution, and 
further information including measurements from crash report scene diagrams would 
improve the accuracy of these distribution estimates. Nonetheless, results correlate with 
what was observed from the injury distribution, CME, and CMC results: smaller median 
widths did not necessarily correlate with higher frequencies of CMEs and CMCs. 
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Because the majority of KDOT’s non-continuously shielded, divided freeway 
medians had widths of 60 ft, the lateral encroachment distribution for these roads based on 
2014 to 2018 crash data was compared with the original distribution of lateral 
encroachments used in the 2009 study, as shown in Figure 97. Results from the current 
study suggest that lateral encroachment distributions are higher than the previous estimate. 
These results would seem to suggest that when lateral encroachments occurred in the 2014 
through 2018 dataset, they traveled farther than what was estimated when developing the 
B/C ratios for the 2009 dataset. However, the 2009 curve included an adjustment factor on 
the basis that median departures of 10 ft or less were significantly under-reported, and 
therefore under-represented in the dataset. As such, the 2009 dataset is not directly 
comparable to the B/C ratios for guiding CMB installation. Further examination into 
median encroachments is explored in Chapter 8. A comparison of lateral distribution 
probabilities on different Kansas freeways is shown in Appendix A. 
 




The crash summary results were investigated to evaluate the distribution of 
conditions in which CMB crashes would occur, as well as the conditions which were most 
commonly associated with CMEs and CMCs for which CMBs would provide the most 
benefit. 
7.8.1 Vehicle Trajectory and Dynamics 
It was noted that all KDOT divided median freeways were associated with an 
improved shoulder, which was typically paved, and a grassy median divider. A significant 
difference in tire-pavement friction and tire-grass friction may explain why vehicles which 
enter the median at a sufficiently high angle to cross the median centerline do not have 
time to alter the trajectory, regardless of median width. At a departure angle of 25 degrees, 
which is consistent with MASH, the time required to traverse medians of 40, 50, 60, 70, 
and 80 ft with a 62 mph departure speed are 1.04, 1.30, 1.56, 1.82, and 2.08 seconds, 
respectively. However, vehicle maneuvers upstream from the point of departure have a 
significant effect on the departure angle. 
A vehicle’s dynamics are altered based on the forces acting on the vehicle. The 
principal source of force between the vehicle and the environment is the tire-ground friction 
force, with some additional, but typically small, contribution from air resistance. A large 
transition in tire-ground friction occurs when the vehicle leaves the paved surface (road or 
improved shoulder) and encounters a grassy median. Empirically determined side friction 
forces, which affect a vehicle’s centripetal acceleration, may range between 0.7 and 0.9 for 
a vehicle which has minor braking or partial sliding during a high-speed cornering (i.e., 
panicked) maneuver on pavement with good condition [69]. However, full braking on grass 
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produces an empirical average of 0.3 to 0.6, depending on grass species, soil saturation and 
material, grass height, and vehicle attitude (sliding vs. longitudinal braking). Turning on 
grass is associated with a 20 to 40 percent reduction in longitudinal friction, for an overall 
side friction range between 0.18 and 0.48. As a result, high-angle steering turns initiated 
on pavement may be difficult to correct once a vehicle enters a grassy median. 
An example of an avoidance maneuver performed during a freeway ROR event 
with a 70-ft wide median is shown in Figure 98. The scenario is not associated with a 
specific crash but was constrained using real-world friction and perception-reaction data. 
The analysis used an average vehicle speed of 68 mph and average pavement and grass 
median side friction factors of 0.7 and 0.4, respectively. The approximate total time 
required for the vehicle to perform the maneuvers for a return-to-roadway trajectory or a 
CME are provided using a constant average speed (ignores sliding and non-tracking 
behavior, and assumes no braking). As shown in Figure 98, if a driver performs a panic 
maneuver and does not attempt to correct the vehicle until reaching the improved shoulder, 
a realistic estimate of the maximum lateral encroachment of the vehicle is approximately 
31.5 ft. Only uncorrected trajectories or maintaining a panic-steer condition will produce 
trajectories which enter opposing lanes. Based on the model shown, the time between the 
onset of steering left in the lane and entering opposing lanes would be 3.06 s. Based on a 
typical perception-reaction time between 0.7 and 0.4 s for a primed observer reacting in a 
sequenced event [70-73], there are a limited number of actions which could be taken to 
avoid a CME or CMC once a roadside departure occurs, and the timing of the event is 




Note that multiple on-road scenarios result in vehicles entering the median, 
including sideswipe collisions, avoidance maneuvers, high-angle entrance trajectories from 
interchanges, and situations in which a vehicle is first steered to the right (toward the 
roadside) and overcorrects to the left (into the median). Thus, the example selected was 
only to illustrate one possible set of vehicle actions which could produce a CME. 
 




Results of this theoretical examination also are indicative of why high-angle 
departures produce CMEs, which may not strongly be affected by median width, and why 
low-angle or “drift-off-road” roadside departures are much less frequently associated with 
CMEs and CMCs. More research is needed to evaluate actual vehicle trajectories, correlate 
with driver speeds and driver actions, and the effects of vehicle initial speed on CME and 
CMC risk. 
7.8.2 Typical CMB Impact Conditions 
The environmental and lighting conditions which were associated with the highest 
risks of roadside departures would therefore be most common for CMB crashes. Based on 
the distributions of weather and seasonal conditions associated with median departure 
crashes, freezing weather and fully dark lighting conditions are the most common median 
encroachment conditions associated with crashes crossing the median centerline. Rainy or 
wet conditions are likewise associated with an increased risk of median roadside departure. 
Although dry, daylight conditions were associated with some severe CMCs, these may be 
the least frequent type of CME events; this observation does explain, in part, why CMEs 
were common (15 percent, or approximately one in six median encroachments) but 22 
percent of CMEs resulted in a CMC (approximately one CMC out of five CMEs). 
Furthermore, CMCs are highly likely to be reported and tracked by the police due to the 
high risk of severe injury outcomes, whereas CMEs not resulting in a CMC may not be 
reported. Non-reported vehicle trajectories into the median can result in a crash with a 
median barrier and, in some situations, could be significantly more severe than the non-
reported median traversal would otherwise have been. Some attempts have been made to 
estimate non-reported crash rates [e.g., 74] but limited research is applicable for estimating 
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trajectories of vehicles in non-reported crashes and correlating those trajectories with a 
distribution of injuries and crash outcomes, in the event of a crash with a median barrier. 
Based on the data collected, roadway departure events are relatively randomized 
events but correlated with reductions in tire-pavement friction. Dry conditions crashes are 
the most severe on average, but also the least frequent. Therefore, damage to the CMBs are 
likely to be more common during winter and rainy conditions, thus requiring a higher 
number of repairs at times when they may be more difficult, but the value of the barriers is 
greatest during dry weather conditions. Further economic analysis associated with CMB 
installation is provided in Chapter 9. 
7.8.3 Updated CME and CMC Prevention Estimates after CMB Installation 
The number of CMEs and CMCs which were prevented within the 7.95-mile stretch 
of KDOT freeway with CMBs installed was estimated in Section 5.6. However, researchers 
were forced to make broad estimates regarding the likelihood of a vehicle trajectory 
resulting in a complete traversal of the median. Following a review of each crash report 
from a CMB crash, it was estimated that 16 percent of CMB impacts would have resulted 
in an encroachment onto the opposing shoulder if no barrier were present, and that half of 
these encroachments would have resulted in a CME. As shown in Figure 68, the data 
gathered in Phase II showed that the likelihood of a vehicle entering the opposing travel 
lanes given that it reached the opposing shoulder is much higher than 50 percent, and 
therefore this estimate was believed to under-represent the actual number of CME which 
would have occurred if no CMB was present. From MwRSF’s 2009 study of Kansas 
median encroachments, the likelihood of a CME becoming a CMC was 21.9 percent [1, 2], 
which was very similar to the 22.3 percent value observed in the current study. 
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By comparing full-calendar year data for ROR median departures before and after 
CMB installation, the crash amplification factor for the 7.95 miles of KDOT CMB 
installation was found to be approximately 1.59. Note that the annual number of ROR 
median crashes was adjusted based on the annual number of on-road only crashes for the 
same timeframes, as on-road only crashes were assumed to be a control group which were 
unaffected by the presence of CMBs. Another method of estimating a crash amplification 
factor was to compare the rate of median to roadside departures before and after CMB 
installation, which gave an approximate amplification factor of 1.69. The uncertainty in 
this calculation is believed to be higher, since the presence of CMBs decreased the 
likelihood of a median-to-roadside departure but did not affect the likelihood of a roadside-
to-median trajectory. 
Using the crash amplification estimate derived from comparing annual rates of 
ROR median crashes, it was estimated that 94 previously unreported median departures 
resulted in a CMB impact over the period of time analyzed (approximately 16 per year). 
Data collected from all non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 
2014 to 2018 showed that 31.0 percent of reported crashes which reached the center of the 
median became a CME. By discounting the 94 median departures which, on average, 
would not have been reported were it not for the presence of a CMB, it was determined 
that 49 CMEs would have occurred were CMBs not installed. CMEs resulted in a CMC 
22.3 percent of the time, which means that approximately 11 CMCs would have occurred. 
These values correspond to CME and CMC prevention rates of 96 percent and 91 percent, 




8 SEGMENT AND AADT ANALYSIS 
8.1 Road Segmentation 
The B/C evaluation shown in Chapter 9 is intended to evaluate whether the 
recommendations for conditions under which CMBs should be installed warrant updating 
based on recent data. However, before evaluating the benefit or cost of broad changes in 
CMB implementation strategies, researchers investigated specific locations at which the 
potential for severe injury, CMEs, or CMCs were significantly higher than other segments 
with similar characteristics. This chapter discusses the identification, evaluation, and 
analysis of road segment data. 
There were 17 freeways identified with a sufficient number of crashes for analysis, 
which were divided into segments at points where the listed AADT or median width 
changed. Of the 16,721 crash reports in KDOT’s data set, 16,591 contained coordinates 
which allowed MwRSF researchers to pinpoint the location of each crash and assign them 
to a roadway segment (it was noted that not all listed coordinates denoted the correct 
location of a crash, as discussed in Section 12.1; however, most crash report coordinates 
were believed to be fairly accurate, and in a dataset of sufficient size any errors should be 
negligible). Both the median width and AADT were provided for 13,506 of these crashes; 
in most cases where one or both of these parameters were unavailable, it was for either the 
first or last segment of a roadway. 
Most freeways were comprised of between five and 12 segments, but some had as 
many as 37. Overall, there were a total of 251 unique roadway segments, 197 of which had 
a complete dataset containing ADT, segment length, and mile marker locations. 
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8.2 Severe Crashes 
There were 93 segments with multiple crashes that received a severe injury 
designation. The ten segments with the highest number of K or A crashes per mile are 
shown in Table 42. 










I-35 (18) 180 4 0.37 198 10.8 
U-69 (16) 305 9 0.84 60 10.7 
I-135 (1) 18 2 0.2 20 10.0 
U-169 (5) 7 2 0.3 140 6.7 
I-435 (6) 127 9 1.44 84 6.3 
I-435 (11) 177 6 1.15 84 5.2 
K-10 (12) 115 5 1.1 60 4.5 
I-135 (3) 12 3 0.72 60 4.2 
K-10 (14) 105 2 0.53 198 3.8 
I-70 (25) 51 3 0.88 60 3.4 
 
8.3 Correlation of CMEs and CMCs with ROR Median Crashes 
Because CMEs and CMCs were relatively rare events, researchers estimated the 
nominal “baseline” number of CMEs and CMCs which would be anticipated if the 
likelihood of a CME or CMC was related only to the occurrence of a median departure. 
Based on observations from Section 7.5, the likelihood of a CME was not correlated with 
interchanges, curvature, or median width, and thus was treated independent from each of 
these categories. 
On average, 15.3 percent of median departure crashes resulted in a CME and 3.4 
percent of all median departure crashes resulted in a CMC, as shown in Figure 68. These 
values were used as baseline rates to find an expected number of CMEs and CMCs on each 
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roadway segment. Using these estimates, CMEs occurred at a disproportionately high rate 
on I-35 and U-69, although neither resulted in a disproportionate number of CMCs. 
Conversely, 16 CMCs occurred on K-10, significantly more than the baseline estimate, 
despite fewer CMEs than predicted based on median encroachment crashes. 






















I-35 190 214 24 43 38 -5 
I-70 68 53 -15 15 6 -9 
I-135 67 73 6 15 20 5 
I-235 31 30 -1 7 9 2 
I-435 32 26 -6 8 9 1 
I-470 8 9 1 2 3 1 
K-10 60 43 -17 7 16 9 
K-96 31 20 -11 2 5 3 
U-24 2 1 -1 1 0 -1 
U-36 2 1 -1 1 1 0 
U-50 10 6 -4 3 0 -3 
U-54 12 15 3 3 3 0 
U-59 5 7 2 1 2 1 
U-69 38 46 8 9 10 1 
U-75 17 16 -1 4 4 0 
U-81 6 7 1 2 0 -2 
U-169 9 9 0 2 1 -1 
 
8.4 Traffic Volume 
The ADT of each segment was multiplied by segment length to determine the VMT 
per roadway segment. The percent of miles driven on each roadway were allocated by 
segment; the road segments with the largest disparity between the percentage of the 
roadway’s total VMT and the percentage of that roadway’s median departure crashes per 
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segment were noted, as shown in Table 44. Three segments were especially noteworthy; 
for example, segment no. 10 of K-10 accounted for 25.5 percent of K-10’s ROR median 
crashes, but only 8.3 percent of K-10’s total VMT. Note that there were not enough CMEs 
or CMCs at specific roadway segments to make a statistically significant comparison of 
VMT and CME or CMC rates per roadway segment. 










K-10 (10) 8.3 25.5 17.2 
I-235 (1) 6.0 17.3 11.3 
U-69 (16) 3.6 13.0 9.4 
I-235 (2) 7.0 13.7 6.6 
I-135 (2) 3.2 9.2 6.0 
I-435 (11) 70. 11.9 5.0 
I-235 (3) 6.0 10.8 4.8 
K-10 (13) 3.1 7.6 4.5 
U-69 (4) 6.2 10.5 4.3 
I-235 (4) 5.7 9.6 4.0 
 
Cumulative distributions were generated to investigate the distribution of crash 
outcomes based on AADT. The relationships between AADT and crash outcomes are 
shown in Figure 99. In general, higher ADTs led to a larger percentage of crashes, as 
expected. However, an increase in total crashes did not correlate with an increase in CMEs, 
as the distribution of CMEs more closely aligned with road mileage than crash distribution. 
Both CMC and severe injury outcomes had similar distributions based on traffic volume, 
representing an increased risk of a severe crash as traffic volume increased, but in an 
exponentially decaying relationship. The distribution of CMCs was very similar to the 
distributions of both ROR median and ROR roadside crashes. 
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Cumulative distribution plots can assist in the prioritization of roadway segments 
and treatments. For example, approximately 50 percent of the linear miles of Kansas 
freeways had AADT less than 14,000 vehicles per day, but these roadways constituted 35 
percent of CMEs, CMCs, and severe crashes, and only 15 percent of all crashes. 
Approximately 90 percent of all Kansas divided freeways had ADT less than 35,000 
vehicles per day, which corresponded to 82 percent of all CMEs, 76 percent of all severe 
crashes, 73 percent of all CMCs, and 56 percent of all crashes. Equivalently, 10 percent of 
the total mileage of non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways had ADT 
greater than or equal to 35,000 vehicles per day and were associated with 18 percent of all 
CMEs, 24 percent of all severe crashes, 27 percent of all CMCs, and 44 percent of all 
crashes. ROR median and ROR roadside crashes maintained a nearly identical distribution 
across all traffic volumes 
Segments at AADTs of 33,000 to 39,000 vehicles per day made up 3.1 percent of 
all roadway mileage (approximately 27 miles) and 10 percent of ROR median crashes, but 
22 percent of CMCs. Additionally, CMEs at this AADT range were significantly more 
likely to result in a CMC than CMEs at any other traffic volume. Eight different freeways 




Figure 99. Cumulative Distribution of Roadway Mileage and Crash Outcomes by AADT 
Due to the method of roadway segmentation in this study, corresponding to points 
of significant change in AADT or median width, low-traffic rural sections of freeway had 
generally longer segments, and high-traffic urban segments were generally shorter. 
Because segment length is strongly correlated with VMT, it was noted that shorter segment 
lengths exaggerated crash rates per VMT. To control this, a minimum segment length of 
0.2 miles was supported to ensure results were not skewed by data singularities. Composite 
VMTs were used when minimum segment lengths were not achieved by adding the total 
VMT over several segments, then averaging the result based on lengths of each segment. 
The correlation between HMVMT and crash outcomes is shown in Figures 100 and 
101. ROR median crashes, CMEs, CMCs, and severe injury crashes were considered. For 
very low traffic volumes, crash rates per HMVMT were significantly amplified, and overall 
tended to decrease slightly as VMT increased for roads with more than 10,000 vehicles per 
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day. Reference lines were also included as a comparison of how a fixed number of crashes 
per mile of road would appear when plotted. A horizontal line would suggest that more 
crashes occurred per linear mile of road as AADT increased. Results indicated there was a 
relatively static (horizontal) relationship for crash rates per HMVMT for most crash 
outcomes, suggesting that as the miles of road increased, crash rates were proportional to 
AADT. 
 




Figure 101. Crash Outcomes per HMVMT (logarithmic) 
A truncated view of the CMEs and CMCs per road segments they related to 
HMVMT is shown in Figure 102. Road segments which had no reported CMEs or CMCs 
appear as zero points on the distribution. Results were again plotted with reference lines 
corresponding to varying numbers of crashes per mile. CME data appeared to be 
principally bounded by a line corresponding to 0.8 crashes per mile; likewise, CMC data 




Figure 102. CME and CMC Relationship to AADT (truncated) 
Many states use median barrier warrants directly tied to median width and AADT. 
However, according to Kansas crash data on non-positively divided freeways from 2014 
to 2018, ADT is relatively weakly linked to the likelihood of a CMC, and very weakly 
linked to the likelihood of a CME. A moving average of non-zero segment data was applied 
to evaluate (a) quasi-average rates; (b) if any segments had unusually high numbers of 
CMEs and CMCs; and (c) if any predictive correlation could be determined between 





Figure 103. CME and CMC Rates by HMVMT for Segments with Non-Zero Crash Rates 
Table 45. Average of Crashes per HMVMT for Segments with Non-Zero Crash Rates 
AADT 





CME CMC Severe 
5,000 or less 277.6 211.9 78.55 4.02 205.63 
5,000-10,000 20.2 33.0 4.83 1.59 6.64 
10,000-15,000 11.9 14.9 2.70 0.78 2.12 
15,000-20,000 16.5 23.7 3.96 1.99 2.54 
20,000-30,000 19.8 23.9 3.22 1.28 3.03 
30,000-40,000 19.9 29.3 2.70 1.58 3.48 
40,000-50,000 16.5 21.2 2.00 1.20 2.28 
50,000-60,000 15.3 21.9 1.50 0.94 4.17 
60,000-70,000 10.1 13.2 1.60 0.93 2.99 
70,000-80,000 10.2 8.9 1.46 0.52 1.80 
80,000 or greater 5.2 4.7 1.55 0.77 0.77 
 
However, this distribution does not capture the contributions from segments which 
had zero crashes. A composite average was calculated by summing the total number of 
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crashes by crash outcome on every road segment within the noted AADT range, and 
dividing by the total mileage of roadway corresponding to the noted AADT range. Results 
of the composite average investigation per mile of road at each AADT range is shown in 
Figure 104 and summarized in Table 46. Note that results were plotted at the midpoint of 
each AADT range. 
 




















4,000 or less 25.8 1.8 1.9 0.27 0.00 0.31 
4,000-6,000 32.3 1.2 1.3 0.19 0.12 0.12 
6,000-8,000 60.1 1.5 1.9 0.35 0.00 0.12 
8,000-10,000 49.0 1.6 2.7 0.29 0.02 0.33 
10,000-12,000 160.2 2.2 2.6 0.51 0.11 0.36 
12,000-14,000 126.2 2.1 2.5 0.47 0.07 0.40 
14,000-16,000 97.4 2.6 3.4 0.51 0.08 0.38 
16,000-18,000 48.5 3.9 4.8 0.76 0.14 0.54 
18,000-20,000 66.1 3.7 4.9 0.57 0.12 0.53 
20,000-24,000 57.8 5.5 6.9 0.78 0.12 0.62 
24,000-30,000 30.6 8.5 9.3 1.47 0.29 1.21 
30,000-40,000 38.8 10.7 14.7 1.60 0.67 1.08 
40,000-60,000 41.9 11.3 14.7 1.00 0.17 1.12 
60,000 or greater 24.0 10.3 12.4 1.25 0.46 1.71 
 
Results indicated that the number of crashes per mile of road was linear for AADT 
less than 24,000 vehicles per day, abruptly increased between 24,000 and 40,000 vehicles 
per day, and tapered downward above 40,000 vehicles per day. It is noted that limited data 
existed for total segment mileage and crashes when AADT exceeded 40,000 vehicles per 
day. Although severe injury crashes increased quasi-linearly with AADT, results indicated 
that the likelihood of ROR crashes was related to AADT. Both CME and CMC frequencies 
per mile of road peaked at 40,000 vehicles per day, then declined as traffic volumes 
increased. This result was reflected in terms of all roadway departures; ROR median and 
ROR roadside crashes both leveled and declined at AADT above 40,000 vehicles per day. 
Overall results were similar to MwRSF’s 2009 CMB guidelines study discussed in 
Section 2.5 for AADTs equal to or less than 40,000 vehicles per day. Due to the reduced 
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mileage of roadway at higher AADT, it is possible that uncertainty in the data is too large 
to make further determinations regarding these data. 
Lastly, results were evaluated using an average HMVMT for each traffic volume 
range by equating all data in the range with the midpoint of its AADT, as shown in Figure 
105. To avoid disparities at the extremes (very low and very high traffic volumes), the 
analysis was limited to only AADT between 4,000 and 60,000 vehicles per day, which 
corresponded to a minimum of 30 miles of road per segment. Results indicated that the 
overall behavior of the crash data on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas 
freeways was approximately static as a function of VMT. An elevated risk of CMEs and 
severe injury crashes was observed for AADT between 24,000 and 30,000 vehicles per 
day, and an elevated risk of CMCs was observed for the AADT range corresponding to 
30,000 to 40,000 vehicles per day. 
 
Figure 105. Crash Outcomes by Composite HMVMT 
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Overall, the data was relatively flat for AADT greater than 10,000 vehicles per day. 
Given that data was limited for very high AADT ranges, and that VMT is less reliable for 
very low traffic volumes, the data was truncated for further review. The results are shown 
graphically in Figure 106 and summarized in Table 47. 
 


















CME CMC Severe 
4,000 or less 25.8 48.8 53.0 7.42 0.00 8.48 
4,000-6,000 32.3 13.6 13.9 2.04 1.36 1.36 
6,000-8,000 60.1 11.5 14.7 2.73 0.00 0.91 
8,000-10,000 49.0 9.6 16.1 1.74 0.12 1.99 
10,000-12,000 160.2 10.7 12.9 2.52 0.56 1.80 
12,000-14,000 126.2 8.8 10.5 1.97 0.30 1.67 
14,000-16,000 97.4 9.4 12.4 1.87 0.30 1.39 
16,000-18,000 48.5 12.6 15.6 2.46 0.47 1.73 
18,000-20,000 66.1 10.8 14.2 1.66 0.35 1.53 
20,000-24,000 57.8 13.7 17.3 1.94 0.30 1.55 
24,000-30,000 30.6 17.3 18.8 2.98 0.60 2.45 
30,000-40,000 38.8 16.7 23.0 2.50 1.05 1.69 
33,000-39,000 29.1 16.9 23.1 2.9 1.3 1.5 
40,000-60,000 41.9 12.4 16.1 1.10 0.18 1.23 
60,000 or greater 24.0 7.1 8.5 0.86 0.31 1.17 
1 Italicized AADT ranges are not shown in Figure 106 
Data from the current study was compared to the 2009 CMB guidelines study. The 
results were strongly influenced by the inclusion of data near the fringe ranges. Linear data 
fits were applied for two AADT ranges: 6,000 to 40,000 vehicles per day, and 4,000 to 
60,000 vehicles per day, as shown in Table 48. Results differed significantly, confirming 
that the data fit is approximate and that generalizable conclusions may not be realistic. 
Further, when excluding high-AADT data, the linear fit for all three categories – CMEs, 
CMC, and severe crashes – indicated a positive linear correlation of crash outcome 
probability with AADT, but when including data below 4,000 vehicles per day (25.8 miles, 
3.0 percent of total roadway mileage) and above 40,000 vehicles per day (65.9 miles, 7.7 
percent of total roadway mileage), both CMEs and CMCs were negatively correlated with 
AADT, and severe injury outcomes were negligibly correlated with AADT. 
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Table 48. Linear Fit Relationships between CMEs, CMCs, and Severe Crash Outcomes 
with Average HMVMT 
Crash 
outcome 
Linear best-fit estimate of crash outcome per HMVMT 
AADT: 
6,000 to 40,0001 
AADT: 
4,000 to 60,0002 
2009 study 
[1, 2] 
CMEs 1.29(10-5)AADT + 2.011 -1.28(10-5)AADT + 2.370 2.2 
CMCs 2.81(10-5)AADT – 0.088 -8.01(10-7)AADT + 0.481 3.13(10-5)AADT 
Severe injury 1.82(10-5)AADT + 1.353 1.60(10-6)AADT + 1.577 N/A 
1 The linear best-fit equation for CMCs with a y-intercept set to zero was 2.40(10-5)AADT 
2 The linear best-fit equation for CMCs with a y-intercept set to zero was 1.69(10-5)AADT 
Comparing non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeway data from 
the current study (crashes from 2014 to 2018) and the 2009 study (crashes from 2002 to 
2006) [1, 2] showed that the CME and CMC rates per HMVMT have declined since the 
original study. The slopes and y-intercepts of the CMC best-fit estimates related to AADT 
were both less than the best-fit estimate identified in the 2009 study, as shown in Figure 
107. Setting the y-intercept of the linear best-fit CMC estimate to zero at both AADT 
ranges gave more comparable values, but both were lower than the CMC linear best-fit 
estimate from the 2009 study. 
 
Figure 107. Comparison of CMC Linear Best-Fit Estimates from 2009 and 2021 Studies 
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A noteworthy observation about CME data from 2014 to 2018 is that they were 
negatively proportional to AADT, per HMVMT. This suggests a quasi-logarithmic or even 
negative parabolic fit with traffic volumes, such that the occurrence of CMEs decreases as 
traffic volumes increase. There are several possible reasons for this negative correlation: 
 As AADT increases, there are more vehicles and congestion, decreasing the 
prevalence of speed-related crashes and the ability for out-of-control vehicles 
to perform panic steering across multiple lanes into the median. Panic steering 
was one of the biggest contributors to CME and CMC outcomes, as noted in 
Section 7.8.1. 
 Higher traffic volumes are often supported by additional lanes. The number of 
lanes per roadway was not considered in this study, but an increased number of 
lanes may affect the distribution of median encroachment crashes and the 
likelihood of roadway departure. 
The difference in lateral extent traversed into the median was explored in Section 
7.7. During that investigation, it was noted that the assumed distribution of lateral 
encroachments applied in RSAPv2 under-predicted the average lateral extent of travel for 
a typical reported crash in Kansas for median widths greater than 50 ft. However, as noted, 
that distribution did not include non-reported events including non-crash median traversals. 
The predicted number of CMEs and CMCs is a product of the distribution of maximum 
lateral encroachments multiplied by the roadside departure rate. When these factors were 
jointly considered in the bulk CME and CMC prediction rates, as shown in Table 48, the 
data indicated that the net result was nearly identical to what was identified in the 2009 
study; in fact, the 2009 results may slightly over-predict the value of CMBs in B/C ratio 
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estimations. Based on these observations, researchers concluded that the guidelines 
presented in the 2009 study remain are still applicable for simple estimates of the value of 
installing CMBs to prevent CMCs. 
8.5 Discussion 
It was observed that there was a strong correlation between ROR median departures 
and CMCs throughout the investigation of traffic volume as it related to crash outcomes. 
Using median crashes as a surrogate to predict the rate at which CMCs would be expected 
to occur aligned closely with the actual rate of CMCs on most roadways and roadway 
segments. It was noted that far more CMCs than expected occurred on K-10, while far 
fewer CMCs than expected occurred on I-70. The AADT range of 33,000 to 39,000 
vehicles per day, which makes up approximately 30 percent of K-10’s listed roadway 
mileage, contained 22 percent of all CMCs compared to just 3.1 percent of overall roadway 
mileage on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways. As discussed in 
Chapter 11, these roadway locations were disproportionately associated with crashes 
caused by excessive speed; therefore, CMBs should not be the only treatment option 
considered, but one of several as a part of a broad evaluation. 
Results of the study investigating data for non-positively divided freeways in 
Kansas differed from results and estimates identified in the 2009 study in several ways. 
The most critical comparison factor, CMC rates as a function of VMT, were slightly 
reduced compared to the 2002 to 2006 data review published in 2009. This result suggests 
that the frequency of CMCs has declined even as traffic volumes in Kansas increased. CME 
frequency per VMT was largely unchanged compared to the 2009 results. 
Besides some differences in the characteristics of CMEs and CMCs for the 2009 
and 2021 studies, researchers concluded that the two datasets had similar composite 
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distributions. Thus, no major changes were recommended to update the baseline for 
conducting B/C studies. As a result, there were no broad changes recommended for 
KDOT’s CMB installation guidelines. Further exploration of the B/C evaluation of treating 
road sections with varying properties is shown in Chapter 9. Associated crash costs for 
each KABCO injury designation used in the 2009 study are compared to the values from 
the 2021 study for reference in Table 49. Note that the 2009 study used the FHWA’s 
recommended crash costs, while the 2021 study used KDOT’s crash costs. 







K $ 3,599,500 $ 12,186,397 
A $ 249,200 $ 663,375 
B $ 49,850 $ 209,287 
C $ 26,350 $ 118,507 




9 BENEFIT-TO-COST ANALYSIS OF CMB INSTALLATION 
Benefit-to-cost (B/C) calculations were performed using summary results obtained 
during review of non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeway crash data 
from 2014 to 2018. All calculations were performed using the values shown in Table 50 
and included an annuitized cost and a barrier service life of 15 years. It was noted that some 
encroachments into divided medians are not reported, but may result in a crash if a median 
barrier was installed. This amplification effect is well-documented in data from other state 
DOTs, in which median crash rates rose significantly following median barrier installation. 









 = benefit-to-cost ratio 
𝐶𝐶𝑜 = annual crash cost associated with vehicles crossing the median centerline 
𝐶𝐶𝑏 = CMB annual crash cost 
𝐷𝐶𝑏 = annualized cost of installing, maintaining, and repairing CMBs 
A B/C ratio of 1.0 indicates that over the service life of the barrier system, the 
projected reduction in crash cost is exactly equal to the expected financial investment in 
the installation, maintenance, and repair of the system. However, safety improvement and 
infrastructure upgrade funding is generally limited and states must prioritize funding 
allocation to maximize return on investment. Therefore, a B/C ratio of 1.0 would not result 
in a recommendation for installation, given that these funds could be prioritized to other 
safety projects which may yield a higher return. Moreover, the economic analysis did not 
include any accommodation for incidental and unpredictable costs, which include legal 
liabilities, barrier inspections, asset management and tracking responsibilities, and 
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resistance from advocacy groups who perceive CMBs to be dangerous, including 
convertible enthusiasts and motorcyclist groups, as discussed in Sections 2.6 and 6.2.2. 
KDOT has historically used a B/C ratio of 4.0 to justify the implementation of a safety 
feature. However, the actual repair, replacement, maintenance, and crash costs for CMBs 
may vary in practice. Therefore, researchers considered a baseline B/C of 4.0 for the 
following scenarios: 
 Optimistic projections were based on estimates for the best-expected results 
which could be experienced by KDOT. Estimates for barrier containment rates, 
CMCs resulting from barrier containment failures, and rollover outcomes were 
reduced to the lowest levels observed from KDOT crash data and historical 
literature. Inflation rates were assumed to be 4.5 percent to reduce the 
annuitized cost of installation. 
 Realistic projections used historical average values for CMB penetration and 
rollover rates, CMC rates, and associated injury designations that should give 
the best estimate based on existing data. The interest rate was set to zero based 
on recent United States treasury rates. 
 Economic projections considered an economically biased outcome against 
CMB installation. This approach used high estimates for barrier penetration 
rollover outcomes and CMC rates. All values were derived from upper limits 
identified in the literature review. 
KDOT followed FHWA guidelines, which indicated that whenever possible, CMBs 
would be installed near the median centerline to minimize unnecessary impacts and 
disruption to maintenance operations, and to maximize vehicle recovery space following 
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roadside departure. Thus, the B/C analyses only evaluated how the installation of CMBs 
would affect crashes in which the vehicle crossed the median centerline, using Kansas 
crash data from 2014 to 2018. The baseline option (“do nothing”) consisted of crash cost 
data results observed in Kansas during the study period, and the CMB treatments were 
evaluated by substituting the potential alternative outcomes had CMB been installed. The 
effects of CMB installation are summarized below: 
 All median trajectories in which the vehicle passed the centerline of the median 
were evaluated as CMB crashes. 
 Non-reported “crossed center of median” departures would impact a CMB if 
one was installed; to account for these crashes, the baseline crossed centerline 
of median crashes were multiplied by the CMB crash amplification factor. 
 The CMB rollover crash costs were estimated by multiplying rollover crash 
percentages with the ACC for rollovers from the baseline data. 
 The number of crashes resulting in a vehicle penetrating under, through, or over 
a CMB were estimated as a percentage of total CMB crashes. The resulting 
outcome of a penetration crash was then estimated based on the distribution of 
crash outcomes not affected by a CMB: a percentage of penetration crashes 
would result in a CME, and a percentage of CMEs would result in a CMC. The 
penetration crashes resulting in a CMC were estimated by: (1) estimating the 
number of penetration crashes based on CMB crash rates; (2) estimating the 
number of CMEs by multiplying the number of penetration crashes by the ratio 
𝐶𝑀𝐸 𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑠
𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑠
|
2014−2018
; and (3) estimating the resulting 
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 Crash costs were estimated according to the following distribution: 
o Non-penetration, non-rollover CMB crashes were multiplied by the 
CMB-specific crash cost from the Phase I data from 2012 to 2019. 
o CMB rollover crashes were multiplied by the rollover crash cost from 
the Phase II data from 2014 to 2018. 
o CMB penetrations which did not result in a CMC were multiplied by 
the non-CMC median encroachment baseline crash cost from the Phase 
II data from 2014 to 2018. 
o CMB penetrations which resulted in a CMC were multiplied by the 
CMC cost from Phase II data from 2014 to 2018. 
 Repair costs were estimated based on the sum of CMB penetrations, CMB 
rollovers, and CMB non-penetration, non-rollover crashes. 
 Maintenance costs were annualized per mile of barrier installed. 
 Installation costs were one-time and annualized based on interest rate.
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Table 50. Cost Constants and Relevant Data for B/C Projections 
Total Roadway length 859 miles 
Baseline: Crossed median centerline, non-CMC (2014 to 2018 avg.) $ 356,696 
Baseline: Rollover crash (2014 to 2018 avg.) $ 545,298 
Baseline: CMC ACC (2014 to 2018 avg.) $ 1,484,360 
Baseline: Ratio of CMC / ROR median (2014 to 2018 avg.) 6.9 percent 
CMB installation cost per mile (literature review) 
$ 44,000 (low) 
$ 70,000 (moderate) 
$ 100,000 (high) 
CMB maintenance cost per mile (literature review) 
$ 2,500 (low) 
$ 5,000 (moderate) 
$ 8,000 (high) 
CMB repair cost per impact (literature review) 
$ 700 (low) 
$ 1,000 (moderate) 
$ 1,500 (high) 
CMB penetration rate (literature review, Phase I) 
3.1 percent (optimistic) 
6.5 percent (realistic) 
11.0 percent (economic) 
   CMB penetration results in CME (2014 to 2018 avg.) 31.2 percent 
   CME results in CMC (2014 to 2018 avg.) 22.2 percent 
   CMB penetration results in CMC1 (2014 to 2018 avg.) 6.9 percent 
CMB rollover rate (literature review) 
1.0 percent (optimistic) 
2.5 percent (realistic) 
5.0 percent (economic) 
CMB capture rate (literature review, Phase I) 
95.9 percent (optimistic) 
91.0 percent (realistic) 
84.0 percent (economic) 




CMB non-penetration, non-rollover ACC (Phase I) $ 123,938 
Inflation rate 
4.5 percent (optimistic) 
0 percent (realistic, economic) 
CMB service life 15 years 




It should be noted that although it is known that installing median barriers increases 
overall reported crash rates, the actual rates of increase have varied by state. It is uncertain 
how many additional crashes that CMB installations would cause. Because repairs are 
estimated per crash, and the average cost of a repair is strongly correlated with the severity 
of the collision and number of posts damaged, repair costs may vary widely. Installation 
costs also varied widely based on data reported by other state DOTs. Therefore, the range 
of potential values was estimated using three values based on literature review and KDOT 
reported averages through 2018. It is believed the actual costs to KDOT would be within 
this range. A minimum B/C ratio of 4.0 was used for the lowest estimates, which is in line 
with historic KDOT thresholds. MwRSF imposed minimum B/C estimates of 3.0 for the 
median estimates and 2.0 for the highest estimates to provide further context. 
It should be noted that the results from the 2009 study provided recommended 
guidelines for CMB installation based on assumed lateral encroachment distributions, 
average CMC costs, CMB installation and repair costs, and CMC rates correlated with 
AADT. Because this study identified correlation of CMC rates compared to AADT, but 
median width was not determined to have a strong influence on CME or CMC rates, no 
changes were recommended to the 2009 guidelines which would be considered 
“optimistic” for the projected benefits of CMBs. This study instead attempted to identify 
if any individual treatment strategy would result in significant economic benefit for KDOT, 
even in the absence of changes to CMB installation guidelines. 
9.1 Optimistic Projections 
The CMB penetration rate, CMB rollover rate, and inflation rate used for optimistic 
B/C ratio projections are shown in Table 51. 
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Table 51. Variables Used for Optimistic Projections 
CMB penetration rate 3.1 percent 
CMB rollover rate 1.0 percent 
Inflation rate 4.5 percent 
 
Recall that KDOT uses a B/C ratio threshold of 4.0 for all analyses, and MwRSF 
also evaluated a distribution of benefits based on minimum performance outcome estimates 
of the system. KDOT’s historic thresholds required that the most favorable barrier 
performance and economic analysis provided a minimum B/C ratio of 4.0. The alternative 
distribution of B/C ratios required that a median estimate provided a minimum B/C ratio 
of 3.0 and a high estimate provided a minimum B/C ratio of 2.0. The justification for these 
thresholds is to ensure a minimum return on investment for KDOT, with lower thresholds 
accepted based on how critical the assumed initial and recurring costs were. 
As shown in Tables 52 through 57, there were several instances where CMB 
installation exceeded the minimum B/C ratios for recommended installation using 
optimistic projections. However, typically these exceeded B/C thresholds by very narrow 
margins. A notable exception is at 40 to 49 ft median widths, where the B/C ratio exceeded 
4.0, even when assuming a large crash rate increase. Overall results suggested that if the 
most economically and safety-favorable conditions were realized, KDOT would expect 
benefits from a broad implementation of CMBs on high-traffic volume roads in medians 







Table 52. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Crash Estimates 
 
Row in green indicates all three of the low, median, and high B/C thresholds were met 




































All Divided Medians - LCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2477 77 6 25 325,529,561$ 65,105,912$   
All Divided Medians - MCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2858 89 7 29 375,715,679$ 75,143,136$   
All Divided Medians - HCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 3239 101 7 32 424,541,376$ 84,908,275$   
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 73 3 1 1 10,689,847$   2,137,969$     
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 84 3 1 1 12,125,143$   2,425,029$     
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 95 3 1 1 13,560,439$   2,712,088$     
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 116 4 1 1 16,187,543$   3,237,509$     
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 134 5 1 1 18,468,639$   3,693,728$     
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 151 5 1 2 20,749,734$   4,149,947$     
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 2 1 0 7,357,910$     1,471,582$     
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 2 1 1 8,280,600$     1,656,120$     
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 2 1 1 9,203,290$     1,840,658$     
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 1929 60 5 19 254,031,858$ 50,806,372$   
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2226 70 5 22 292,067,204$ 58,413,441$   
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2523 79 6 25 331,462,972$ 66,292,594$   
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 174 6 1 2 23,684,402$   4,736,880$     
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 201 7 1 2 27,118,861$   5,423,772$     







Table 53. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Cost Estimates 
 
Row in green indicates all three of the low, median, and high B/C thresholds were met 




















































- 5 yr avg
All Divided Medians - LCAF 135,901,055$ 65,105,912$   346,710$         495,300$  742,950$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     22,024,072$    35,038,296$ 50,054,709$ 2.9 1.8 1.2
All Divided Medians - MCAF 135,901,055$ 75,143,136$   400,050$         571,500$  857,250$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     22,024,072$    35,038,296$ 50,054,709$ 2.4 1.5 1.0
All Divided Medians - HCAF 135,901,055$ 84,908,275$   453,390$         647,700$  971,550$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     22,024,072$    35,038,296$ 50,054,709$ 2.0 1.3 0.9
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 3,994,992$     2,137,969$     10,192$           14,560$    21,840$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       849,639$         1,351,699$   1,930,998$   1.9 1.2 0.8
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 3,994,992$     2,425,029$     11,760$           16,800$    25,200$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       849,639$         1,351,699$   1,930,998$   1.6 1.0 0.7
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 3,994,992$     2,712,088$     13,328$           19,040$    28,560$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       849,639$         1,351,699$   1,930,998$   1.3 0.8 0.6
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 6,349,183$     3,237,509$     16,198$           23,140$    34,710$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         275,950$         439,012$     627,160$     9.6 6.0 4.1
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 6,349,183$     3,693,728$     18,690$           26,700$    40,050$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         275,950$         439,012$     627,160$     8.2 5.0 3.5
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 6,349,183$     4,149,947$     21,182$           30,260$    45,390$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         275,950$         439,012$     627,160$     6.7 4.1 2.9
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,471,582$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         197,564$         314,306$     449,009$     4.9 3.0 2.1
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,656,120$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         197,564$         314,306$     449,009$     4.0 2.5 1.7
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 2,568,209$     1,840,658$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         197,564$         314,306$     449,009$     3.2 2.0 1.4
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 105,867,279$ 50,806,372$   270,088$         385,840$  578,760$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     18,634,026$    29,645,041$ 42,350,059$ 2.6 1.6 1.1
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 105,867,279$ 58,413,441$   311,640$         445,200$  667,800$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     18,634,026$    29,645,041$ 42,350,059$ 2.3 1.4 1.0
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 105,867,279$ 66,292,594$   353,192$         504,560$  756,840$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     18,634,026$    29,645,041$ 42,350,059$ 1.9 1.2 0.8
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 9,559,444$     4,736,880$     24,388$           34,840$    52,260$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       2,066,524$      3,287,652$   4,696,646$   2.1 1.3 0.9
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 9,559,444$     5,423,772$     28,140$           40,200$    60,300$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       2,066,524$      3,287,652$   4,696,646$   1.8 1.1 0.8







Table 54. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by ADT Condition – Crash Estimates 
 
Row in green indicates all three of the low, median, and high B/C thresholds were met 




































Less than 10,000 - LCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 169 6 1 2 23,018,015$   4,603,603$     
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 195 7 1 2 26,349,952$   5,269,990$     
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 221 7 1 2 29,681,889$   5,936,378$     
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 998 31 3 10 132,027,659$ 26,405,532$   
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1152 36 3 12 151,711,719$ 30,342,344$   
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1306 41 3 13 171,395,779$ 34,279,156$   
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 381 12 1 4 50,173,304$   10,034,661$   
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 440 14 1 4 57,682,978$   11,536,596$   
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 498 16 2 5 66,553,074$   13,310,615$   
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 226 8 1 2 30,348,277$   6,069,655$     
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 261 9 1 3 34,807,947$   6,961,589$     
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 296 10 1 3 39,267,617$   7,853,523$     
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 212 7 1 2 28,515,711$   5,703,142$     
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 245 8 1 2 32,693,448$   6,538,690$     
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 277 9 1 3 36,871,185$   7,374,237$     
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 68 3 1 1 10,023,459$   2,004,692$     
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 78 3 1 1 11,356,234$   2,271,247$     
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 88 3 1 1 12,689,009$   2,537,802$     
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 56 2 1 1 8,524,088$     1,704,818$     
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 65 2 1 1 9,626,190$     1,925,238$     
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 73 3 1 1 10,728,292$   2,145,658$     
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 70 3 1 1 10,356,653$   2,071,331$     
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 81 3 1 1 11,740,689$   2,348,138$     
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 92 3 1 1 13,124,724$   2,624,945$     
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 1,000 1,158 413,053,600$ 82,610,720$   81 1505 47 4 15 198,360,858$ 39,672,172$   
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 1,331 1,796 640,625,446$ 128,125,089$ 125 2694 84 6 27 353,402,497$ 70,680,499$   
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 1,662 2,434 868,197,291$ 173,639,458$ 169 4138 129 9 41 542,508,805$ 108,501,761$ 
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 304 1,053 375,600,554$ 75,120,111$   73 1369 43 3 14 179,507,765$ 35,901,553$   
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 254 934 333,153,767$ 66,630,753$   65 1401 44 4 14 184,981,849$ 36,996,370$   
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 205 815 290,706,981$ 58,141,396$   57 1386 43 3 14 181,635,079$ 36,327,016$   
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 108 541 192,972,364$ 38,594,473$   38 703 22 2 7 92,849,748$   18,569,950$   
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 84 430 153,379,143$ 30,675,829$   30 645 20 2 6 85,378,520$   17,075,704$   
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 59 319 113,785,923$ 22,757,185$   23 542 17 2 5 72,217,368$   14,443,474$   
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 38 190 67,772,180$   13,554,436$   14 247 8 1 2 33,013,827$   6,602,765$     
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 40 181 64,561,919$   12,912,384$   13 272 9 1 3 36,153,537$   7,230,707$     







Table 55. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by ADT Condition – Cost Estimates 
 
Row in green indicates all three of the low, median, and high B/C thresholds were met 



















































- 5 yr avg
Less than 10,000 - LCAF 9,274,088$     4,603,603$     23,660$           33,800$    50,700$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     3,801,864$      6,048,419$   8,640,599$   1.1 0.7 0.5
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 9,274,088$     5,269,990$     27,300$           39,000$    58,500$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     3,801,864$      6,048,419$   8,640,599$   0.9 0.6 0.4
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 9,274,088$     5,936,378$     30,940$           44,200$    66,300$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     3,801,864$      6,048,419$   8,640,599$   0.8 0.5 0.3
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 54,788,457$   26,405,532$   139,776$         199,680$  299,520$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     11,328,972$    18,023,364$ 25,747,663$ 2.3 1.4 1.0
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 54,788,457$   30,342,344$   161,280$         230,400$  345,600$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     11,328,972$    18,023,364$ 25,747,663$ 1.9 1.2 0.8
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 54,788,457$   34,279,156$   182,784$         261,120$  391,680$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     11,328,972$    18,023,364$ 25,747,663$ 1.6 1.0 0.7
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 20,902,367$   10,034,661$   53,326$           76,180$    114,270$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       2,009,608$      3,197,104$   4,567,292$   4.8 3.0 2.1
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 20,902,367$   11,536,596$   61,530$           87,900$    131,850$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       2,009,608$      3,197,104$   4,567,292$   4.2 2.6 1.8
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 20,902,367$   13,310,615$   69,734$           99,620$    149,430$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       2,009,608$      3,197,104$   4,567,292$   3.4 2.1 1.4
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 12,413,010$   6,069,655$     31,668$           45,240$    67,860$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       882,827$         1,404,498$   2,006,425$   6.4 3.9 2.7
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 12,413,010$   6,961,589$     36,540$           52,200$    78,300$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       882,827$         1,404,498$   2,006,425$   5.5 3.4 2.3
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 12,413,010$   7,853,523$     41,412$           59,160$    88,740$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       882,827$         1,404,498$   2,006,425$   4.6 2.8 2.0
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 11,628,279$   5,703,142$     29,666$           42,380$    63,570$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       754,825$         1,200,858$   1,715,512$   7.0 4.3 3.0
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 11,628,279$   6,538,690$     34,230$           48,900$    73,350$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       754,825$         1,200,858$   1,715,512$   6.0 3.7 2.6
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 11,628,279$   7,374,237$     38,794$           55,420$    83,130$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       754,825$         1,200,858$   1,715,512$   5.0 3.1 2.1
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 3,709,635$     2,004,692$     9,464$             13,520$    20,280$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         198,483$         315,768$     451,097$     7.7 4.7 3.2
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 3,709,635$     2,271,247$     10,920$           15,600$    23,400$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         198,483$         315,768$     451,097$     6.5 4.0 2.7
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 3,709,635$     2,537,802$     12,376$           17,680$    26,520$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         198,483$         315,768$     451,097$     5.3 3.2 2.2
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 3,067,583$     1,704,818$     7,826$             11,180$    16,770$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         233,950$         372,194$     531,705$     5.2 3.2 2.2
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 3,067,583$     1,925,238$     9,030$             12,900$    19,350$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         233,950$         372,194$     531,705$     4.4 2.7 1.8
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 3,067,583$     2,145,658$     10,234$           14,620$    21,930$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         233,950$         372,194$     531,705$     3.5 2.2 1.5
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 3,852,313$     2,071,331$     9,828$             14,040$    21,060$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       311,024$         494,811$     706,874$     5.1 3.1 2.2
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 3,852,313$     2,348,138$     11,340$           16,200$    24,300$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       311,024$         494,811$     706,874$     4.3 2.7 1.8
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 3,852,313$     2,624,945$     12,852$           18,360$    27,540$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       311,024$         494,811$     706,874$     3.5 2.2 1.5
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 82,610,720$   39,672,172$   210,756$         301,080$  451,620$     2,499,875$      4,999,750$     7,999,600$     22,734,563$    36,168,622$ 51,669,461$ 1.7 1.0 0.7
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 128,125,089$ 70,680,499$   377,160$         538,800$  808,200$     3,327,550$      6,655,100$     10,648,160$   30,261,671$    48,143,567$ 68,776,524$ 1.7 1.0 0.7
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 173,639,458$ 108,501,761$ 579,292$         827,560$  1,241,340$   4,155,225$      8,310,450$     13,296,720$   37,788,779$    60,118,512$ 85,883,588$ 1.5 0.9 0.7
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 75,120,111$   35,901,553$   191,646$         273,780$  410,670$     760,000$         1,520,000$     2,432,000$     6,911,653$      10,995,811$ 15,708,301$ 5.1 3.1 2.2
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 66,630,753$   36,996,370$   196,140$         280,200$  420,300$     636,100$         1,272,200$     2,035,520$     5,784,871$      9,203,204$   13,147,435$ 4.6 2.8 1.9
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 58,141,396$   36,327,016$   193,970$         277,100$  415,650$     512,200$         1,024,400$     1,639,040$     4,658,090$      7,410,598$   10,586,568$ 4.2 2.6 1.8
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 38,594,473$   18,569,950$   98,462$           140,660$  210,990$     270,825$         541,650$       866,640$       2,462,958$      3,918,343$   5,597,633$   7.3 4.5 3.1
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 30,675,829$   17,075,704$   90,300$           129,000$  193,500$     209,650$         419,300$       670,880$       1,906,616$      3,033,252$   4,333,218$   6.4 3.9 2.7
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 22,757,185$   14,443,474$   75,922$           108,460$  162,690$     148,475$         296,950$       475,120$       1,350,273$      2,148,162$   3,068,803$   5.5 3.4 2.3
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 13,554,436$   6,602,765$     34,580$           49,400$    74,100$       95,100$          190,200$       304,320$       864,866$         1,375,923$   1,965,605$   7.2 4.4 3.0
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 12,912,384$   7,230,707$     38,010$           54,300$    81,450$       99,000$          198,000$       316,800$       900,334$         1,432,349$   2,046,213$   5.6 3.5 2.4







Table 56. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Roadway – Crash Estimates 
 




































I070 - LCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 793 25 2 8 104,344,932$ 20,868,986$   
I070 - MCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 915 29 3 9 121,339,829$ 24,267,966$   
I070 - HCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 1037 33 3 10 136,974,304$ 27,394,861$   
I035 - LCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 280 9 1 3 37,178,748$   7,435,750$     
I035 - MCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 323 10 1 3 42,689,260$   8,537,852$     
I035 - HCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 366 12 1 4 48,199,772$   9,639,954$     
I135 - LCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 278 9 1 3 37,012,151$   7,402,430$     
I135 - MCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 321 10 1 3 42,497,033$   8,499,407$     
I135 - HCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 364 12 1 4 47,981,914$   9,596,383$     
I235 - LCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 125 4 1 1 17,353,721$   3,470,744$     
I235 - MCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 144 5 1 1 19,814,229$   3,962,846$     
I235 - HCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 163 6 1 2 22,274,737$   4,454,947$     
I435 - LCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 133 5 1 1 18,353,303$   3,670,661$     
I435 - MCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 153 5 1 2 20,967,592$   4,193,518$     
I435 - HCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 173 6 1 2 23,581,881$   4,716,376$     
I470 - LCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 31 1 1 0 5,358,747$     1,071,749$     
I470 - MCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 36 2 1 0 5,973,874$     1,194,775$     
I470 - HCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 41 2 1 0 6,589,001$     1,317,800$     
K010 - LCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 114 4 1 1 16,020,947$   3,204,189$     
K010 - MCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 132 5 1 1 18,276,412$   3,655,282$     
K010 - HCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 150 5 1 1 20,531,877$   4,106,375$     
K096 - LCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 34 2 1 0 5,691,941$     1,138,388$     
K096 - MCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 39 2 1 0 6,358,328$     1,271,666$     
K096 - HCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 44 2 1 0 7,024,716$     1,404,943$     
U024 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,360,004$     472,001$       
U024 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,513,785$     502,757$       
U024 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 1 1 0 2,667,567$     533,513$       
U036 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,360,004$     472,001$       
U036 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,513,785$     502,757$       
U036 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 1 1 0 2,667,567$     533,513$       
U050 - LCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 38 2 1 0 6,191,732$     1,238,346$     
U050 - MCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 44 2 1 0 6,935,010$     1,387,002$     
U050 - HCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 49 2 1 0 7,678,288$     1,535,658$     
U054 - LCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 2 1 0 7,357,910$     1,471,582$     
U054 - MCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 2 1 1 8,280,600$     1,656,120$     
U054 - HCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 2 1 1 9,203,290$     1,840,658$     
U059 - LCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 17 1 1 0 3,526,182$     705,236$       
U059 - MCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 20 1 1 0 3,859,376$     771,875$       
U059 - HCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 22 1 1 0 4,192,569$     838,514$       
U069 - LCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 156 5 1 2 21,352,046$   4,270,409$     
U069 - MCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 180 6 1 2 24,427,681$   4,885,536$     
U069 - HCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 204 7 1 2 27,503,315$   5,500,663$     
U075 - LCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 64 2 1 1 9,523,669$     1,904,734$     
U075 - MCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 74 3 1 1 10,779,553$   2,155,911$     
U075 - HCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 83 3 1 1 12,035,437$   2,407,087$     
U081 - LCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 22 1 1 0 4,192,569$     838,514$       
U081 - MCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 26 1 1 0 4,628,284$     925,657$       
U081 - HCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 29 1 1 0 5,063,999$     1,012,800$     
U169 - LCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 36 2 1 0 6,025,135$     1,205,027$     
U169 - MCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 42 2 1 0 6,742,783$     1,348,557$     







Table 57. Optimistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Cost Estimates 
 



















































- 5 yr avg
I070 - LCAF 43,516,873$   20,868,986$   111,020$         158,600$  237,900$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     8,021,155$      12,760,928$ 18,229,897$ 2.5 1.6 1.1
I070 - MCAF 43,516,873$   24,267,966$   128,100$         183,000$  274,500$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     8,021,155$      12,760,928$ 18,229,897$ 2.2 1.3 0.9
I070 - HCAF 43,516,873$   27,394,861$   145,180$         207,400$  311,100$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     8,021,155$      12,760,928$ 18,229,897$ 1.8 1.1 0.8
I035 - LCAF 15,337,914$   7,435,750$     39,130$           55,900$    83,850$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       2,025,978$      3,223,147$   4,604,496$   3.5 2.1 1.5
I035 - MCAF 15,337,914$   8,537,852$     45,150$           64,500$    96,750$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       2,025,978$      3,223,147$   4,604,496$   3.0 1.8 1.3
I035 - HCAF 15,337,914$   9,639,954$     51,170$           73,100$    109,650$     222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       2,025,978$      3,223,147$   4,604,496$   2.5 1.5 1.1
I135 - LCAF 15,266,575$   7,402,430$     38,948$           55,640$    83,460$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       2,136,246$      3,398,574$   4,855,105$   3.3 2.0 1.4
I135 - MCAF 15,266,575$   8,499,407$     44,940$           64,200$    96,300$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       2,136,246$      3,398,574$   4,855,105$   2.8 1.7 1.2
I135 - HCAF 15,266,575$   9,596,383$     50,932$           72,760$    109,140$     234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       2,136,246$      3,398,574$   4,855,105$   2.4 1.5 1.0
I235 - LCAF 6,848,557$     3,470,744$     17,472$           24,960$    37,440$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       582,489$         926,686$     1,323,838$   5.2 3.2 2.2
I235 - MCAF 6,848,557$     3,962,846$     20,160$           28,800$    43,200$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       582,489$         926,686$     1,323,838$   4.4 2.7 1.9
I235 - HCAF 6,848,557$     4,454,947$     22,848$           32,640$    48,960$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       582,489$         926,686$     1,323,838$   3.7 2.3 1.6
I435 - LCAF 7,276,592$     3,670,661$     18,564$           26,520$    39,780$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       433,797$         690,132$     985,903$     7.4 4.6 3.1
I435 - MCAF 7,276,592$     4,193,518$     21,420$           30,600$    45,900$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       433,797$         690,132$     985,903$     6.3 3.9 2.7
I435 - HCAF 7,276,592$     4,716,376$     24,276$           34,680$    52,020$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       433,797$         690,132$     985,903$     5.3 3.2 2.2
I470 - LCAF 1,712,139$     1,071,749$     4,368$             6,240$      9,360$         15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         138,233$         219,916$     314,166$     4.2 2.5 1.8
I470 - MCAF 1,712,139$     1,194,775$     5,040$             7,200$      10,800$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         138,233$         219,916$     314,166$     3.3 2.1 1.4
I470 - HCAF 1,712,139$     1,317,800$     5,712$             8,160$      12,240$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         138,233$         219,916$     314,166$     2.6 1.6 1.1
K010 - LCAF 6,277,844$     3,204,189$     16,016$           22,880$    34,320$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       633,189$         1,007,347$   1,439,066$   4.4 2.7 1.8
K010 - MCAF 6,277,844$     3,655,282$     18,480$           26,400$    39,600$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       633,189$         1,007,347$   1,439,066$   3.7 2.3 1.6
K010 - HCAF 6,277,844$     4,106,375$     20,944$           29,920$    44,880$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       633,189$         1,007,347$   1,439,066$   3.1 1.9 1.3
K096 - LCAF 1,854,818$     1,138,388$     4,732$             6,760$      10,140$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         238,043$         378,704$     541,006$     2.7 1.7 1.1
K096 - MCAF 1,854,818$     1,271,666$     5,460$             7,800$      11,700$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         238,043$         378,704$     541,006$     2.2 1.3 0.9
K096 - HCAF 1,854,818$     1,404,943$     6,188$             8,840$      13,260$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         238,043$         378,704$     541,006$     1.7 1.0 0.7
U024 - LCAF 428,035$       472,001$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         97,764$          155,533$     222,190$     -0.4 -0.2 -0.2
U024 - MCAF 428,035$       502,757$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         97,764$          155,533$     222,190$     -0.7 -0.4 -0.3
U024 - HCAF 428,035$       533,513$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         97,764$          155,533$     222,190$     -1.0 -0.6 -0.4
U036 - LCAF 428,035$       472,001$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         95,263$          151,554$     216,506$     -0.4 -0.3 -0.2
U036 - MCAF 428,035$       502,757$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         95,263$          151,554$     216,506$     -0.7 -0.4 -0.3
U036 - HCAF 428,035$       533,513$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         95,263$          151,554$     216,506$     -1.0 -0.6 -0.4
U050 - LCAF 2,068,835$     1,238,346$     5,278$             7,540$      11,310$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       313,071$         498,067$     711,524$     2.4 1.5 1.0
U050 - MCAF 2,068,835$     1,387,002$     6,090$             8,700$      13,050$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       313,071$         498,067$     711,524$     2.0 1.2 0.8
U050 - HCAF 2,068,835$     1,535,658$     6,902$             9,860$      14,790$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       313,071$         498,067$     711,524$     1.5 0.9 0.6
U054 - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,471,582$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,004,918$      1,598,733$   2,283,904$   1.0 0.6 0.4
U054 - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,656,120$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,004,918$      1,598,733$   2,283,904$   0.8 0.5 0.3
U054 - HCAF 2,568,209$     1,840,658$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,004,918$      1,598,733$   2,283,904$   0.7 0.4 0.3
U059 - LCAF 927,409$       705,236$       2,366$             3,380$      5,070$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       460,853$         733,175$     1,047,392$   0.4 0.3 0.2
U059 - MCAF 927,409$       771,875$       2,730$             3,900$      5,850$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       460,853$         733,175$     1,047,392$   0.3 0.2 0.1
U059 - HCAF 927,409$       838,514$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       460,853$         733,175$     1,047,392$   0.2 0.1 0.1
U069 - LCAF 8,560,696$     4,270,409$     21,840$           31,200$    46,800$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       1,735,416$      2,760,889$   3,944,127$   2.2 1.4 0.9
U069 - MCAF 8,560,696$     4,885,536$     25,200$           36,000$    54,000$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       1,735,416$      2,760,889$   3,944,127$   1.9 1.2 0.8
U069 - HCAF 8,560,696$     5,500,663$     28,560$           40,800$    61,200$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       1,735,416$      2,760,889$   3,944,127$   1.6 1.0 0.7
U075 - LCAF 3,495,618$     1,904,734$     8,918$             12,740$    19,110$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       569,529$         906,069$     1,294,385$   2.5 1.5 1.1
U075 - MCAF 3,495,618$     2,155,911$     10,290$           14,700$    22,050$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       569,529$         906,069$     1,294,385$   2.1 1.3 0.9
U075 - HCAF 3,495,618$     2,407,087$     11,662$           16,660$    24,990$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       569,529$         906,069$     1,294,385$   1.7 1.1 0.7
U081 - LCAF 1,212,765$     838,514$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       420,383$         668,791$     955,416$     0.8 0.5 0.3
U081 - MCAF 1,212,765$     925,657$       3,570$             5,100$      7,650$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       420,383$         668,791$     955,416$     0.6 0.4 0.3
U081 - HCAF 1,212,765$     1,012,800$     4,046$             5,780$      8,670$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       420,383$         668,791$     955,416$     0.4 0.3 0.2
U169 - LCAF 1,997,496$     1,205,027$     5,096$             7,280$      10,920$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       615,001$         978,410$     1,397,729$   1.2 0.7 0.5
U169 - MCAF 1,997,496$     1,348,557$     5,880$             8,400$      12,600$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       615,001$         978,410$     1,397,729$   0.9 0.6 0.4
U169 - HCAF 1,997,496$     1,492,086$     6,664$             9,520$      14,280$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       615,001$         978,410$     1,397,729$   0.7 0.5 0.3
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9.2 Realistic Projections 
A similar analysis was performed using estimates for the CMB penetration 
frequency and rollover frequency which were more consistent with historical trends 
observed in other states. Because the trends were based on historical averages, but 
accommodated outcomes specific to the preferred system installed in Kansas, they were 
deemed a realistic estimate of the installation, maintenance, repair, and crash costs. The 
CMB penetration rate, CMB rollover rate, and inflation rate used for realistic B/C ratio 
projections are shown in Table 58. 
Table 58. Variables Used for Realistic Projections 
CMB penetration rate 6.5 percent 
CMB rollover rate 2.5 percent 
Inflation rate 0.0 percent 
 
Results of the analysis applying the realistic parameters for CMB crash statistics 
are shown in Tables 59 through 64. None of the scenarios considered met KDOT’s 
minimum B/C ratio of 4.0. Only one scenario was identified which met MwRSF’s reduced 
B/C evaluation criteria: medians less than 50 ft wide, and this was only satisfied when the 
CMB crash amplification factor was limited to 1.3, which is believed to slightly 
underestimate the actual increase in median crashes that would be realized. 
Results indicated that CMB installation would be likely to reduce crash costs in 
most locations, but the associated expense, management, repair, and maintenance costs will 
negate some of the benefits from reduced CMC rates. Additionally, as previously noted, 
CMB installation could result in additional litigation for state DOTs if maintenance, repair, 
and installation procedures are alleged to deviate from national guidance. Care must be 
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taken to install systems in agreement with accepted installation procedures and should be 







Table 59. Realistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Crash Estimates 
 




































All Divided Medians - LCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2477 161 12 62 349,344,575$ 69,868,915$   
All Divided Medians - MCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2858 186 13 71 401,938,768$ 80,387,754$   
All Divided Medians - HCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 3239 211 15 81 455,893,383$ 91,178,677$   
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 73 5 1 2 11,149,972$   2,229,994$     
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 84 6 1 2 12,656,057$   2,531,211$     
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 95 7 1 2 14,162,141$   2,832,428$     
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 116 8 1 3 16,918,814$   3,383,763$     
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 134 9 1 3 19,312,413$   3,862,483$     
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 151 10 1 4 21,706,012$   4,341,202$     
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 4 1 1 7,653,705$     1,530,741$     
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 4 1 1 8,621,902$     1,724,380$     
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 4 1 2 9,590,099$     1,918,020$     
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 1929 126 9 48 271,666,871$ 54,333,374$   
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2226 145 11 56 314,298,958$ 62,859,792$   
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2523 164 12 63 355,570,621$ 71,114,124$   
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 174 12 1 4 24,785,417$   4,957,083$     
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 201 14 1 5 28,389,262$   5,677,852$     







Table 60. Realistic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Cost Estimates 
 




















































- 5 yr avg
All Divided Medians - LCAF 135,901,055$ 69,868,915$   346,710$         495,300$  742,950$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   1.5 0.9 0.6
All Divided Medians - MCAF 135,901,055$ 80,387,754$   400,050$         571,500$  857,250$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   1.2 0.8 0.5
All Divided Medians - HCAF 135,901,055$ 91,178,677$   453,390$         647,700$  971,550$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   1.0 0.6 0.4
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 3,994,992$     2,229,994$     10,192$           14,560$    21,840$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     1.0 0.6 0.4
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 3,994,992$     2,531,211$     11,760$           16,800$    25,200$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     0.8 0.5 0.4
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 3,994,992$     2,832,428$     13,328$           19,040$    28,560$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     0.7 0.4 0.3
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 6,349,183$     3,383,763$     16,198$           23,140$    34,710$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     5.1 3.2 2.2
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 6,349,183$     3,862,483$     18,690$           26,700$    40,050$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     4.3 2.7 1.8
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 6,349,183$     4,341,202$     21,182$           30,260$    45,390$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     3.4 2.1 1.5
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,530,741$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       2.5 1.6 1.1
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,724,380$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       2.0 1.3 0.9
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 2,568,209$     1,918,020$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       1.6 1.0 0.7
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 105,867,279$ 54,333,374$   270,088$         385,840$  578,760$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   1.3 0.8 0.6
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 105,867,279$ 62,859,792$   311,640$         445,200$  667,800$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   1.1 0.7 0.5
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 105,867,279$ 71,114,124$   353,192$         504,560$  756,840$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   0.9 0.6 0.4
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 9,559,444$     4,957,083$     24,388$           34,840$    52,260$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       3,999,308$      6,362,536$     9,089,337$     1.1 0.7 0.5
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 9,559,444$     5,677,852$     28,140$           40,200$    60,300$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       3,999,308$      6,362,536$     9,089,337$     0.9 0.6 0.4












































Less than 10,000 - LCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 169 11 1 4 24,086,163$   4,817,233$     
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 195 13 1 5 27,582,431$   5,516,486$     
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 221 15 2 6 32,439,121$   6,487,824$     
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 998 65 5 25 141,058,795$ 28,211,759$   
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1152 75 6 29 163,074,092$ 32,614,818$   
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1306 85 6 33 183,728,966$ 36,745,793$   
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 381 25 2 10 53,941,168$   10,788,234$   
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 440 29 3 11 63,181,640$   12,636,328$   
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 498 33 3 12 71,061,690$   14,212,338$   
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 226 15 2 6 33,138,375$   6,627,675$     
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 261 17 2 7 37,817,995$   7,563,599$     
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 296 20 2 7 42,497,615$   8,499,523$     
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 212 14 1 5 29,855,005$   5,971,001$     
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 245 16 2 6 35,599,209$   7,119,842$     
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 277 19 2 7 39,982,991$   7,996,598$     
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 68 5 1 2 10,450,719$   2,090,144$     
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 78 6 1 2 11,849,226$   2,369,845$     
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 88 6 1 2 13,247,733$   2,649,547$     
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 56 4 1 1 8,877,398$     1,775,480$     
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 65 5 1 2 10,033,856$   2,006,771$     
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 73 5 1 2 11,190,314$   2,238,063$     
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 70 5 1 2 10,800,346$   2,160,069$     
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 81 6 1 2 12,252,641$   2,450,528$     
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 92 6 1 2 13,704,937$   2,740,987$     
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 1,000 1,158 413,053,600$ 82,610,720$   81 1505 98 7 38 211,956,861$ 42,391,372$   
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 1,331 1,796 640,625,446$ 128,125,089$ 125 2694 176 13 67 379,952,622$ 75,990,524$   
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 1,662 2,434 868,197,291$ 173,639,458$ 169 4138 269 19 103 582,265,596$ 116,453,119$ 
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 304 1,053 375,600,554$ 75,120,111$   73 1369 89 7 34 193,601,456$ 38,720,291$   
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 254 934 333,153,767$ 66,630,753$   65 1401 92 7 35 197,918,002$ 39,583,600$   
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 205 815 290,706,981$ 58,141,396$   57 1386 91 7 35 195,833,688$ 39,166,738$   
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 108 541 192,972,364$ 38,594,473$   38 703 46 4 18 100,015,733$ 20,003,147$   
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 84 430 153,379,143$ 30,675,829$   30 645 42 3 16 90,815,603$   18,163,121$   
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 59 319 113,785,923$ 22,757,185$   23 542 36 3 14 77,005,345$   15,401,069$   
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 38 190 67,772,180$   13,554,436$   14 247 17 2 6 35,935,389$   7,187,078$     
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 40 181 64,561,919$   12,912,384$   13 272 18 2 7 39,229,949$   7,845,990$     



























































- 5 yr avg
Less than 10,000 - LCAF 9,274,088$     4,817,233$     23,660$           33,800$    50,700$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.6 0.4 0.2
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 9,274,088$     5,516,486$     27,300$           39,000$    58,500$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.5 0.3 0.2
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 9,274,088$     6,487,824$     30,940$           44,200$    66,300$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.4 0.2 0.2
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 54,788,457$   28,211,759$   139,776$         199,680$  299,520$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   1.1 0.7 0.5
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 54,788,457$   32,614,818$   161,280$         230,400$  345,600$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   1.0 0.6 0.4
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 54,788,457$   36,745,793$   182,784$         261,120$  391,680$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   0.8 0.5 0.3
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 20,902,367$   10,788,234$   53,326$           76,180$    114,270$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     2.5 1.5 1.1
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 20,902,367$   12,636,328$   61,530$           87,900$    131,850$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     2.0 1.2 0.9
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 20,902,367$   14,212,338$   69,734$           99,620$    149,430$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     1.6 1.0 0.7
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 12,413,010$   6,627,675$     31,668$           45,240$    67,860$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     3.2 2.0 1.4
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 12,413,010$   7,563,599$     36,540$           52,200$    78,300$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     2.7 1.7 1.2
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 12,413,010$   8,499,523$     41,412$           59,160$    88,740$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     2.2 1.3 0.9
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 11,628,279$   5,971,001$     29,666$           42,380$    63,570$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     3.7 2.3 1.6
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 11,628,279$   7,119,842$     34,230$           48,900$    73,350$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     2.9 1.8 1.3
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 11,628,279$   7,996,598$     38,794$           55,420$    83,130$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     2.3 1.5 1.0
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 3,709,635$     2,090,144$     9,464$             13,520$    20,280$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       4.0 2.5 1.7
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 3,709,635$     2,369,845$     10,920$           15,600$    23,400$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       3.3 2.0 1.4
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 3,709,635$     2,649,547$     12,376$           17,680$    26,520$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       2.6 1.6 1.1
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 3,067,583$     1,775,480$     7,826$             11,180$    16,770$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     2.7 1.7 1.2
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 3,067,583$     2,006,771$     9,030$             12,900$    19,350$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     2.2 1.4 1.0
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 3,067,583$     2,238,063$     10,234$           14,620$    21,930$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     1.7 1.1 0.7
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 3,852,313$     2,160,069$     9,828$             14,040$    21,060$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     2.7 1.6 1.1
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 3,852,313$     2,450,528$     11,340$           16,200$    24,300$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     2.2 1.4 0.9
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 3,852,313$     2,740,987$     12,852$           18,360$    27,540$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     1.7 1.1 0.7
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 82,610,720$   42,391,372$   210,756$         301,080$  451,620$     2,499,875$      4,999,750$     7,999,600$     43,997,800$    69,996,500$   99,995,000$   0.9 0.5 0.4
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 128,125,089$ 75,990,524$   377,160$         538,800$  808,200$     3,327,550$      6,655,100$     10,648,160$   58,564,880$    93,171,400$   133,102,000$ 0.8 0.5 0.4
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 173,639,458$ 116,453,119$ 579,292$         827,560$  1,241,340$   4,155,225$      8,310,450$     13,296,720$   73,131,960$    116,346,300$ 166,209,000$ 0.7 0.5 0.3
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 75,120,111$   38,720,291$   191,646$         273,780$  410,670$     760,000$         1,520,000$     2,432,000$     13,376,000$    21,280,000$   30,400,000$   2.6 1.6 1.1
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 66,630,753$   39,583,600$   196,140$         280,200$  420,300$     636,100$         1,272,200$     2,035,520$     11,195,360$    17,810,800$   25,444,000$   2.3 1.4 1.0
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 58,141,396$   39,166,738$   193,970$         277,100$  415,650$     512,200$         1,024,400$     1,639,040$     9,014,720$      14,341,600$   20,488,000$   2.0 1.2 0.9
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 38,594,473$   20,003,147$   98,462$           140,660$  210,990$     270,825$         541,650$       866,640$       4,766,520$      7,583,100$     10,833,000$   3.7 2.3 1.6
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 30,675,829$   18,163,121$   90,300$           129,000$  193,500$     209,650$         419,300$       670,880$       3,689,840$      5,870,200$     8,386,000$     3.2 2.0 1.4
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 22,757,185$   15,401,069$   75,922$           108,460$  162,690$     148,475$         296,950$       475,120$       2,613,160$      4,157,300$     5,939,000$     2.6 1.6 1.1
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 13,554,436$   7,187,078$     34,580$           49,400$    74,100$       95,100$          190,200$       304,320$       1,673,760$      2,662,800$     3,804,000$     3.6 2.2 1.5
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 12,912,384$   7,845,990$     38,010$           54,300$    81,450$       99,000$          198,000$       316,800$       1,742,400$      2,772,000$     3,960,000$     2.7 1.7 1.2












































I070 - LCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 793 52 4 20 112,077,857$ 22,415,571$   
I070 - MCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 915 60 5 23 129,843,844$ 25,968,769$   
I070 - HCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 1037 68 5 26 146,249,408$ 29,249,882$   
I035 - LCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 280 19 2 7 40,305,724$   8,061,145$     
I035 - MCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 323 21 2 8 46,088,013$   9,217,603$     
I035 - HCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 366 24 2 9 51,870,302$   10,374,060$   
I135 - LCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 278 19 2 7 40,130,910$   8,026,182$     
I135 - MCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 321 21 2 8 45,886,305$   9,177,261$     
I135 - HCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 364 24 2 9 51,641,699$   10,328,340$   
I235 - LCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 125 9 1 3 18,142,508$   3,628,502$     
I235 - MCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 144 10 1 4 20,724,367$   4,144,873$     
I235 - HCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 163 11 1 4 23,306,226$   4,661,245$     
I435 - LCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 133 9 1 3 19,191,388$   3,838,278$     
I435 - MCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 153 10 1 4 21,934,614$   4,386,923$     
I435 - HCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 173 12 1 4 24,677,839$   4,935,568$     
I470 - LCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 31 3 1 1 5,555,944$     1,111,189$     
I470 - MCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 36 3 1 1 6,201,409$     1,240,282$     
I470 - HCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 41 3 1 1 6,846,874$     1,369,375$     
K010 - LCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 114 8 1 3 16,744,001$   3,348,800$     
K010 - MCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 132 9 1 3 19,110,705$   3,822,141$     
K010 - HCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 150 10 1 4 21,477,409$   4,295,482$     
K096 - LCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 34 3 1 1 5,905,571$     1,181,114$     
K096 - MCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 39 3 1 1 6,604,824$     1,320,965$     
K096 - HCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 44 3 1 1 7,304,078$     1,460,816$     
U024 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,409,303$     481,861$       
U024 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,570,669$     514,134$       
U024 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 1 1 0 2,732,035$     546,407$       
U036 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,409,303$     481,861$       
U036 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,570,669$     514,134$       
U036 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 1 1 0 2,732,035$     546,407$       
U050 - LCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 38 3 1 1 6,430,011$     1,286,002$     
U050 - MCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 44 3 1 1 7,209,947$     1,441,989$     
U050 - HCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 49 4 1 1 7,989,884$     1,597,977$     
U054 - LCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 4 1 1 7,653,705$     1,530,741$     
U054 - MCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 4 1 1 8,621,902$     1,724,380$     
U054 - HCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 4 1 2 9,590,099$     1,918,020$     
U059 - LCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 17 2 1 0 3,632,997$     726,599$       
U059 - MCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 20 2 1 0 3,982,623$     796,525$       
U059 - HCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 22 2 1 1 4,332,250$     866,450$       
U069 - LCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 156 11 1 4 22,338,029$   4,467,606$     
U069 - MCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 180 12 1 5 25,565,353$   5,113,071$     
U069 - HCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 204 14 1 5 28,792,677$   5,758,535$     
U075 - LCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 64 5 1 2 9,926,279$     1,985,256$     
U075 - MCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 74 5 1 2 11,244,103$   2,248,821$     
U075 - HCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 83 6 1 2 12,561,927$   2,512,385$     
U081 - LCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 22 2 1 1 4,332,250$     866,450$       
U081 - MCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 26 2 1 1 4,789,454$     957,891$       
U081 - HCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 29 2 1 1 5,246,659$     1,049,332$     
U169 - LCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 36 3 1 1 6,255,197$     1,251,039$     
U169 - MCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 42 3 1 1 7,008,240$     1,401,648$     



























































- 5 yr avg
I070 - LCAF 43,516,873$   22,415,571$   111,020$         158,600$  237,900$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   1.3 0.8 0.6
I070 - MCAF 43,516,873$   25,968,769$   128,100$         183,000$  274,500$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   1.1 0.7 0.5
I070 - HCAF 43,516,873$   29,249,882$   145,180$         207,400$  311,100$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   0.9 0.5 0.4
I035 - LCAF 15,337,914$   8,061,145$     39,130$           55,900$    83,850$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     1.8 1.1 0.8
I035 - MCAF 15,337,914$   9,217,603$     45,150$           64,500$    96,750$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     1.5 0.9 0.6
I035 - HCAF 15,337,914$   10,374,060$   51,170$           73,100$    109,650$     222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     1.2 0.7 0.5
I135 - LCAF 15,266,575$   8,026,182$     38,948$           55,640$    83,460$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     1.7 1.0 0.7
I135 - MCAF 15,266,575$   9,177,261$     44,940$           64,200$    96,300$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     1.4 0.9 0.6
I135 - HCAF 15,266,575$   10,328,340$   50,932$           72,760$    109,140$     234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     1.1 0.7 0.5
I235 - LCAF 6,848,557$     3,628,502$     17,472$           24,960$    37,440$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     2.7 1.7 1.2
I235 - MCAF 6,848,557$     4,144,873$     20,160$           28,800$    43,200$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     2.3 1.4 1.0
I235 - HCAF 6,848,557$     4,661,245$     22,848$           32,640$    48,960$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     1.8 1.1 0.8
I435 - LCAF 7,276,592$     3,838,278$     18,564$           26,520$    39,780$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     3.9 2.4 1.7
I435 - MCAF 7,276,592$     4,386,923$     21,420$           30,600$    45,900$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     3.2 2.0 1.4
I435 - HCAF 7,276,592$     4,935,568$     24,276$           34,680$    52,020$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     2.6 1.6 1.1
I470 - LCAF 1,712,139$     1,111,189$     4,368$             6,240$      9,360$         15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       2.1 1.3 0.9
I470 - MCAF 1,712,139$     1,240,282$     5,040$             7,200$      10,800$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       1.7 1.0 0.7
I470 - HCAF 1,712,139$     1,369,375$     5,712$             8,160$      12,240$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       1.2 0.7 0.5
K010 - LCAF 6,277,844$     3,348,800$     16,016$           22,880$    34,320$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     2.3 1.4 1.0
K010 - MCAF 6,277,844$     3,822,141$     18,480$           26,400$    39,600$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     1.9 1.2 0.8
K010 - HCAF 6,277,844$     4,295,482$     20,944$           29,920$    44,880$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     1.5 0.9 0.7
K096 - LCAF 1,854,818$     1,181,114$     4,732$             6,760$      10,140$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     1.4 0.9 0.6
K096 - MCAF 1,854,818$     1,320,965$     5,460$             7,800$      11,700$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     1.1 0.7 0.5
K096 - HCAF 1,854,818$     1,460,816$     6,188$             8,840$      13,260$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     0.8 0.5 0.3
U024 - LCAF 428,035$       481,861$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
U024 - MCAF 428,035$       514,134$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.4 -0.3 -0.2
U024 - HCAF 428,035$       546,407$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.6 -0.4 -0.3
U036 - LCAF 428,035$       481,861$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
U036 - MCAF 428,035$       514,134$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.4 -0.3 -0.2
U036 - HCAF 428,035$       546,407$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.6 -0.4 -0.3
U050 - LCAF 2,068,835$     1,286,002$     5,278$             7,540$      11,310$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     1.2 0.8 0.5
U050 - MCAF 2,068,835$     1,441,989$     6,090$             8,700$      13,050$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     1.0 0.6 0.4
U050 - HCAF 2,068,835$     1,597,977$     6,902$             9,860$      14,790$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     0.7 0.5 0.3
U054 - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,530,741$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.5 0.3 0.2
U054 - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,724,380$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.4 0.3 0.2
U054 - HCAF 2,568,209$     1,918,020$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.3 0.2 0.1
U059 - LCAF 927,409$       726,599$       2,366$             3,380$      5,070$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.2 0.1 0.1
U059 - MCAF 927,409$       796,525$       2,730$             3,900$      5,850$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.1 0.1 0.1
U059 - HCAF 927,409$       866,450$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.1 0.0 0.0
U069 - LCAF 8,560,696$     4,467,606$     21,840$           31,200$    46,800$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     1.2 0.7 0.5
U069 - MCAF 8,560,696$     5,113,071$     25,200$           36,000$    54,000$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     1.0 0.6 0.4
U069 - HCAF 8,560,696$     5,758,535$     28,560$           40,800$    61,200$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     0.8 0.5 0.3
U075 - LCAF 3,495,618$     1,985,256$     8,918$             12,740$    19,110$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     1.3 0.8 0.6
U075 - MCAF 3,495,618$     2,248,821$     10,290$           14,700$    22,050$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     1.1 0.7 0.5
U075 - HCAF 3,495,618$     2,512,385$     11,662$           16,660$    24,990$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     0.8 0.5 0.4
U081 - LCAF 1,212,765$     866,450$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.4 0.2 0.2
U081 - MCAF 1,212,765$     957,891$       3,570$             5,100$      7,650$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.3 0.2 0.1
U081 - HCAF 1,212,765$     1,049,332$     4,046$             5,780$      8,670$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.2 0.1 0.1
U169 - LCAF 1,997,496$     1,251,039$     5,096$             7,280$      10,920$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       1,190,200$      1,893,500$     2,705,000$     0.6 0.4 0.3
U169 - MCAF 1,997,496$     1,401,648$     5,880$             8,400$      12,600$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       1,190,200$      1,893,500$     2,705,000$     0.5 0.3 0.2
U169 - HCAF 1,997,496$     1,552,256$     6,664$             9,520$      14,280$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       1,190,200$      1,893,500$     2,705,000$     0.4 0.2 0.2
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9.3 Economic Projections 
The final B/C analysis performed for CMB installation was deemed the “economic” 
analysis, in which the least economically favorable outcomes were considered. It was 
believed that if B/C ratios were sufficiently high for this analysis, then KDOT could be 
confident that actual in-service conditions for the CMB would meet or exceed expectations 
for performance and crash costs. The CMB rollover rate and the inflation rate used for the 
economic B/C ratio projections are shown in Table 65. 
Table 65. Variables Used for Economic Projections 
CMB penetration rate 11.0 percent 
CMB rollover rate 5.0 percent 
Inflation rate 0.0 percent 
 
The economic B/C estimates for varying median widths, roadways, and AADT 
conditions are shown in Tables 66 through 71. None of the results indicated a B/C ratio 
greater than the minimum KDOT threshold of 4.0. As with the realistic projections, the 
only condition associated with a B/C ratio close to the specified criteria were median 
widths less than 50 ft wide when using a CMB crash amplification factor of 30 percent, 
which was considered the low end of crash amplification estimates. However, because the 
economic analysis is considered adversarial to installing CMBs, lower B/C requirements 
could be warranted when determining the value of shielding divided medians. Estimating 
the benefits or risks associated with selecting alternative B/C criteria for KDOT was 







Table 66. Economic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Crash Estimates 
 




































All Divided Medians - LCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2477 273 19 124 384,954,999$ 76,991,000$   
All Divided Medians - MCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 2858 315 22 143 444,283,493$ 88,856,699$   
All Divided Medians - HCAF 969 1,905 679,505,275$ 135,901,055$ 132 3239 357 25 162 503,611,986$ 100,722,397$ 
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 73 9 1 4 11,916,848$   2,383,370$     
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 84 10 1 4 13,540,913$   2,708,183$     
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 37 56 19,974,958$   3,994,992$     4 95 11 1 5 15,164,979$   3,032,996$     
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 116 13 1 6 18,137,599$   3,627,520$     
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 134 15 2 7 22,079,125$   4,415,825$     
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 12 89 31,745,916$   6,349,183$     7 151 17 2 8 24,660,229$   4,932,046$     
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 6 1 2 8,146,696$     1,629,339$     
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 6 1 3 9,190,738$     1,838,148$     
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 9 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 7 1 3 10,234,780$   2,046,956$     
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 1929 213 15 96 300,151,611$ 60,030,322$   
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2226 245 17 111 345,910,190$ 69,182,038$   
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 820 1,484 529,336,393$ 105,867,279$ 103 2523 278 20 126 393,029,192$ 78,605,838$   
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 174 20 2 9 27,980,863$   5,596,173$     
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 91 134 47,797,221$   9,559,444$     10 201 23 2 10 31,867,020$   6,373,404$     







Table 67. Economic Crash Projections with CMBs Installed by Median Width – Cost Estimates 
 




















































- 5 yr avg
All Divided Medians - LCAF 135,901,055$ 76,991,000$   346,710$         495,300$  742,950$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   1.3 0.8 0.6
All Divided Medians - MCAF 135,901,055$ 88,856,699$   400,050$         571,500$  857,250$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   1.0 0.6 0.4
All Divided Medians - HCAF 135,901,055$ 100,722,397$ 453,390$         647,700$  971,550$     2,421,750$      4,843,500$     7,749,600$     42,622,800$    67,809,000$   96,870,000$   0.8 0.5 0.3
< 40 ft Median - LCAF 3,994,992$     2,383,370$     10,192$           14,560$    21,840$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     0.9 0.6 0.4
< 40 ft Median - MCAF 3,994,992$     2,708,183$     11,760$           16,800$    25,200$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     0.7 0.5 0.3
< 40 ft Median - HCAF 3,994,992$     3,032,996$     13,328$           19,040$    28,560$       93,426$          186,851$       298,962$       1,644,292$      2,615,919$     3,737,027$     0.5 0.3 0.2
40-49 ft Median - LCAF 6,349,183$     3,627,520$     16,198$           23,140$    34,710$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     4.7 2.9 2.0
40-49 ft Median - MCAF 6,349,183$     4,415,825$     18,690$           26,700$    40,050$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     3.3 2.1 1.4
40-49 ft Median - HCAF 6,349,183$     4,932,046$     21,182$           30,260$    45,390$       30,343$          60,687$         97,098$         534,042$         849,612$       1,213,731$     2.4 1.5 1.0
50-59 ft Median - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,629,339$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       2.3 1.4 1.0
50-59 ft Median - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,838,148$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       1.8 1.1 0.8
50-59 ft Median - HCAF 2,568,209$     2,046,956$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       21,724$          43,448$         69,517$         382,342$         608,271$       868,958$       1.3 0.8 0.5
60-69 ft Median - LCAF 105,867,279$ 60,030,322$   270,088$         385,840$  578,760$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   1.2 0.7 0.5
60-69 ft Median - MCAF 105,867,279$ 69,182,038$   311,640$         445,200$  667,800$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   1.0 0.6 0.4
60-69 ft Median - HCAF 105,867,279$ 78,605,838$   353,192$         504,560$  756,840$     2,048,983$      4,097,966$     6,556,746$     36,062,103$    57,371,528$   81,959,326$   0.7 0.4 0.3
> 70 ft Median - LCAF 9,559,444$     5,596,173$     24,388$           34,840$    52,260$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       3,999,308$      6,362,536$     9,089,337$     0.9 0.6 0.4
> 70 ft Median - MCAF 9,559,444$     6,373,404$     28,140$           40,200$    60,300$       227,233$         454,467$       727,147$       3,999,308$      6,362,536$     9,089,337$     0.7 0.5 0.3












































Less than 10,000 - LCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 169 19 2 8 27,226,833$   5,445,367$     
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 195 22 2 10 30,996,984$   6,199,397$     
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 167 130 46,370,439$   9,274,088$     10 221 25 2 11 34,767,136$   6,953,427$     
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 998 110 8 50 155,657,214$ 31,131,443$   
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1152 127 9 58 179,290,534$ 35,858,107$   
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 498 768 273,942,284$ 54,788,457$   54 1306 144 10 65 202,923,854$ 40,584,771$   
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 381 42 3 19 59,313,993$   11,862,799$   
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 440 49 4 22 69,171,758$   13,834,352$   
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 88 293 104,511,835$ 20,902,367$   21 498 55 4 25 77,669,101$   15,533,820$   
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 226 25 2 11 35,521,167$   7,104,233$     
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 261 29 3 13 41,927,793$   8,385,559$     
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 39 174 62,065,049$   12,413,010$   13 296 33 3 15 46,973,996$   9,394,799$     
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 212 24 2 11 33,447,583$   6,689,517$     
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 245 27 2 12 38,174,774$   7,634,955$     
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 33 163 58,141,396$   11,628,279$   12 277 31 3 14 44,262,387$   8,852,477$     
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 68 8 1 3 11,162,818$   2,232,564$     
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 78 9 1 4 12,670,878$   2,534,176$     
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 9 52 18,548,175$   3,709,635$     4 88 10 1 4 14,178,939$   2,835,788$     
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 56 7 1 3 9,466,249$     1,893,250$     
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 65 8 1 3 10,713,299$   2,142,660$     
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 10 43 15,337,914$   3,067,583$     3 73 9 1 4 11,960,350$   2,392,070$     
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 70 8 1 4 11,539,833$   2,307,967$     
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 81 9 1 4 13,105,896$   2,621,179$     
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 14 54 19,261,567$   3,852,313$     4 92 11 1 5 14,671,959$   2,934,392$     
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 1,000 1,158 413,053,600$ 82,610,720$   81 1505 166 12 75 234,616,867$ 46,923,373$   
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 1,331 1,796 640,625,446$ 128,125,089$ 125 2694 297 21 135 419,214,615$ 83,842,923$   
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 1,662 2,434 868,197,291$ 173,639,458$ 169 4138 456 32 207 643,538,699$ 128,707,740$ 
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 304 1,053 375,600,554$ 75,120,111$   73 1369 151 11 68 213,463,147$ 42,692,629$   
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 254 934 333,153,767$ 66,630,753$   65 1401 155 11 70 218,117,834$ 43,623,567$   
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 205 815 290,706,981$ 58,141,396$   57 1386 153 11 69 215,870,244$ 43,174,049$   
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 108 541 192,972,364$ 38,594,473$   38 703 78 6 35 110,145,145$ 22,029,029$   
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 84 430 153,379,143$ 30,675,829$   30 645 71 5 32 100,330,882$ 20,066,176$   
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 59 319 113,785,923$ 22,757,185$   23 542 60 5 27 85,438,781$   17,087,756$   
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 38 190 67,772,180$   13,554,436$   14 247 28 2 12 38,537,288$   7,707,458$     
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 40 181 64,561,919$   12,912,384$   13 272 30 3 14 43,450,354$   8,690,071$     



























































- 5 yr avg
Less than 10,000 - LCAF 9,274,088$     5,445,367$     23,660$           33,800$    50,700$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.5 0.3 0.2
Less than 10,000 - MCAF 9,274,088$     6,199,397$     27,300$           39,000$    58,500$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.4 0.2 0.2
Less than 10,000 - HCAF 9,274,088$     6,953,427$     30,940$           44,200$    66,300$       418,050$         836,100$       1,337,760$     7,357,680$      11,705,400$   16,722,000$   0.3 0.2 0.1
10,000-20,000 - LCAF 54,788,457$   31,131,443$   139,776$         199,680$  299,520$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   1.0 0.6 0.4
10,000-20,000 - MCAF 54,788,457$   35,858,107$   161,280$         230,400$  345,600$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   0.8 0.5 0.4
10,000-20,000 - HCAF 54,788,457$   40,584,771$   182,784$         261,120$  391,680$     1,245,725$      2,491,450$     3,986,320$     21,924,760$    34,880,300$   49,829,000$   0.6 0.4 0.3
20,000-30,000 - LCAF 20,902,367$   11,862,799$   53,326$           76,180$    114,270$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     2.2 1.4 0.9
20,000-30,000 - MCAF 20,902,367$   13,834,352$   61,530$           87,900$    131,850$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     1.7 1.1 0.7
20,000-30,000 - HCAF 20,902,367$   15,533,820$   69,734$           99,620$    149,430$     220,975$         441,950$       707,120$       3,889,160$      6,187,300$     8,839,000$     1.3 0.8 0.6
30,000-40,000 - LCAF 12,413,010$   7,104,233$     31,668$           45,240$    67,860$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     2.9 1.8 1.3
30,000-40,000 - MCAF 12,413,010$   8,385,559$     36,540$           52,200$    78,300$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     2.2 1.4 1.0
30,000-40,000 - HCAF 12,413,010$   9,394,799$     41,412$           59,160$    88,740$       97,075$          194,150$       310,640$       1,708,520$      2,718,100$     3,883,000$     1.7 1.0 0.7
40,000-50,000 - LCAF 11,628,279$   6,689,517$     29,666$           42,380$    63,570$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     3.2 2.0 1.4
40,000-50,000 - MCAF 11,628,279$   7,634,955$     34,230$           48,900$    73,350$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     2.6 1.6 1.1
40,000-50,000 - HCAF 11,628,279$   8,852,477$     38,794$           55,420$    83,130$       83,000$          166,000$       265,600$       1,460,800$      2,324,000$     3,320,000$     1.8 1.1 0.8
50,000-60,000 - LCAF 3,709,635$     2,232,564$     9,464$             13,520$    20,280$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       3.6 2.2 1.6
50,000-60,000 - MCAF 3,709,635$     2,534,176$     10,920$           15,600$    23,400$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       2.9 1.8 1.2
50,000-60,000 - HCAF 3,709,635$     2,835,788$     12,376$           17,680$    26,520$       21,825$          43,650$         69,840$         384,120$         611,100$       873,000$       2.1 1.3 0.9
60,000-70,000 - LCAF 3,067,583$     1,893,250$     7,826$             11,180$    16,770$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     2.4 1.5 1.1
60,000-70,000 - MCAF 3,067,583$     2,142,660$     9,030$             12,900$    19,350$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     1.9 1.2 0.8
60,000-70,000 - HCAF 3,067,583$     2,392,070$     10,234$           14,620$    21,930$       25,725$          51,450$         82,320$         452,760$         720,300$       1,029,000$     1.4 0.9 0.6
Greater than 70,000 - LCAF 3,852,313$     2,307,967$     9,828$             14,040$    21,060$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     2.4 1.5 1.0
Greater than 70,000 - MCAF 3,852,313$     2,621,179$     11,340$           16,200$    24,300$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     1.9 1.2 0.8
Greater than 70,000 - HCAF 3,852,313$     2,934,392$     12,852$           18,360$    27,540$       34,200$          68,400$         109,440$       601,920$         957,600$       1,368,000$     1.4 0.9 0.6
Less than 20,000 - LCAF 82,610,720$   46,923,373$   210,756$         301,080$  451,620$     2,499,875$      4,999,750$     7,999,600$     43,997,800$    69,996,500$   99,995,000$   0.8 0.5 0.3
Less than 20,000 - MCAF 128,125,089$ 83,842,923$   377,160$         538,800$  808,200$     3,327,550$      6,655,100$     10,648,160$   58,564,880$    93,171,400$   133,102,000$ 0.7 0.4 0.3
Less than 20,000 - HCAF 173,639,458$ 128,707,740$ 579,292$         827,560$  1,241,340$   4,155,225$      8,310,450$     13,296,720$   73,131,960$    116,346,300$ 166,209,000$ 0.6 0.4 0.2
20,000-40,000 - LCAF 75,120,111$   42,692,629$   191,646$         273,780$  410,670$     760,000$         1,520,000$     2,432,000$     13,376,000$    21,280,000$   30,400,000$   2.3 1.4 1.0
20,000-40,000 - MCAF 66,630,753$   43,623,567$   196,140$         280,200$  420,300$     636,100$         1,272,200$     2,035,520$     11,195,360$    17,810,800$   25,444,000$   1.9 1.2 0.8
20,000-40,000 - HCAF 58,141,396$   43,174,049$   193,970$         277,100$  415,650$     512,200$         1,024,400$     1,639,040$     9,014,720$      14,341,600$   20,488,000$   1.6 1.0 0.7
40,000-60,000 - LCAF 38,594,473$   22,029,029$   98,462$           140,660$  210,990$     270,825$         541,650$       866,640$       4,766,520$      7,583,100$     10,833,000$   3.3 2.0 1.4
40,000-60,000 - MCAF 30,675,829$   20,066,176$   90,300$           129,000$  193,500$     209,650$         419,300$       670,880$       3,689,840$      5,870,200$     8,386,000$     2.7 1.7 1.2
40,000-60,000 - HCAF 22,757,185$   17,087,756$   75,922$           108,460$  162,690$     148,475$         296,950$       475,120$       2,613,160$      4,157,300$     5,939,000$     2.0 1.3 0.9
Greater than 60,000 - LCAF 13,554,436$   7,707,458$     34,580$           49,400$    74,100$       95,100$          190,200$       304,320$       1,673,760$      2,662,800$     3,804,000$     3.3 2.0 1.4
Greater than 60,000 - MCAF 12,912,384$   8,690,071$     38,010$           54,300$    81,450$       99,000$          198,000$       316,800$       1,742,400$      2,772,000$     3,960,000$     2.3 1.4 1.0












































I070 - LCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 793 88 7 40 124,512,591$ 24,902,518$   
I070 - MCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 915 101 7 46 142,203,304$ 28,440,661$   
I070 - HCAF 353 610 217,584,366$ 43,516,873$   43 1037 115 8 52 161,254,440$ 32,250,888$   
I035 - LCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 280 31 3 14 44,610,401$   8,922,080$     
I035 - MCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 323 36 3 16 50,845,652$   10,169,130$   
I035 - HCAF 89 215 76,689,572$   15,337,914$   15 366 41 3 18 57,080,903$   11,416,181$   
I135 - LCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 278 31 3 14 44,421,893$   8,884,379$     
I135 - MCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 321 36 3 16 50,628,143$   10,125,629$   
I135 - HCAF 94 214 76,332,876$   15,266,575$   15 364 41 3 18 56,834,393$   11,366,879$   
I235 - LCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 125 14 1 6 19,457,152$   3,891,430$     
I235 - MCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 144 16 2 7 23,601,686$   4,720,337$     
I235 - HCAF 26 96 34,242,786$   6,848,557$     7 163 18 2 8 26,385,799$   5,277,160$     
I435 - LCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 133 15 2 7 21,948,620$   4,389,724$     
I435 - MCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 153 17 2 8 24,906,739$   4,981,348$     
I435 - HCAF 19 102 36,382,960$   7,276,592$     8 173 20 2 9 27,864,858$   5,572,972$     
I470 - LCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 31 4 1 2 5,884,605$     1,176,921$     
I470 - MCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 36 4 1 2 6,580,633$     1,316,127$     
I470 - HCAF 6 24 8,560,696$     1,712,139$     2 41 5 1 2 7,276,661$     1,455,332$     
K010 - LCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 114 13 1 6 17,949,091$   3,589,818$     
K010 - MCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 132 15 2 7 21,861,616$   4,372,323$     
K010 - HCAF 28 88 31,389,220$   6,277,844$     7 150 17 2 7 24,413,719$   4,882,744$     
K096 - LCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 34 4 1 2 6,261,620$     1,252,324$     
K096 - MCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 39 5 1 2 7,015,650$     1,403,130$     
K096 - HCAF 10 26 9,274,088$     1,854,818$     2 44 5 1 2 7,769,681$     1,553,936$     
U024 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,491,468$     498,294$       
U024 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,665,475$     533,095$       
U024 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 2 1 1 2,839,482$     567,896$       
U036 - LCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 8 1 1 0 2,491,468$     498,294$       
U036 - MCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 9 1 1 0 2,665,475$     533,095$       
U036 - HCAF 4 6 2,140,174$     428,035$       1 10 2 1 1 2,839,482$     567,896$       
U050 - LCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 38 5 1 2 6,827,143$     1,365,429$     
U050 - MCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 44 5 1 2 7,668,177$     1,533,635$     
U050 - HCAF 14 29 10,344,175$   2,068,835$     3 49 6 1 2 8,509,211$     1,701,842$     
U054 - LCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 47 6 1 2 8,146,696$     1,629,339$     
U054 - MCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 54 6 1 3 9,190,738$     1,838,148$     
U054 - HCAF 44 36 12,841,045$   2,568,209$     3 61 7 1 3 10,234,780$   2,046,956$     
U059 - LCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 17 2 1 1 3,811,021$     762,204$       
U059 - MCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 20 3 1 1 4,188,036$     837,607$       
U059 - HCAF 20 13 4,637,044$     927,409$       1 22 3 1 1 4,565,052$     913,010$       
U069 - LCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 156 18 2 8 25,341,757$   5,068,351$     
U069 - MCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 180 20 2 9 28,821,897$   5,764,379$     
U069 - HCAF 76 120 42,803,482$   8,560,696$     9 204 23 2 10 32,302,037$   6,460,407$     
U075 - LCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 64 8 1 3 10,597,295$   2,119,459$     
U075 - MCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 74 9 1 4 12,018,352$   2,403,670$     
U075 - HCAF 25 49 17,478,088$   3,495,618$     4 83 10 1 4 13,439,409$   2,687,882$     
U081 - LCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 22 3 1 1 4,565,052$     913,010$       
U081 - MCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 26 3 1 1 5,058,072$     1,011,614$     
U081 - HCAF 18 17 6,063,827$     1,212,765$     2 29 4 1 1 5,551,091$     1,110,218$     
U169 - LCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 36 5 1 2 6,638,635$     1,327,727$     
U169 - MCAF 27 28 9,987,479$     1,997,496$     2 42 5 1 2 7,450,668$     1,490,134$     



























































- 5 yr avg
I070 - LCAF 43,516,873$   24,902,518$   111,020$         158,600$  237,900$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   1.1 0.7 0.5
I070 - MCAF 43,516,873$   28,440,661$   128,100$         183,000$  274,500$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   0.9 0.6 0.4
I070 - HCAF 43,516,873$   32,250,888$   145,180$         207,400$  311,100$     882,000$         1,764,000$     2,822,400$     15,523,200$    24,696,000$   35,280,000$   0.7 0.4 0.3
I035 - LCAF 15,337,914$   8,922,080$     39,130$           55,900$    83,850$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     1.5 1.0 0.7
I035 - MCAF 15,337,914$   10,169,130$   45,150$           64,500$    96,750$       222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     1.2 0.8 0.5
I035 - HCAF 15,337,914$   11,416,181$   51,170$           73,100$    109,650$     222,775$         445,550$       712,880$       3,920,840$      6,237,700$     8,911,000$     0.9 0.6 0.4
I135 - LCAF 15,266,575$   8,884,379$     38,948$           55,640$    83,460$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     1.5 0.9 0.6
I135 - MCAF 15,266,575$   10,125,629$   44,940$           64,200$    96,300$       234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     1.2 0.7 0.5
I135 - HCAF 15,266,575$   11,366,879$   50,932$           72,760$    109,140$     234,900$         469,800$       751,680$       4,134,240$      6,577,200$     9,396,000$     0.9 0.6 0.4
I235 - LCAF 6,848,557$     3,891,430$     17,472$           24,960$    37,440$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     2.5 1.5 1.1
I235 - MCAF 6,848,557$     4,720,337$     20,160$           28,800$    43,200$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     1.8 1.1 0.8
I235 - HCAF 6,848,557$     5,277,160$     22,848$           32,640$    48,960$       64,050$          128,100$       204,960$       1,127,280$      1,793,400$     2,562,000$     1.3 0.8 0.6
I435 - LCAF 7,276,592$     4,389,724$     18,564$           26,520$    39,780$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     3.2 2.0 1.4
I435 - MCAF 7,276,592$     4,981,348$     21,420$           30,600$    45,900$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     2.6 1.6 1.1
I435 - HCAF 7,276,592$     5,572,972$     24,276$           34,680$    52,020$       47,700$          95,400$         152,640$       839,520$         1,335,600$     1,908,000$     1.9 1.2 0.8
I470 - LCAF 1,712,139$     1,176,921$     4,368$             6,240$      9,360$         15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       1.9 1.2 0.8
I470 - MCAF 1,712,139$     1,316,127$     5,040$             7,200$      10,800$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       1.4 0.9 0.6
I470 - HCAF 1,712,139$     1,455,332$     5,712$             8,160$      12,240$       15,200$          30,400$         48,640$         267,520$         425,600$       608,000$       0.9 0.6 0.4
K010 - LCAF 6,277,844$     3,589,818$     16,016$           22,880$    34,320$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     2.1 1.3 0.9
K010 - MCAF 6,277,844$     4,372,323$     18,480$           26,400$    39,600$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     1.5 0.9 0.6
K010 - HCAF 6,277,844$     4,882,744$     20,944$           29,920$    44,880$       69,625$          139,250$       222,800$       1,225,400$      1,949,500$     2,785,000$     1.1 0.7 0.5
K096 - LCAF 1,854,818$     1,252,324$     4,732$             6,760$      10,140$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     1.2 0.8 0.5
K096 - MCAF 1,854,818$     1,403,130$     5,460$             7,800$      11,700$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     0.9 0.6 0.4
K096 - HCAF 1,854,818$     1,553,936$     6,188$             8,840$      13,260$       26,175$          52,350$         83,760$         460,680$         732,900$       1,047,000$     0.6 0.4 0.3
U024 - LCAF 428,035$       498,294$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.4 -0.2 -0.2
U024 - MCAF 428,035$       533,095$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.5 -0.3 -0.2
U024 - HCAF 428,035$       567,896$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,750$          21,500$         34,400$         189,200$         301,000$       430,000$       -0.7 -0.4 -0.3
U036 - LCAF 428,035$       498,294$       1,092$             1,560$      2,340$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.4 -0.2 -0.2
U036 - MCAF 428,035$       533,095$       1,260$             1,800$      2,700$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.5 -0.3 -0.2
U036 - HCAF 428,035$       567,896$       1,428$             2,040$      3,060$         10,475$          20,950$         33,520$         184,360$         293,300$       419,000$       -0.7 -0.4 -0.3
U050 - LCAF 2,068,835$     1,365,429$     5,278$             7,540$      11,310$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     1.1 0.7 0.5
U050 - MCAF 2,068,835$     1,533,635$     6,090$             8,700$      13,050$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     0.8 0.5 0.4
U050 - HCAF 2,068,835$     1,701,842$     6,902$             9,860$      14,790$       34,425$          68,850$         110,160$       605,880$         963,900$       1,377,000$     0.6 0.4 0.2
U054 - LCAF 2,568,209$     1,629,339$     6,552$             9,360$      14,040$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.5 0.3 0.2
U054 - MCAF 2,568,209$     1,838,148$     7,560$             10,800$    16,200$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.4 0.2 0.2
U054 - HCAF 2,568,209$     2,046,956$     8,568$             12,240$    18,360$       110,500$         221,000$       353,600$       1,944,800$      3,094,000$     4,420,000$     0.3 0.2 0.1
U059 - LCAF 927,409$       762,204$       2,366$             3,380$      5,070$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.2 0.1 0.1
U059 - MCAF 927,409$       837,607$       2,730$             3,900$      5,850$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.1 0.1 0.0
U059 - HCAF 927,409$       913,010$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         50,675$          101,350$       162,160$       891,880$         1,418,900$     2,027,000$     0.0 0.0 0.0
U069 - LCAF 8,560,696$     5,068,351$     21,840$           31,200$    46,800$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     1.0 0.6 0.4
U069 - MCAF 8,560,696$     5,764,379$     25,200$           36,000$    54,000$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     0.8 0.5 0.3
U069 - HCAF 8,560,696$     6,460,407$     28,560$           40,800$    61,200$       190,825$         381,650$       610,640$       3,358,520$      5,343,100$     7,633,000$     0.6 0.4 0.3
U075 - LCAF 3,495,618$     2,119,459$     8,918$             12,740$    19,110$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     1.2 0.7 0.5
U075 - MCAF 3,495,618$     2,403,670$     10,290$           14,700$    22,050$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     0.9 0.6 0.4
U075 - HCAF 3,495,618$     2,687,882$     11,662$           16,660$    24,990$       62,625$          125,250$       200,400$       1,102,200$      1,753,500$     2,505,000$     0.7 0.4 0.3
U081 - LCAF 1,212,765$     913,010$       3,094$             4,420$      6,630$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.3 0.2 0.2
U081 - MCAF 1,212,765$     1,011,614$     3,570$             5,100$      7,650$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.2 0.1 0.1
U081 - HCAF 1,212,765$     1,110,218$     4,046$             5,780$      8,670$         46,225$          92,450$         147,920$       813,560$         1,294,300$     1,849,000$     0.1 0.1 0.1
U169 - LCAF 1,997,496$     1,327,727$     5,096$             7,280$      10,920$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       1,190,200$      1,893,500$     2,705,000$     0.5 0.3 0.2
U169 - MCAF 1,997,496$     1,490,134$     5,880$             8,400$      12,600$       67,625$          135,250$       216,400$       1,190,200$      1,893,500$     2,705,000$     0.4 0.2 0.2




In this chapter, B/C analyses were conducted and evaluated for different treatment 
schemes, prioritization, and conditions for CMB installation. As previously noted, the 2009 
guidelines for the implementation of CMB were validated during this study; however, the 
previous study considered only single-point estimates for installation costs, repair costs, 
annual maintenance costs, and crash amplification factors. A more robust approach was 
undertaken in this study to evaluate a broad range of potential conditions to determine 
which, if any, were most economically favorable for further CMB installation in Kansas. 
The results of the B/C analyses confirmed that the 2009 guidelines remain a 
meaningful, simplified set of guidelines for installing CMBs. However, most conditions 
for CMB installation indicated positive benefit associated with CMBs by reducing CMCs, 
even though outcomes were below recommended B/C ratio acceptance criteria. Results of 
the Phase I study of CMB performance in Kansas [5] indicated that KDOT’s average CMB 
performance from 2012 to 2019 exceeded most performance data provided by other state 
DOTs. However, the dataset was limited, and outcomes in low-traffic rural areas may not 
be equivalent to what was observed for the high-traffic commuter routes near interchanges 
where CMBs were installed in 2011 and 2012. 
The segment and AADT analysis provided in Chapter 8 noted multiple locations 
where crash frequencies exceeded standard crash rate, CME, and CMC expectations 
compared to other locations with otherwise similar characteristics in the state. These 
locations may be “black spots”, worthy of a separate analysis and determination of the 
benefit of CMBs which do not abide by the same generalized implementation conditions 
examined in this chapter. Due to the inconsistent and semi-random nature of crashes, black 
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spot analyses are largely based on local site history and specific crash data, and the 
averaged substitution rates applied here may not be applicable. 
Additionally, a particularly large deviation in average crash rates was observed for 
roads with AADT between 33,000 and 39,000 vehicles per day, as noted in Section 8.4. 
The purpose of the “substitution analysis” during the B/C analysis was to evaluate how 
CMBs would affect roads based on historical averages; deviations from historical averages 
may be attributable to specific site geometries, traffic attributes, weather, or randomized 
concentrations of crashes. A review of crashes for the 2009 study indicated the same 
deviation in the same AADT range. While CMBs may be an effective treatment option to 
reduce the number of CMCs in conjunction with these roads, other factors which were not 
evaluated in this research effort may be contributing to an increased number of CMCs, 
CMEs, and roadside departures overall. It is recommended that a review of roads within 
these AADT limits be conducted to determine if alternative safety improvement measures, 
including rumble strips, increased law enforcement presence, speed limit adjustments, 
signage, lighting, or other factors could be used which could have as great or greater effect 
on reducing the number of roadway departures and CMCs, and which could have a greater 
cost-effectiveness than CMB installation alone. 
In conclusion, the B/C analyses conducted in this chapter confirmed that Kansas’ 
current economic considerations for the installation of CMBs are consistent with a 
minimum B/C criteria of 4.0 for realistic estimates of performance and annual costs. No 
changes to statewide policies are recommended.
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10 PHASE II DISCUSSION 
Analysis was conducted on 16,721 crashes which occurred on non-continuously 
shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018. Out of 3,869 identified 
median departures, researchers determined that 1,905 reached the centerline of the median. 
Whether or not a crash reached the centerline of the median was rarely explicitly stated in 
crash reports, but the good-faith estimate provided by researchers was believed to be 
representative of the actual extent of median departures given the size of the dataset. A 
total of 591 CMEs (31 percent of crossed center of median crashes became a CME) and 
132 CMCs (22 percent of CMEs became a CMC) were identified. 
A median departure analysis was conducted using the data collected from each 
crash report. It was noted that 15 percent of total median departures resulted in a CME, and 
3.4 percent resulted in a CMC. Adverse weather conditions were associated with an 
increase in crashes, but presumed lower driving speeds led to fewer severe crash outcomes 
than crashes in clear conditions; this finding is supported by MwRSF’s 2009 report to 
Kansas [1, 2]. It was also noted that, based on Kansas data from 2014 to 2018, neither the 
curvature of a roadway nor the proximity of a crash to an interchange had a significant 
effect on crash outcomes or injury rates. Median width was found to have little effect on 
crash cost, and based on the available data, increasing median width had a minimal 
correlation with the likelihood of continued median departure (i.e., wider medians did not 
significantly deter vehicles from traversing the entire median width). However, crucial data 
such as differences in unreported median departures or travel speeds at different median 




B/C analyses were compiled using the CMB data collected in Phase I and the 
freeway data collected in Phase II. Rollover, penetration, and CMC rates from crashes with 
CMB contact were used to estimate updated crash costs if CMBs were to be universally 
installed under certain parameters, including AADT and median width. The number of 
non-CMCs which reached the centerline of the median was used as a baseline data set for 
CMB impacts. Low, medium, and high amplification rates were used to account for 
previously unreported crashes which would occur as a result of CMB installation. Three 
sets of B/C calculations (“optimistic”, “realistic”, and “economic”) were performed to 
represent potential returns on investment for KDOT depending on CMB performance. 
While some roadway characteristics had B/C projections which exceeded the 
recommended threshold, this only occurred when a low crash amplification factor was 
used, and it is therefore unlikely KDOT would fully realize these benefits. No updates to 
existing CMB guidelines were recommended, though “black spots”, locations with a 
disproportionate number of a certain type of crash outcome, were identified for future 
analysis throughout Chapter 8.
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11 PHASE III ROADSIDE DEPARTURE ANALYSIS 
11.1 Contributing Factors to Crash Outcomes 
KDOT requested that MwRSF evaluate the characteristics and outcomes of ROR 
roadside crashes using the same crash report dataset evaluated in the Phase II median 
barrier warrants study. It was not certain what the attributes of ROR roadside crashes were, 
but warrants for implementing safety treatments for roadside applications are typically 
different than warrants for median barrier installations. Thus, a different analysis technique 
was required, as was described in Chapter 3. The distribution of causes associated with 
ROR roadside crashes is shown in Figure 108. Adverse weather or roadway conditions 
contributed to the highest rate of roadside crashes at 40 percent; this is not surprising as it 
was noted that roadway departures were much more prevalent in adverse weather 
conditions. Because weather conditions had such a strong contribution to crash causes, they 
were not shown on most distributions to prevent poor resolution of the other contributing 
factors. Unknown or other crash causes were identified for 759 (16 percent) roadside 
departure crashes. 
Further analysis was performed on crashes with a known contributing cause, as 
shown in Figure 108. This selected dataset of 3,892 crashes represented 84 percent of all 
ROR roadside crashes Excessive speed was a factor in 17 percent of crashes, the highest 
among all contributing factors. Rear-end and sideswipe collisions were both involved in 
seven percent of roadside departures. Avoidance maneuvers were identified in 
approximately 11 percent of ROR roadside crashes, and impairment was believed to be a 




Figure 108. Causes of Roadside Departure for Known Causes Other than Weather 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for each contributing factor are shown in 
Table 72. Medical issues generated the highest ACC, though it should be noted that it was 
sometimes difficult for officers and/or researchers to determine if the injury designations 
resulting from these crashes were caused primarily by the medical issue, the crash, or a 
combination of both. Driving while impaired (most often by alcohol) led to the second-
highest ACC, followed closely by rear-end collisions. The ACC for rear-end collisions was 
79 percent higher than the ACC for sideswipe collisions. 
Avoidance maneuvers generated a lower ACC than any contributing factor other 
than adverse weather or roadway conditions. Crashes caused by inattentive driving had an 
ACC of nearly $400,000, 60 percent higher than the combined ACC of all other crashes. 
Given the severity associated with crashes caused by inattentive driving, efforts taken by 




Table 72. KDOT Crash Costs by Causes of ROR Roadside Crashes 
ROR roadside crash causes  
Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 4,665 64 161 4.8 711 602 3,113 $ 1,138,931,615 $ 244,144 
Weather/road 1,854 8 27 1.9 224 178 1,417 $ 197,967,684 $ 106,779 
Inattentive 437 11 15 5.9 79 58 274 $ 170,229,449 $ 389,541 
Drowsiness 319 4 15 6.0 65 52 183 $ 80,346,583 $ 251,870 
Excess speed 662 4 26 4.5 111 91 430 $ 104,436,042 $ 157,758 
Avoidance 434 2 10 2.8 60 50 300 $ 52,578,214 $ 121,148 
Impairment 254 9 22 12 61 37 125 $ 142,710,214 $ 561,851 
Rear-end 284 9 13 7.7 68 70 124 $ 142,105,282 $ 500,371 
Sideswipe 284 4 4 2.8 45 46 185 $ 68,173,270 $ 240,047 
Medical 92 4 4 8.7 26 22 36 $ 59,818,396 $ 650,200 
Mechanical 234 3 7 4.3 36 28 160 $ 53,702,864 $ 229,499 
Unknown 759 16 50 8.7 107 105 481 $ 267,940,903 $ 353,018 
 
The causes associated with rollovers related to ROR roadside crashes are shown in 
Figure 109. If a crash was caused by any type of collision with another vehicle, it was 
comparatively less likely to result in a rollover. Mechanical failures (most often a blown 
tire, though several instances of suspension or brake failures were noted) have a tendency 
to disrupt the balance of a vehicle, and were significantly more likely to cause a rollover. 
Making an avoidance maneuver was not more likely to result in a rollover than any other 
cause of roadside departure. 
Crashes caused by drowsiness represented 11 percent of rollovers and just six 
percent of non-rollovers. It was anecdotally observed that a number of rollover crashes 
occurred during events in which the fatigued driver did not “wake up” until after the 
rollover or fixed object impact, while drivers who regained enough composure to make a 
corrective maneuver may have been less likely to roll over. This hypothesis was consistent 
with data from avoidance maneuver crashes, which suggested that making an abrupt turn 




Figure 109. Causes of Rollover Crashes for Known Causes Other than Weather 
The causes associated with interchange-related crashes are shown in Figure 110. 
The contributing factors most strongly correlated with interchanges were excessive speed 
and inattentive driving. It was observed that drivers frequently failed to adequately 
decrease their speed in order to take an exit ramp, or tried to swerve onto a ramp after 
missing an exit. Mechanical failures or avoidance maneuvers, on the other hand, were 
nominally random events likely more closely related to VMT than to a specific roadway 
location. This observation was supported by the reduced contribution of mechanical failure 
crashes near interchanges compared to non-interchanges, as interchanges overall had 
reduced VMT compared to non-interchanges. Sideswipe crashes were frequent near on- or 
off-ramps as vehicles attempting to merge into the driving lane made contact with vehicles 
already on the freeway. 
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It should be noted that the term “interchange-related” as shown in Figure 110 only 
includes data from crashes that were determined to have occurred in near proximity to a 
freeway (i.e., while in the process of merging onto or off of the freeway). The 3,668 
interchange crashes discussed in Section 7.5.3 considered all “interchange-related” 
crashes, including many which occurred on an overpass or nearby side street. These crashes 
were not considered for further analysis. There were 568 ROR roadside interchange-related 
crashes considered in Figure 110. 
 
Figure 110. Causes of Interchange Crashes for Known Causes Other than Weather 
The crash causes associated with severe injury outcomes are shown in Figure 111 
and summarized in Table 73. Rear-end collisions were involved in 14 percent of K and A 
crashes, but only seven percent of other crashes; conversely, sideswipe collisions were 
involved in just five percent of K and A crashes, but seven percent of other crashes. Driver 
impairment made a crash three times more likely to result in a severe injury outcome. 
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Excessive speed was determined to be a factor in 19 percent of K and A crashes and 16 
percent of B, C, and O crashes. It was again noted that avoidance maneuvers were not more 
likely to result in an adverse crash outcome. 
It was more difficult for officers to determine a crash cause following a fatality or 
debilitating injury, presumably because they were often unable to speak with the driver or 
any passengers. A cause was listed for 84 percent of crashes designated B, C, or O, and 71 
percent of K or A crashes. Crashes attributed to adverse weather or roadway conditions are 
not shown in Figure 111 for scaling purposes, but it was found that only 16 percent of K 
or A crashes occurred in adverse weather, compared to 41 percent of other crashes. 
 




Table 73. KDOT Crash Causes by Injury Designation 
ROR roadside crash causes  
K+A % B+C+O % 
All 4.1 96 
Weather/road 22 49 
Inattentive 16 11 
Drowsiness 12 8.0 
Excess speed 19 17 
Avoidance 8.2 11 
Impairment 19 6.0 
Rear-end 14 7.0 
Sideswipe 5.0 7.5 
Medical 5.0 2.3 
Mechanical 6.3 6.0 
 
Crash causes by lighting condition and time of day are shown in Figures 112 and 
113, respectively. Note that crashes caused by medical or mechanical issues are not shown 
in Figures 112 or 113, as their distribution was unlikely to be affected by factors such as 
lighting or time of day. When considering all ROR roadside crashes, 63 percent happened 
in light conditions, 15 percent in dark conditions with the roadway illuminated by 
luminaires, and 22 percent in dark conditions. Crashes caused by adverse weather 
conditions, or with an unknown cause had very similar distributions to all roadside crashes. 
Unsurprisingly, the rates of crashes attributed to drowsiness or impairment were 
significantly increased in dark conditions. However, crashes caused by fatigue were much 
more likely to happen in dark and unlit conditions, while crashes caused by impairment 
were much more likely to happen on roadways with traffic lighting. It was believed that 
lighting was most concentrated near urban areas where impaired driving is most common 
(discussed further in Section 11.2). Interestingly, sideswipe collisions had a lower rate of 
crashes (27 percent) occur in either type of dark condition than any other cause; conversely, 
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29 percent of rear-end collisions occurred during dark conditions without lighting, and a 
further 14 percent occurred on roadways during dark conditions with lighting. 
Time of day classifications differed slightly from those in Section 8.6.2; for cause 
analysis, time groupings were selected to fully capture different commute statuses 
throughout the day (the typical evening commute, for instance, is entirely included in the 
hours 14:01 to 18:00). Weather-related crashes disproportionately occurred in the morning, 
which may be due to high traffic volumes during the typical morning commute before 





Figure 112. Crash Causes by Lighting Condition 
 
Figure 113. Crash Causes by Time of Day
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It was previously noted that some crash characteristics, such as weather and injury 
severity, are correlated with crash dates, as discussed in Section 5.1. Therefore, analysis 
was conducted to examine how contributing factors were correlated with time of year. 
Results are shown in Figures 114 and 115 and summarized in Table 74. 
As expected, weather-related crashes spiked sharply in the winter months of 
December, January, and February. Crashes attributed to excessive speed correlated very 
strongly with the total number of ROR roadside crashes. The rates of rear-end and 
sideswipe collisions were comparable throughout most of the year, with the exception of 
the early summer months when sideswipes were much more common. Crashes attributed 
to drowsiness did not vary significantly throughout the year, despite changes in the amount 
of daylight hours and overall crash rates changing significantly. 
 




Figure 115. Crash Causes by Season 
Table 74. Percentage of Each Crash Cause by Month 
Crash cause 
Month (% of all crashes from that crash cause) 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
ROR roadside 11 12 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.2 6.9 6.7 6.6 6.6 10 13 
Avoidance 6.9 9.2 6.2 5.5 12 4.8 9.0 8.3 9.7 8.1 11 9.2 
Impairment 8.3 9.8 9.8 7.1 8.3 4.7 7.1 5.9 6.3 13 9.8 9.8 
Mechanical 5.1 6.8 6.0 5.1 9.0 14 9.8 15 12 6.0 5.1 6.0 
Sideswipe 8.5 9.9 7.4 6.0 9.9 9.5 6.0 7.4 6.7 7.7 11 10 
Rear-end 7.7 8.5 8.1 7.7 6.3 6.0 8.5 7.4 9.2 9.2 11 10 
Medical 9.8 3.3 5.4 8.7 3.3 11 17 12 5.4 9.8 7.6 6.5 
Weather 17 16 5.9 7.6 4.2 3.6 3.0 4.2 4.0 3.8 13 18 
Excess speed 13 13 6.5 7.7 7.3 4.8 7.3 5.4 5.0 7.7 10 12 
Drowsiness 7.2 7.8 8.2 9.1 9.1 6.0 9.7 8.8 7.5 9.7 9.7 7.2 
Distraction 6.9 7.6 8.2 6.9 11 7.3 8.2 8.0 11 8.7 8.9 8.0 




11.2 Traffic Volume Relationship with Crash Causes 
Researchers examined the effects of AADT on crash cause rates by segmenting 
each roadway at points of significant change in AADT or median width, similar to the 
median departure analysis in Section 8.4. The roadway segments with the largest disparity 
between the percentages of that roadway’s total VMT and roadside departure crashes per 
segment are summarized in Table 82. Roadway segmentation was identical to the process 
described in Section 8.1. 











K-96 (9) 15.6 39.7 24.2 
U-50 (2) 4.5 25.0 20.5 
U-81 (2) 29.0 45.8 16.9 
I-235 (1) 6.0 19.8 13.8 
U-69 (16) 3.6 16.2 12.5 
K-10 (10) 8.3 20.7 12.4 
U-75 (9) 11.1 21.4 10.3 
U-75 (3) 25.5 32.7 7.2 
I-235 (3) 6.0 13.1 7.1 
U-75 (5) 9.9 16.3 6.4 
 
Cumulative distributions were generated to investigate the distribution of ROR 
roadside crash causes based on AADT, as shown in Figure 116. ROR roadside rollover 
crashes are also included. The total number of roadside departures was correlated closely 
with crashes caused by either a sideswipe or rear-end collision (“any collision”). Rollover 
crashes were disproportionately distributed at AADTs of 11,000 to 18,000 vehicles per 
day; this range represented approximately 35 percent of all rollover crashes, but just 27 
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percent of all ROR roadside crashes and 31 percent of total VMT. Rollover crashes were 
closely aligned with crashes which involved a rear-end collision. 
Approximately 56 percent of crashes caused by excessive speed occurred at 
AADTs below 33,000 vehicles per day, compared to 65 percent of all ROR roadside 
crashes. The rate of excessive speed crashes increased sharply at higher AADTs; this is 
likely due in part to a higher number of interchanges as AADT increases (20 percent of 
interchange-related crashes were attributed to excessive speed, compared to just 11 percent 
of non-interchange-related crashes). 
 
Figure 116. Cumulative Distribution of Roadway Mileage and Crash Causes by AADT 
Data was compiled by the AADT ranges described in Section 8.4. Results are 
shown in Figure 117 and summarized in Table 76. This method can be useful for 
identifying segments with a disproportionate number of crashes resulting from a specific 
contributing factor. However, as noted in Section 8.4, this method of evaluation is limited 
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since it does not account for roadway segments with zero crashes, which are more likely 
to represent low traffic volumes. 
 
Figure 117. Crash Causes per HMVMT
 
 
Table 76. Average of Crashes for Each Crash Cause per HMVMT for Segments with Non-Zero Crash Rates 
AADT1 






Avoidance Impairment Rear-end Sideswipe 
5,000 or less 211.9 289.7 16.9 193.5 16.2 3.1 30.5 123.0 
5,000-10,000 33.0 8.2 2.9 9.0 7.0 3.2 1.7 5.3 
10,000-15,000 14.9 1.2 1.5 3.1 1.8 0.8 3.1 1.1 
15,000-20,000 23.7 2.5 2.4 5.7 3.5 2.9 1.3 3.9 
20,000-30,000 23.9 3.5 2.9 3.9 2.6 2.1 2.2 1.8 
30,000-40,000 29.3 3.7 1.9 5.9 4.1 3.0 1.8 4.1 
40,000-50,000 21.2 2.5 1.5 3.9 3.3 2.5 1.7 2.0 
50,000-60,000 21.9 2.5 0.8 4.5 2.4 3.2 1.4 2.9 
60,000-70,000 13.2 1.3 0.6 2.0 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.5 
70,000-80,000 8.9 0.9 0.7 1.0 1.4 1.3 0.9 1.3 
80,000 or greater 3.7 0.4 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.0 
1 AADTs less than 5,000 and greater than 80,000 vehicles per day are not shown in Figure 117
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A composite traffic volume average was calculated by summing the total number 
of crashes by crash cause on every road segment within the noted AADT range, and 
dividing by the corresponding total roadway mileage. Results of the composite average 
investigation per mile of road at each AADT range are shown in Figure 118 and 
summarized in Table 77. Note that results were plotted at the midpoint of each range. 
 

















Avoidance Impairment Rear-end Sideswipe 
4,000 or less 25.8 1.9 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.19 0.04 0.15 0.15 
4,000-6,000 32.3 1.3 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.16 
6,000-8,000 60.1 1.9 0.05 0.12 0.17 0.13 0.07 0.08 0.08 
8,000-10,000 49.0 2.7 0.24 0.31 0.27 0.29 0.12 0.16 0.06 
10,000-12,000 160.2 2.6 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.06 0.23 0.10 
12,000-14,000 126.2 2.5 0.21 0.24 0.25 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.14 
14,000-16,000 97.4 3.4 0.35 0.31 0.44 0.30 0.16 0.21 0.21 
16,000-18,000 48.5 4.8 0.33 0.56 0.47 0.29 0.19 0.25 0.23 
18,000-20,000 66.1 4.9 0.29 0.35 0.68 0.41 0.17 0.42 0.24 
20,000-24,000 57.8 6.9 0.66 0.64 0.76 0.48 0.33 0.42 0.35 
24,000-30,000 30.6 9.3 1.27 0.29 1.41 0.82 0.49 0.49 0.65 
30,000-40,000 38.8 14.7 1.39 0.80 2.91 1.31 0.98 0.70 0.93 
40,000-60,000 41.9 14.7 1.31 0.57 2.48 1.62 0.93 0.67 1.17 
60,000 or greater 24.0 12.4 0.96 0.38 1.38 1.21 0.83 0.54 1.00 
1 AADTs less than 4,000 and greater than 60,000 vehicles per day are not shown in Figure 118
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ROR roadside crashes peaked at the AADT range of 30,000 to 40,000 vehicles per 
day, but instead of decreasing significantly at higher traffic volumes (as was seen with 
CMEs and CMCs in Figure 104), ROR roadside crash rates plateaued. Crashes attributed 
to distracted or inattentive driving were approximately as common at AADTs of 30,000 
vehicles per day as they were at AADTs of 50,000 vehicles per day. Crashes associated 
with excessive speed increased nearly exponentially from AADTs of 18,000 to 35,000 
vehicles per day, but decreased at traffic volume of 40,000 vehicles per day or greater. 
Results were evaluated using an average HMVMT for each traffic volume range by 
equating all data in the range with the midpoint AADT of the associated range, as shown 
in Figure 119 and summarized in Table 78. To avoid disparities at very low and very high 
traffic volumes, the analysis was limited to only AADTs between 4,000 and 60,000 
vehicles per day; every AADT grouping in this range contained at least 30 miles of road. 
Results suggested that crashes caused by excessive speed were far more common 
at AADTs between 30,000 and 40,000 vehicles per day than at any other data point. 
Crashes caused by drowsiness or fatigue peaked at traffic volumes between 8,000 and 
22,000 vehicles per day, and gradually declined as AADT increased. Interestingly, the 
average number of crashes per mile of road caused by sideswipe collisions remained 
approximately constant at AADTs higher than 25,000 vehicles per day, and the distribution 
of rear-end collisions was not affected by AADT. Avoidance maneuvers were often a result 
of a lane encroachment (discussed further in Section 11.3), and correlated strongly with 
sideswipe collisions. 
As noted in Figure 118, a disproportionate number of crashes were attributed to 





















Avoidance Impairment Rear-end Sideswipe 
4,000 or less 25.8 53.0 3.18 5.30 4.24 5.30 1.06 4.24 4.24 
4,000-6,000 32.3 13.9 0.68 1.02 1.02 0.68 0.68 0.68 1.70 
6,000-8,000 60.1 14.7 0.39 0.91 1.30 1.04 0.52 0.65 0.65 
8,000-10,000 49.0 16.1 1.49 1.86 1.61 1.74 0.74 0.99 0.37 
10,000-12,000 160.2 12.9 1.06 1.24 1.24 1.24 0.28 1.15 0.50 
12,000-14,000 126.2 10.5 0.90 1.00 1.07 0.63 0.57 0.70 0.60 
14,000-16,000 97.4 12.4 1.27 1.12 1.61 1.09 0.60 0.75 0.75 
16,000-18,000 48.5 15.6 1.06 1.79 1.53 0.93 0.60 0.80 0.73 
18,000-20,000 66.1 14.2 0.83 1.00 1.96 1.18 0.48 1.22 0.70 
20,000-24,000 57.8 17.3 1.64 1.59 1.90 1.21 0.82 1.03 0.86 
24,000-30,000 30.6 18.8 2.59 0.60 2.85 1.66 0.99 0.99 1.33 
30,000-40,000 38.8 23.0 2.18 1.25 4.75 2.06 1.53 1.09 1.45 
40,000-60,000 41.9 16.1 1.44 0.63 2.72 1.78 1.02 0.73 1.28 
60,000 or greater 24.0 8.5 0.66 0.26 0.94 0.83 0.57 0.37 0.69 
1 AADTs less than 4,000 and greater than 60,000 vehicles per day are not shown in Figure 119
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The linear best-fit estimations from the data in Figure 119 are shown graphically in 
Figure 120 and summarized in Table 79. Linear fits indicate which contributing factors 
were more common, less common, or invariant with AADT and can help prioritize 
roadway treatment strategy based on each contributing factor’s overall relationship to 
AADT. As AADT increased, crashes caused by excessive speed increased at a much higher 
rate than any other crash cause; one possible reason for this correlation is a greater 
prevalence of interchanges (strongly tied to excessive speed crashes) in high-AADT zones. 
 







Table 79. Linear Fit Relationships between Crash Causes with Average HMVMT 
Crash cause Linear best-fit estimate 
Peak AADT range 
(vehicles per day) 
ROR roadside 1.404(10-5)AADT + 1.277 30,000-40,000 
Inattentive 2.821(10-5)AADT + 0.752 24,000-30,000 
Drowsiness -1.147(10-5)AADT + 1.389 8,000-10,000 
Excess speed 6.108(10-5)AADT + 0.793 30,000-40,000 
Avoidance 2.322(10-5)AADT + 0.824 30,000-40,000 
Impairment 1.761(10-5)AADT + 0.398 30,000-40,000 
Rear-end 2.212(10-6)AADT + 0.857 18,000-20,000 
Sideswipe 1.455(10-5)AADT + 0.631 30,000-40,000 
 
11.3 Avoidance Maneuvers 
Avoidance maneuvers were denoted in approximately 11 percent of ROR roadside 
crashes with a known crash cause. The distribution of causes of these avoidance maneuvers 
is shown in Figure 121. Approximately 19 percent of avoidance maneuvers were thr result 
of an animal encroachment, most often a deer, in the roadway. A decrease in the speed of 
traffic flow due to congestion, sudden braking, or a crash contributed to about one-third of 
avoidance maneuvers. 
Among 435 crashes attributed to avoidance maneuvers, two resulted in a fatality. 
The 2.3 percent severe injury rate associated with these crashes was lower than the 4.9 




Figure 121. Distribution of Avoidance Maneuver Causes in ROR Roadside Crashes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for fixed object crashes are shown in Table 
80. Aside from “other”, avoidance maneuvers resulting from lane encroachments had the 
highest ACC, though this was still far lower than ACC for all roadside departures. 
Avoidance maneuvers resulted in a rollover 23 percent of the time, with an ACC of 
$385,028; all other roadside departures resulted in a rollover 24 percent of the time with 
an ACC of $593,043. Note that several of the datasets were small, and it was often difficult 
for officers to determine if an avoidance maneuver was the actual cause of a crash. 
Therefore, the uncertainty associated with the ACCs for different types of avoidance 




Table 80. KDOT Crash Costs for Avoidance Maneuvers 
Avoidance maneuvers 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
All 435 2 10 2.8% 60 50 301 $ 52,588,511 $ 120,893 
Deer 46 0 1 2.2% 7 7 31 $ 3,277,140 $ 71,242 
Other animal 35 0 2 5.7% 6 3 24 $ 3,185,121 $ 91,003 
Crash 17 0 0 0% 1 3 13 $ 698,669 $ 41,098 
Traffic/braking 
vehicle 
123 0 3 2.4% 19 15 86 $ 8,629,725 $ 70,160 
Lane encroachment 176 1 3 2.3% 21 21 130 $ 22,398,806 $ 127,266 
Unknown/other 26 1 1 7.7% 6 1 17 $ 14,399,050 $ 553,810 
 
11.4 Fixed Objects 
Most roadside departure crashes were related to at least one of three outcomes: a 
crash in the lane of traffic and subsequent uncontrolled roadside departure, a crash into a 
roadside fixed object, or a rollover. Thus, evaluating fixed object impacts provides 
important context for reported roadside crashes. The distribution of fixed objects impacted 
during ROR roadside departures is shown in Figure 122. At least one fixed object was 
identified in 70 percent of crashes, and multiple fixed objects were denoted in 8.2 percent 
of crashes. Note that researchers denoted a crash as impacting a ditch or embankment only 
if a term such as “struck” or “impacted” was used in the crash report. Many crashes simply 
“rolled down” an embankment, or “ended up” in a ditch; these were not listed as having 
impacted a fixed object unless there was a separate impact. 
The most common type of fixed object impacted was a fence, post, or sign; these 
were unlikely to be severe. Out of 1,086 roadside departures in which the only fixed object 
impacted was a fence, post, or sign, four fatalities occurred. It is possible that some crashes 
involving posts or signs would have gone unreported were it not for the fixed object impact. 
Reported crashes impacting guardrails and concrete barriers occurred nearly as often as 
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sign supports or fence structures. Trees and luminaires were both involved in 
approximately five percent of roadside departures. 
 
Figure 122. Distribution of Fixed Objects Struck in ROR Roadside Crashes 
The distribution of fixed objects struck in fatal or debilitating ROR roadside crashes 
is shown in Figure 123. Bridge piers were involved in 12 K or A crashes in just 51 impacts, 




Figure 123. Distribution of Fixed Objects Struck in K or A ROR Roadside Crashes 
The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for fixed object crashes are shown in Table 
81. The ACC associated with guardrails was 166 percent higher than the ACC associated 
with concrete barriers. One possible explanation is that concrete barriers are frequently 
represented by bridge rails. It was anecdotally noted that bridge rail impacts were more 
common in adverse weather, which has been demonstrated in literature. The lower speeds 
associated with adverse weather and the narrow shoulders associated with bridges may lead 
to an increase in non-injury crashes. Both types of positive barrier shielding were 
associated with a lower ACC than the combined ACC for the rest of the ROR roadside 
dataset. 
Impacts with trees resulted in a fatality or incapacitating injury in 8.6 percent of 
crashes, higher than any fixed object other than bridge piers. However, for the divided-
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median freeway dataset analyzed, large trees were generally not located in near proximity 
to the roadway, and thus only 186 such impacts occurred in the five years of data analyzed. 
Most tree crashes involved small trees located on private property and often outside of the 
state right-of way. 
Table 81. KDOT Crash Costs for ROR Roadside Fixed Object Impacts 
Fixed objects 
 Total K A 
K+A 
% 
B C O Total cost ACC 
Guardrail 714 9 17 3.6 108 76 504 $ 157,754,164 $ 220,944 
Concrete barrier 695 1 13 2.0 101 88 492 $ 57,442,999 $ 82,652 
Luminaire 185 2 2 2.2 27 34 120 $ 36,615,171 $ 197,920 
Tree 186 3 13 8.6 36 28 106 $ 57,127,076 $ 307,135 
Ditch/embankment 360 7 15 6.1 54 43 241 $ 114,134,280 $ 317,040 
Fence/sign/post 1,298 8 45 4.1 147 119 979 $ 182,291,336 $ 140,440 
Bridge pier 51 9 3 24 10 8 21 $ 114,924,861 $ 2,253,429 
Other 32 1 1 6.3 5 2 23 $ 14,370,052 $ 449,064 
None 1,403 31 68 7.1 275 246 783 $ 517,657,005 $ 368,964 
Any 3,248 33 93 3.9 436 356 2,330 $ 621,274,610 $ 191,279 
 
11.4.1 Bridge Piers 
While there were only 51 crashes involving contact with a roadside bridge pier, 
they resulted in fatalities at a disproportionate rate. As shown in Table 82, the ACC of 
crashes which impacted a bridge pier was nearly ten times higher than the combined ACC 
for all other ROR roadside crashes. Among roadside departures, bridge pier crashes 





Table 82. KDOT Crash Costs for Crashes with Bridge Pier Contact 
Bridge piers 
 Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
Bridge pier 51 9 3 24 10 8 21 $ 114,924,861 $ 2,253,429 
Any other 
fixed object 




4,600 55 158 4.6 701 594 3,092 $ 1,024,006,754 $222,610 
 
There were 12 fatal or disabling injury bridge pier crashes. Eleven severe crashes 
involving bridge piers occurred on unshielded piers, and one occurred at a bridge pier 
location with an upstream barrier present. At one additional crash location, the westbound 
ramp from I-435 to WB K-10 in Lenexa, a concrete barrier was installed in the intermittent 
years between the fatality and the commission of this study, but the concrete barrier was 
not present when the crash occurred. The remaining nine locations remained unshielded. 
11.4.1.1 Severe Bridge Pier Crash with Barrier Shielding 
KDOT crash no. 20140095107 was the only severe injury outcome bridge pier 
crash in which a guardrail was present to shield the bridge pier at the time of the crash. Its 
location is shown in Figure 124. It was believed that a medical condition was the cause of 
this crash, and could have contributed to the fatal crash outcome. The vehicle departed the 
roadway to the right, and according to a witness “did not swerve but seemed to be out of 
control”. It first traveled up the embankment and impacted the bottom of the overpass, 
before sliding down into the bridge pier. In order to have missed an impact with the 
upstream end of the guardrail and passed behind the guardrail, the vehicle must have exited 
the roadway at least 140 ft upstream from the bridge. 
While it cannot be confirmed, due to the gradual angle of roadway departure, lack 
of corrective maneuvers despite plenty of time and space to do so, and preliminary autopsy 
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findings discussed in the crash report, it was believed this crash was the result of the driver 
suffering a fatal medical condition while on the roadway, not the impact with the overpass 
or bridge pier. 
 
Figure 124. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20140095107 
11.4.1.2 Severe Bridge Pier Crashes without Barrier Shielding 
The remaining ten severe injury outcome bridge pier crashes occurred at locations 
where no barrier shielding was present, the locations of which are shown in Figures 125 
through 134. Note that Figure 125 shows the locations of two separate crashes, one to each 
side of the road. Note that KDOT crash no. 20160127601 departed the roadway to the left, 
but the crash occurred on a ramp and there was no median that could be entered. Therefore, 
it was considered part of this dataset because the left-side departure did not result in a 
median entry. Additionally, the concrete barrier shown to the right side of the road in Figure 
125 was not present at the time of KDOT crash no. 20140095207. This was the only one 
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of the ten non-shielded bridge pier K or A locations at which positive barrier shielding was 
installed since the crash. 
 
Figure 125. Location of KDOT Crash Nos. 20140095207 and 20140101154 (right side) 
and 20160127601 (left side) 
 




Figure 127. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20150045041 
 





Figure 129. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20160095119 
 




Figure 131. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20170090059 
 




Figure 133. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180095023 
 
Figure 134. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180095152 
11.4.1.3 Non-Severe Bridge Pier Crashes with Barrier Shielding 
Two non-severe bridge pier crashes occurred at locations with barrier shielding 
guarding the bridge piers. In KDOT crash no. 20140115090, shown in Figure 135, a driver 
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suffering from sight problems missed an exit, drove up the embankment, and impacted the 
side of the overpass (this was the only crash included in the “bridge pier” dataset that did 
not involve an actual bridge pier impact, but was deemed worthy of inclusion). The driver 
was not injured. In KDOT crash no. 20160122882, shown in Figure 136, a driver fell asleep 
and traveled parallel to the roadway for approximately 304 ft, missing the upstream end of 
the guardrail and impacting a bridge pier, suffering minor injuries. 
 
Figure 135. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20140115090 
 
Figure 136. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20160122882 
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11.4.1.4 Non-Severe Bridge Pier Crashes without Barrier Shielding 
Figures 137 through 163 show the locations of non-severe (B, C, or O) bridge pier 
crashes which occurred at locations without shielding. KDOT crash nos. 20140021752 and 
20170107243 contained coordinates which did not correspond to any bridge locations, and 
no identifying information was given elsewhere in the crash report. Based on scene 
diagrams, it was not believed these bridge pier locations had barrier shielding. Note that 
KDOT crash no. 20140101154 occurred at the location shown in Figure 125, which was 
not shielded at the time of the crash but has since been shielded with a concrete barrier. 
Additionally, KDOT crash nos. 20140119192 and 20180134448 occurred at the location 
shown in Figure 128. 
 





Figure 138. Location of KDOT Crash Nos. 20140041355 and 20180001032 
 




Figure 140. Location of KDOT Crash Nos. 20140109289 and 20150131764 
 




Figure 142. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20150032856 
 




Figure 144. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20150121077 
 




Figure 146. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20150129148 
 




Figure 148. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20160031300 
 




Figure 150. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20160130005 
 




Figure 152. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20170133191 and 20180102314 
 




Figure 154. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180013395 
 




Figure 156. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180022965 
 




Figure 158. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180106397 
 




Figure 160. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180107675 
 




Figure 162. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180124259 
 
Figure 163. Location of KDOT Crash No. 20180134448 
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11.4.1.5 Summary of Bridge Pier Crashes 
A summary of severe injury outcome bridge pier crashes is shown in Table 83. 
There were no consistent trends identified between the crashes, which occurred in various 
roadway, lighting, and curvature conditions. The approximate distances of the impacted 
bridge piers to the edge of the driving lane ranged from approximately 24 to 51 ft, based 
on estimated measurements from Google Earth. The FHWA’s recommended clear zone for 
off-road highway obstacles on flat, level terrain adjacent to a straight section of 60-mph 
highway with an AADT of 6,000 vehicles per day or greater is 30 to 32 ft; for steeper 
slopes and 70-mph highway speeds, a 38 to 46 ft clear zone is recommended [3]. Many of 
the identified bridge pier crashes occurred in the higher-AADT northeast corner of Kansas, 
as shown in Figure 164, so an AADT of 6,000 vehicles per day may under-represent the 
actual exposure of these bridge piers. It is likely that several KDOT bridge piers involved 
in a fatal or debilitating crash from 2014 to 2018 were located within or nearly within the 
FHWA’s recommended clear zone. 
As discussed in Section 11.2, it was generally more difficult to ascertain the cause 
of a serious crash given the reporting officer’s inability to obtain information from the 
driver, and thus six of the 11 crashes shown in Table 83 had a cause listed as “unclear”. 















20140095207 Wet Yes Dark (lit) 25 Sedan (03) 
Impairment, 
speed 
20140095229 Clear No Light 40 SUV (00)  
20150045041 Clear No Light 36 Sedan (08)  
20160095071 Clear Slight Light 29 Crossover (05)  
20160095119 Clear Slight Light 33 Crossover (14)  
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20160105873 Clear No Light 51 Sedan (99) Impairment 
20160127601 Clear Yes Dark 24 Pickup (05)  
20170090059 Clear No Dusk 39 Compact (12) Impairment 
20180090118 Clear No Light 36 Sedan (09)  
20180095023 Wet Yes Dark (lit) 32 Compact (15) Wet roadway 












Overall, there were 40 unique bridge pier locations among the 51 crashes, and two 
more that could not be placed. Out of the 40 unique locations: 
 Three were shielded at the time of the crash 
 One was unshielded at the time of the crash, and a concrete barrier was 
installed prior to this study 
 36 were unshielded at the time of the crash and remained unshielded at the 
time of this study 
 36 had a divided median (three occurred on a ramp, and one occurred at a 
location with continuous barrier shielding), and 31 of these had barrier 
shielding to shield median bridge piers 
11.4.1.6 Discussion 
A detailed B/C analysis could not be conducted on the limited dataset, but an initial 
B/C analysis of treatment options for bridge piers suggested some benefit may be realized 
by shielding roadside bridge piers. A 2009 report from Iowa State University calculated 
little benefit from the shielding of bridge piers in Midwest states, but the dataset of Iowa 
bridge pier impacts contained nine fatalities in 585 impacts [75]; KDOT’s contained nine 
fatalities in 51 impacts. As shown in Figure 165, KDOT crashes impacting a guardrail 
resulted in a fatal or debilitating injury 3.6 percent of the time, compared to 23 percent for 
bridge pier impacts; the same number of fatalities (nine) occurred in 714 guardrail crashes 
as in 51 bridge pier crashes. Further research into the installation of continuous barriers to 




Figure 165. Bridge Pier and Guardrail Crashes by Injury Designation 
11.5 Contributing Factors for ROR Roadside and ROR Median Crashes 
Overall, 695 crashes were identified which exited the roadway to both the roadside 
and the median. The KABCO breakdown and crash costs for these crashes, as well as 
associated crossed center of median crashes and CMEs, are shown in Table 81. The ACC 
of crashes which left to both sides of the road was 97 percent higher than crashes which 
only left to the roadside, and 61 percent higher than crashes which only left to the median. 
Note that the rate of median departures which reached each median checkpoint 
shown here is significantly lower than the overall ROR median dataset. The data presented 
in Table 84 includes crashes which initially departed the road to the median side, re-entered 
the roadway, and then departed to the roadside; as discussed in Section 7.8.1, once a 
vehicle’s trajectory reached the center of the median it was unlikely it would be possible 
to perform a corrective maneuver that would result in a roadside departure. Likewise, 
crashes in which a ROR roadside departure occurred first, followed by a ROR median 
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encroachment, had significant time to slow the departing vehicle. However, when CMEs 
or crossed center of median crashes occurred in conjunction with roadside departures, they 
had ACCs 45 percent and 33 percent higher than when all ROR median crashes were 
considered, respectively. Note that only five ROR median and roadside CMCs occurred, 
and none resulted in a fatality. 
Table 84. KDOT Crash Costs for ROR Roadside and Median Crashes 
ROR roadside and median  
Total K A K+A % B C O Total cost ACC 
ROR roadside 
and median 
695 18 41 8.5 138 113 385 $ 292,790,763 $ 421,282 
ROR roadside 
only 
3,956 46 120 4.2 573 489 2,728 $ 846,140,852 $ 213,888 
CMC 5 0 1 20 3 0 1 $ 1,301,533 $ 260,307 
CME 33 3 5 24 10 6 9 $ 42,772,651 $ 1,296,141 
Crossed center 
of median 
162 6 13 12 37 31 75 $ 93,931,868 $ 579,826 
 
The contributing factors associated with ROR roadside and median crashes are 
shown in Figure 166. The factors which led to the highest percentage of these crashes were 
inattentive driving and drowsiness, both of which cause gradual roadway departures more 
likely to result in a subsequent overcorrection. Crashes caused by avoidance maneuvers or 
mechanical issues were less likely to leave to both sides of the road, as drivers had less 




Figure 166. Causes of ROR Roadside and Median Departures 
11.6 Causes of CMEs 
Following the ROR roadside analysis, crash cause data was also collected for the 
591 CMEs on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 
2018 that were identified in Chapter 7. The method used to collect contributing factors to 
ROR roadside crashes was applied to the dataset of all CMEs to evaluate what factors were 
most significant and contributed to CMEs and CMCs. Note that this section was completed 
during Phase III, but was not related to the ROR roadside analysis. 
The contributing factors associated with CMEs are shown in Figure 167, and 
contributing factors to ROR roadside crashes were plotted for comparison. Generally, the 
two datasets were comparable; this was unsurprising given the findings presented in 
Chapter 7, which noted that the likelihood of a median departure becoming a CME was 
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largely unaffected by external factors such as median width, roadway curvature, and 
AADT, as well as previous research which indicated that there is a strong correlation 
between ROR median and ROR roadside departures [e.g., 76]. 
However, crashes related to impairment, mechanical problems, and medical issues 
all represented a higher share of CMEs than ROR roadside crashes. It was not believed that 
any of these crash causes were more likely to result in a median departure than a roadside 
departure; rather, drivers in such situations were unable to perform effective and timely 
corrective maneuvers prior to median entry. As discussed in Section 7.8.1, the reduction in 
tire-ground friction upon entry into a grassy median makes subsequent corrective 
maneuvering difficult. The decreased reaction time associated with impairment meant 
drivers may not have been able to react quickly enough to perform a corrective maneuver 
before entering the median, increasing the likelihood of a median departure becoming a 
CME. Mechanical issues were likely to render a vehicle unable to take corrective action 
regardless of driver reaction time. It was noted that adverse weather conditions were 




Figure 167. Causes of CMEs 
The ACC for each contributing factor is shown in Figure 168, with ROR roadside 
data provided for reference. It was noted that the database of CMEs was limited and thus 
the ACC of each contributing factor is associated with significant uncertainty. Nonetheless, 
the difference between impairment-related CMEs and impairment-related ROR roadside 




Figure 168. ACC by CME Crash Cause 
It was observed that impairment was involved in eight percent of all CMEs, but 20 
percent of CME fatalities (seven out of 37). This may be a result of an increased rate of 
impaired driving in urban, suburban, or metropolitan areas; as shown in Figure 169, most 
of Kansas’ impairment-related CMEs from 2014 to 2018 occurred in the densely populated 
northeast corner of the state. Several freeway stretches were noted with disproportionate 
groupings of impairment-related CMEs: 
 Five occurred on a four-mile stretch of I-35 south of Olathe 
 Four occurred on a seven-mile stretch of I-435 through Edwardsville 
 Four occurred on an eight-mile stretch of U-69 near Louisburg 





Figure 169. Locations of Impairment-Related CMEs in Northeast Kansas 
11.7 Discussion 
Although the data here focused mainly on roadside departures, past research 
indicated there was likely a strong correlation between roadside and median crash causes 
[e.g., 76]. These results matched expectations that drivers were not more likely to select a 
preferred side of the road for departure nor be more likely to pass into the median or the 
roadside, as discussed in Section 7.8.1. This observation was supported by the data from 
Kansas between 2014 and 2018, in which 3,732 non-interchange roadside departures and 
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3,520 non-interchange median departures occurred. As noted in Chapter 7, roadway 
departures occurring at interchange ramps were exclusively considered ROR roadside 
unless the vehicle crossed the travel lanes and entered into the median. Therefore, it is 
believed that the distributions of contributing factors to crashes shown in this research 
effort are comparable for ROR roadside and ROR median crashes. It is believed that safety 
treatments intended to reduce the number of roadway departures would have approximately 
equal effectiveness at reducing both roadside and median departures. 
Nearly 70 percent of all reported roadside departures in Kansas from 2014 to 2018 
involved an impact with a fixed object. The most common fixed object grouping impacted 
was fences and signs, which was the case for 28 percent of roadside departures. Guardrails 
and concrete barriers were both impacted in approximately 15 percent of ROR roadside 
crashes, and both had an ACC lower than the combined ACC for the rest of the dataset. 
One percent of ROR roadside crashes (51 crashes) impacted a bridge pier, but nine of these 
resulted in fatalities. As a result, bridge pier impacts constituted ten percent of the crash 
cost for all ROR roadside crashes. 
11.7.1 AADT and Traffic Volume Observations 
Several interesting trends were discovered during analysis of ROR roadside crash 
causes by traffic volume. Crashes caused by drowsiness were more common at lower 
traffic volumes as a function of the composite number of crashes per roadway mile, and 
thus drowsiness was the only contributing factor which was negatively proportional to 
AADT per HMVMT, based on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas 
freeway data from 2014 to 2018. Researchers believed that the correlated factor of roadway 
lighting, which is more common near metropolitan areas associated with higher AADTs, 
may also have a strong correlation with drowsiness as a contributing factor. Rollovers were 
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also observed to be more common at lower traffic volumes when compared to all ROR 
roadside crashes, and hence displayed a strong correlation with crashes attributed to 
drowsiness. The rate at which rear-end collisions occurred was largely static by HMVMT 
for all AADTs; likewise, the rate of sideswipe collisions was static at AADTs higher than 
approximately 25,000 vehicles per day. 
A significant spike in crashes attributed to excessive speed was noted at AADTs 
ranging from 30,000 to 40,000 vehicles per day. This peak corresponded to the AADT 
range at which an approximately 11-mile stretch of K-10 experienced a disproportionate 
number of both ROR median and ROR roadside departures when compared to what would 
be expected based on the distribution of K-10’s roadway miles and AADT, as shown in 
Tables 44 and 75. Out of 183 ROR roadside crashes within this corridor, 27.9 percent were 
directly attributed to excessive speed, significantly higher than the 13.6 percent rate 
observed across all other roadway segments considered. 
11.7.2 Limitations on Conclusions 
It was not always possible to ascertain the cause of a crash, and some causes (i.e., 
impairment) were more readily identifiable than others (i.e., if a driver was distracted by a 
cell phone). Researchers attempted to decrease the level of uncertainty by using broad 
categories to classify crash causes, and by conducting analysis that compared the severity 
and distribution associated with each crash cause instead of the magnitude with which they 
occurred. Potential improvements to crash reports which could aid future research efforts 
concerning contributing factors to crashes are discussed in Chapter 12. 
For the purposes of estimating the distribution of contributing factors for crashes, 
crashes listed with a cause of unknown or other were generally omitted from consideration. 
Implicitly, this indicated that these crashes were assumed to be proportionally distributed 
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between the known crash contributions. However, the crash costs associated with crashes 
without known contributing factors were higher than for most known contributing factor 
crashes. These crash causes may be more commonly associated with factors such as driver 
impairment or distraction, which may not be known without toxicology tests, driver or 
witness interviews, or supplementary data. Lastly, as noted, impairment was denoted when 
mentioned by a responding officer in Kansas. Many crash reports indicated that impairment 
test results were impending, but did not indicate a follow-up correction to confirm if 
impairment contributed to a crash. It is likely that more crashes were affected by 
impairment than were noted in this database as a result. A robust tracking system for 
confirming this contributing factor is recommended.
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12 CRASH DOCUMENTATION IMPROVEMENTS 
KDOT requested that MwRSF researchers compile a summary of suggestions of 
ways the state can improve their crash documentation for use in future data analysis and 
safety improvement projects. The following recommendations for improvements for crash 
reporting, documentation, maintenance, and data storage are based on the experience of the 
research team and were derived from statistical, empirical, and anecdotal observations. 
12.1 Trajectory Estimation and Scene Diagrams 
Scene diagrams contain extremely important information for crash data analysis but 
were frequently difficult to interpret. KDOT may benefit from standardizing and improving 
the quality of crash scene documentation. In the analysis of crashes from 2014 to 2018, 
researchers encountered crash reports with computer-generated maps, hand-drawn 
diagrams, a combination of the two, or no scene diagram provided. Without any sort of 
binary mark for certain trajectory checkpoints (i.e., “crossed center of median”), it was 
often incredibly difficult or impossible for researchers to determine the extent of the 
vehicle’s lateral movement into the median from these crude estimations. Moreover, few 
scene diagrams contained information drawn to scale, and may not indicate the actual 
locations, sizes, proximities, or other fixed objects or infrastructure at the location of a 
crash. 
A desirable improvement recommended for scene documentation would be 
incorporating the use of geologic information system (GIS)-based maps and integrated 
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) data, such as GPS. Such maps would accurately 
depict the nominal dimensions of the road, median, roadside, and adjacent features to scale 
and permit a much more accurate and representative vehicle trajectory completion. It would 
ensure all fixed objects were shown and documented and would be useful for denoting 
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which features were struck by a vehicle, corresponding to KDOT asset management system 
inventories, and the approximate points of impact on those features. When known or 
possible to estimate, the officers could also indicate the approximate vehicle attitude at the 
points of impact. 
Additionally, this would ensure the correct longitude and latitude measurements are 
listed on crash reports. It was noted that many crash reports contained incorrect crash 
location coordinates, making it difficult and time-consuming for researchers to examine 
the exact point where a crash occurred. Crash coordinates were the only point of reference 
to examine roadway characteristics, including curvature and median width, and ensuring 
they are correct is crucial to future research efforts. An example of issues encountered with 
inaccurate crash locations is shown in Figure 133; the actual location of KDOT crash no. 
20160095086 was nearly four miles from the coordinates listed on the crash report. This 
was only discovered because it involved a fatality and therefore contained a high level of 
specificity in the extended narrative. For many crashes with incorrect coordinates this type 
of measurement would have been impossible. 
 
Figure 170. Actual (right) and Listed Location of KDOT Crash No. 20160095086 
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A similar example is shown in Figure 171, which corresponds to KDOT crash no. 
20170090059. The listed coordinates are over two miles from the location of the actual 
crash, which involved a bridge pier impact at an overpass on US-59. It is worth noting that 
in most cases, including KDOT crash nos. 20160095086 and 20170090059, the inaccuracy 
of listed coordinates was only discovered because they involved serious crashes that 
warranted further investigation. It is unclear exactly how many non-severe crashes 
contained inaccurate latitude and longitude measurements. 
 
Figure 171. Actual (right) and Listed Location of KDOT Crash No. 20170090059 
Lastly, geodetically accurate vehicle trajectories are critical for identifying the 
exact features struck during a roadside departure. A significant cost associated with ISPE 
studies, such as the one described in this report, is related to the determination of struck 
features and isolation of crashes involving features of interest. Fixed object struck forms 
on KDOT crash reports typically only listed a single fixed object, even when multiple were 
struck. Also, responding officers are asked to identify the type of feature impacted and 
correctly identify its name, even if the feature is relatively uncommon or uses a particular 
attribution (e.g., luminaires were listed as “light pole”, “pole”, or “other”). Attributing 
vehicle trajectories and impacts to transportation asset inventories would greatly increase 
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the ability to identify which fixed object was struck and the proximity of that object to the 
roadway. 
Some considerations when evaluating the benefit of improved scene diagram 
representation are discussed here. Updated, to-scale scene diagrams would be difficult to 
append to crash reports within the confines of a typical 8.5 in. x 11 in. page and remain 
readable. Thus, incorporation of the updated scene documentation may require auxiliary 
visualization data which could be added as a simplified image in a crash report; an example 
of this could include Adobe PostScript trajectory representation or GeoJSON 
representation as a data file which can be uploaded into most GIS viewers. As well, aerial 
and satellite photography are not updated quickly enough to represent all changes in road 
geometries, including lane additions, new road or barrier construction, and work zone 
applications which may adjust the actual road representation. Addressing these unique 
challenges may require more research and optimization to accurately reflect the state-of-
the-current in road shape representation. 
12.2 Fixed Object Identification 
It was noted early in Phase II that the database provided by KDOT only listed one 
fixed object per crash, and therefore was not expected to be a full representation of what 
was impacted during roadway departures. Therefore, a detailed collection of fixed objects 
struck was undertaken during the supplemental ROR roadside analysis. The distribution of 
actual fixed objects struck (discussed in Section 11.4) and listed fixed objects struck (taken 
directly from KDOT’s provided data) are compared in Figure 172. Overall agreement was 
reasonable, but categories lacked the high levels of detail needed to evaluate sub-
categories. For example, no indication of the type of sign, breakaway feature, sign height, 
or roadway proximity was noted under the category of “Fence/post/sign”. Although 
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MwRSF researchers extracted the objects struck to the best of the researcher’s ability to 
determine, based on the officer’s attribution it would not even be possible to determine if 
the object struck was a sign, roadside fence, debris fence, snow fence, or delineator post. 
Note that fixed object classification during crash documentation is discussed in 
regards to CMB impacts Section 5.5; however, the ROR roadside crash dataset contained 
nearly 20 times more crashes than the CMB crash dataset. 
 
Figure 172. Distribution of Actual and Listed Fixed Objects Struck during ROR Roadside 
Crashes 
In addition to the concerns regarding the classification of fixed object by type, the 
frequency of fixed object impacts was reported less than actually observed. This is related 
to the identification of only one fixed object struck per crash and typically only the object 
believed to contribute the largest amount of damage to the vehicle or most injury to 
occupant (if any) was noted.. Figure 173 shows a distribution of crashes involving each 
fixed object from both MwRSF data collection and KDOT listings, as well as how often a 
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fixed object was identified by both datasets. Guardrails, for example, were identified by 
MwRSF as having been impacted in 714 crashes (“actual”) and listed by KDOT in 594 
crashes (“listed”), but there were only 539 instances (“both”) in which both datasets noted 
a guardrail impact. This indicates that there were 55 crashes in which KDOT listed a 
guardrail impact, but the scene diagram and narratives did not identify a guardrail present. 
 
Figure 173. Actual and Listed Fixed Objects Struck during ROR Roadside Crashes 
Lastly, some roadside features and events are difficult to categorize as they may 
have unique attributes. Photographs are invaluable assets when available for crash report 
documentation, both for vehicle damage classification and evaluation, object identification, 
and ISPE considerations. With regard to barrier and roadside terminal performance, for 
example, photographs can be helpful to determine what type of guardrail, terminal, or 
feature was impacted, the location of impact, and can also provide indication of the vehicle 
attitude at the point of impact with the barrier (e.g., sliding or non-sliding). Although 
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photographs are not typically included with most crash reports, collection and addition of 
photographs to available databases are highly coveted data elements. 
12.3 Contributing Factors to Crashes 
There is no such standardization for the listing of crash causes, which was noted to 
be of interest to KDOT. The extended narrative of some crash reports contained a short 
paragraph near the end that contained the reporting officer’s opinion of the primary and 
secondary contributing factors to the crash, and was helpful in data collection. However, 
this was not the case for most crash reports; instead the officer’s opinions were scattered 
throughout driver and witness statements, injury documentation, and general crash 
information. Reading through all of this information was usually a time-intensive effort 
and may result in additional uncertainty. 
Of course, it is not always possible to ascertain the cause of a crash. It would be 
beneficial to future research efforts if this was explicitly stated, and if the officer is making 
an educated guess, to express the degree of certainty associated with that assumption. 
Additionally, many crash reports referenced a supporting document (i.e., “see attached”) 
that was not provided to MwRSF (especially frequent in the case of pending BAC results), 
which made a complete data collection difficult. 
12.4 Balancing the Needs of Law Enforcement, DOTs, and Investigators 
Further improvements to crash reporting data collection can lead to beneficial 
analytical outcomes. However, these improvements should be examined within the 
perspective of increased burden. Increasing data collection for crash reporting will require 
increased storage requirements and could lead to a decrease in the number of crashes 
reported by adjusting the reporting thresholds. Likewise, as the number of unconnected 
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data elements, including trajectory maps and photographs, are increased per crash, the 
likelihood of mistakes or additional labor and tracking requirements may increase.  
The most important improvement for crash reporting, therefore, are improvements 
which facilitate more accurate, robust, faster, and streamlined data collection, as well as 
the exchange between different departments which contribute or store those data. 
Electronic tools for crash documentation used by officers, for example, will have a cost per 
officer for standard issue, but if the time saved per crash and improved data can justify the 
expenses of issuing the equipment and performing training, may be an invaluable 
investment. Likewise, DOT servers which host the data collection may require 
augmentation if many crash reports begin to add photographs or data-intensive elements, 
and proper document referencing, storage, association, traceability, and post-investigation 
updates should be allowable to ensure crash reports reflect the most contemporary status 
of a crash. Inter-agency collaboration could result in the storage of better-quality, more 
accurate data. In certain circumstances, this could reduce the burden of performing an ISPE 
to the extent that DOTs no longer require dedicated research institutions to evaluate data. 
These research efforts were historically necessary based on the significant investment of 




13 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
13.1 Summary 
A three-phase project was conducted to review the performance of the Kansas 
Department of Transportation’s (KDOT’s) cable median barriers (CMBs), and to 
determine whether there were any roadway conditions or parameters under which further 
CMB installation on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways would 
be warranted. 
13.1.1 Phase I 
Phase I of the project consisted of an in-service performance evaluation of KDOT’s 
7.95 miles of CMB, which was installed across three four-lane, divided-median freeways 
in 2011 and 2012. Midwest Roadside Safety Facility (MwRSF) researchers reviewed crash 
reports from 1,723 crashes which occurred from 2009 to 2019 on the roadways 
corresponding to CMB installation. Generally, only data from full calendar years (2009 
and 2010 before CMB construction, and 2013 through 2018 after CMB construction) was 
considered to avoid weather- and time of year-related variations in crash rates and injury 
distributions. Crashes which occurred during CMB construction were not considered. 
There were 254 CMB impacts identified, ten of which resulted in a “bad outcome” (eight 
penetrations, one rollover, and one fatality). Of the eight penetrations, two entered the 
opposing lanes and one impacted an oncoming vehicle following entry into the opposing 
lanes. 
Adverse weather and road conditions were found to correlate strongly with the 
likelihood of a roadway departure and increase the risk of a CMB crash. However, crashes 
attributed to adverse weather conditions such as rain, fog, snow, ice, or sleet were less 
likely to result in a severe injury outcome. Similarly, CMB crash rates varied depending 
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on the time of year, peaking in December, January, and February when freezing and wet 
roadway conditions were most common, but the crashes were less severe on average. A 
strong correlation was noted between CMB and non-CMB crashes by time of day, with the 
exception of the 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. window, when 21 percent of non-CMB crashes occurred, 
compared to only 13 percent of CMB crashes. 
Since KABCO data was unavailable for Phase I, researchers grouped crashes using 
three data points: fatality, injury, and property damage only (PDO). CMB crashes were, on 
average, less likely to receive a non-PDO injury designation; 88 percent were listed as 
property damage only, compared to 79 percent of non-CMB crashes. The injury 
distribution of CMB crashes was much more comparable to on-road only crashes than it 
was to crashes that involved a roadway departure. The distribution of injury rates 
associated with crash outcomes was investigated further in Phase II. 
13.1.2 Phase II 
In Phase II, researchers sought to identify any traffic conditions, roadway 
characteristics, or specific locations which warranted further CMB installation based on 
cost-effectiveness. Data was collected from every crash on non-continuously shielded, 
divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018. Overall, 16,721 crash reports were 
considered: 8,697 (52 percent) were on-road only, 4,917 (29 percent) were run-off-road 
(ROR) roadside, and 3,869 (23 percent) were ROR median; note that ROR roadside and 
ROR median were not mutually exclusive. Crashes were evaluated based on the KABCO 
injury scale and the associated KDOT crash cost for each injury designation, which resulted 
in an average crash cost (ACC) for various crash conditions and outcomes. Roadside 
departures resulted in a fatality or debilitating (K or A) injury in 5.2 percent of crashes, 
while median departures resulted in a K or A injury in 6.2 percent of crashes. This 
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difference resulted from the 132 cross-median crashes (CMCs) associated with median 
departures, which resulted in 14 fatalities and an ACC of $1,484,360, far higher than any 
other parameter considered in Phase II. 
The first roadway characteristic examined was median width, which was grouped 
into subsets of 10 ft. The ACCs of varying median widths was found to be relatively static, 
with a slight peak at median widths between 50 and 59 ft, though it was noted that this 
dataset was significantly smaller than any other median width grouping. Interestingly, the 
ACC of crashes on freeways with 60-ft wide medians, which contained 64 percent of all 
reported crashes, was over 40 percent higher than the combined ACC for all other median 
widths. It was noted that the probability of a CMC occurring, given that a vehicle crossed 
the median centerline, was approximately six percent and displayed very little variance 
based on median width. The fact that median width did not display a relationship with ACC 
or crash outcomes warranted further investigation. A series of checkpoints were established 
corresponding to certain distances into the median, and progressive distributions for the 
likelihood of continued median encroachment were evaluated for each median grouping. 
Adverse weather or road conditions were again observed to cause a higher rate of 
roadway departures, but a presumed reduction in travel speeds caused the average crash to 
be less severe during adverse weather than during clear weather. This was also observed 
when considering time of year: winter contained the lowest rate of on-road only crashes 
and the highest rate of CMCs, but had the lowest ACC and smallest rate of severe injury 
outcomes of any meteorological season. Crash outcomes based on time of day were 
examined, and it was determined that night-time crashes were less frequent than crashes at 
any other time of day, but when night-time crashes occurred they were significantly more 
likely to involve a roadway departure, severe injury, or a similarly adverse crash outcome 
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such as a rollover. Lighting conditions at the time of a crash were considered, and it was 
found that crashes which occurred in the dark were more severe on average than crashes in 
light or dark but lighted conditions. Notably, the distribution of crashes that occurred in 
conditions listed as dark, but with luminaires providing at least partial illumination, was 
much more comparable to the distribution of crashes in daylight than crashes that took 
place in the dark but without additional roadway lighting. 
Another condition at which the cost-effectiveness of CMBs was considered was 
traffic volume. Researchers divided every roadway into segments at points where 
annualized average daily traffic (AADT) or median width changed significantly, and the 
coordinates from crash reports were used to assign every crash to a roadway segment. 
Using the rates at which median departures became cross-median events (CMEs) and 
CMEs became CMCs, it was possible to calculate the expected number of adverse crash 
outcomes which would have been expected to occur on each roadway. Segments with a 
disproportionate number of CMEs and/or CMCs were noted. 
Crash results were levied by VMT based on the assumption that crashes were 
approximately random events, and the likelihood of a crash on a particular segment of road 
would therefore be correlated with traffic volume. When considering CMEs and CMCs as 
a product of crashes per hundred-million vehicle miles traveled (HMVMT) and AADT, 
CME data appeared bounded by a rate of 0.8 crashes per mile; likewise, CMC data 
appeared bounded by a rate of 0.6 crashes per mile. In order to compensate for sharp 
variations and zero-crash data points, all crashes within certain AADT ranges were grouped 
and considered together. Crash rates per HMVMT by composite AADT generally peaked 
between 30,000 and 40,000 vehicles per day for all adverse crash outcomes, and slightly 
declined as AADT increased above 40,000 vehicles per day. It was noted that depending 
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on the inclusion or exclusion of the extreme AADT ranges, the linear best-fit estimation 
for each crash type changed considerably. 
Finally, benefit-to-cost (B/C) estimates were calculated for universal CMB 
installation under certain parameters and conditions, including median width and AADT. 
Three sets of B/C projections were evaluated, which corresponded to optimistic projections 
(the best possible CMB performance and associated costs KDOT may realize), realistic 
projections (best-guess estimation based on historical data), and economic projections 
(CMB performance and associated costs intentionally biased against CMB installation). 
Low, median, and high projections for crash amplification factors and installation and 
repair costs were included in each set of B/C calculations. This was an expansion of 
MwRSF’s 2009 CMB study for KDOT, which included only single-point cost estimates. 
The B/C projections for CMB installation exceeded 1.0 for most investigated parameters, 
meaning that the benefits KDOT would likely realize following barrier installation would 
eventually exceed the associated installation, maintenance, and repair costs, as well as the 
costs derived from CMB impacts which previously would have been unreported over an 
anticipated 15-year lifespan. However, a B/C calculation of 1.0 did not result in a 
recommendation for installation, because it is likely the money that would be spent on 
CMBs could be better prioritized to a project that would deliver a higher return on 
investment. KDOT used a minimum B/C ratio of 4.0 to prioritize roadside safety 
treatments. MwRSF researchers evaluated the propensity for different crash outcomes and 
adjusted the recommendation threshold based on quantification of benefits at “optimistic”, 




13.1.3 Phase III 
Phase III involved a supplementary evaluation of roadside departures investigating 
the contributing factors to ROR roadside crashes, the attributes of those crashes, and to 
determine if any roadside safety treatments should be prioritized. The same database was 
used for this analysis as in Phase II, and as a result, roadside departures in locations with 
positive median protection or on undivided roads were not included. 
The most common cause of a roadside departure was adverse weather or roadway 
conditions, which were involved in 40 percent of ROR roadside crashes. As discussed 
several times throughout this report, inclement weather contributed to a high number of 
crashes, but these crashes were less likely to be severe: weather-related crashes had the 
lowest ACC of any observed crash cause. Crashes caused by excessive speed were tied 
closely to crashes caused by weather, but correlated even more strongly with the presence 
of an interchange (excessive speed was identified as a factor in 23 percent of interchange 
crashes and 11 percent of non-interchange crashes). It was noted that crashes with a severe 
injury outcome were less likely to have a cause listed, presumed to be a result of the 
reporting officer’s inability to speak with drivers and/or passengers in many of these 
incidents. When contributing factors were known, impairment, excessive speed, and rear-
end collisions were all disproportionately associated with crashes receiving a K or A injury 
designation. 
A traffic volume analysis similar to what was conducted in Phase II was performed 
by grouping crashes by composite AADT. Most contributing factors followed a fairly 
comparable trend in terms of crashes per VMT to all ROR roadside crashes, increasing 
steadily before reaching a peak at the AADT range corresponding to 30,000 to 40,000 
vehicles per day, and decreasing thereafter. However, crashes attributed to drowsiness were 
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noted to peak at much lower traffic volumes, approximately 8,000 to 18,000 vehicles per 
day, while crashes caused by inattentive driving peaked at traffic volumes around 28,000 
vehicles per day. Excessive speed crashes increased quasi-exponentially for traffic volumes 
up to 40,000 vehicles per day before declining sharply at higher AADTs. Similar trends 
were observed when linear best-fit estimates were observed for each crash cause. Excessive 
speed crashes were tied closely to increases in AADT, while crashes caused by drowsiness 
were negatively correlated with increases in traffic volume. 
Researchers denoted each fixed object struck during roadside departures, 
identifying 3,251 crashes with at least one fixed object impact. It was noted that the ACC 
for crashes without a fixed object impact were nearly twice as high as crashes with a fixed 
object impact. The ACC of crashes with concrete barrier contact was far lower than any 
other crash type, though it was unclear how many incidental, non-injury concrete barrier 
crashes were related to their close proximity to travel lanes, especially on bridges. Though 
not initially included as a standalone fixed object category, researchers later expanded the 
fixed object criteria to include bridge pier impacts after observing several fatalities 
associated with a small number of crashes. The ACC of roadside bridge pier impacts was 
found to be $2,253,429, a value far higher than the ACC for any other crash type or 
outcome researched in this project, including CMCs. Bridge pier impacts were associated 
with nine fatalities in just 51 crashes (14 percent); the remainder of the ROR roadside 
dataset on non-continuously shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways from 2014 to 2018 
contained 55 fatalities across 4,604 crashes (1.2 percent). 
Contributing factors of CMEs were examined following ROR roadside analysis. 
Similar distributions were noted when comparing CME crash causes to ROR roadside 
crash cause, with notable exceptions for crash causes which disrupted the ability of a driver 
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to make an effective and/or timely corrective maneuver (e.g., impairment, mechanical 
problems, and medical issues). 
13.2 Conclusions 
13.2.1 Phase I 
Each crash with an adverse outcome identified in Phase I was reviewed in detail. It 
was determined that the only fatality associated with a CMB impact, in which a vehicle 
making an avoidance maneuver struck a pedestrian and then the barrier, should not be 
interpreted as a failure of CMB installation or design. However, it could not be discounted 
from analysis but was instead considered an unintended byproduct associated with any type 
of fixed object installation. Only one rollover was associated with an impact with a KDOT 
CMB, despite previous research suggesting CMB installation may increase rollover risk 
[4]. It was noted that KDOT’s CMBs were installed primarily within flat medians, which 
may decrease the propensity of a vehicle to “trip” on the cables or median upslope. It is 
unclear whether the low rollover rate was the result of median geometry effects or simply 
a byproduct of examining a subset of rare events in a small dataset. 
It has been observed following median barrier installation in other states that crash 
rates increased after installing CMBs. This effect is believed to be related to previously 
unreported median departures impacting the CMB and becoming a reported crash. By using 
on-road only crashes as a baseline to compare the annual number of median departures at 
the CMB locations before and after installation, researchers estimated KDOT’s crash 
amplification factor to be approximately 1.59; this was in line with observations from 
literature review and corresponded to an increase of approximately 15 additional median 
departure crashes per year which were reported in the eight miles of roadway at which 
CMBs were present. 
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This significant increase in crash rate means that the benefits provided by CMBs in 
terms of CMC reduction must offset the additional expenses incurred by KDOT as a result 
of CMB installation, including increased road congestion, emergency response, cleanup, 
crash reporting, and insurance and litigation claims. Roadside safety treatments are a 
delicate balancing act; while barriers can prevent CMCs and save lives, adverse crash 
outcomes associated with fixed object installation can also cost lives. Motorcyclist 
advocacy groups are wary of CMBs due to both perceived and real risk of bodily injury or 
death associated with impacts with CMB posts. Additionally, a few CMCs will still occur 
due to vehicle penetration under, through, or over CMBs. Consideration must be given to 
the ramifications of selecting protective barrier systems and properly weighing safety 
benefits and long-term effect when installing roadside hardware. 
Researchers conducted a trajectory analysis for each CMB impact, which was used 
in conjunction with the calculated crash amplification factor to estimate that CMB 
installations in Kansas prevented approximately 19 CMEs and four CMCs over the six-
year timespan examined. However, following the data collection in Phase II, CME and 
CMC prevention rates were re-analyzed using statewide data from Kansas regarding the 
likelihood of a median encroachment resulting in a CME. Updated estimates suggested that 
KDOT’s CMBs may have prevented as many as 47 CMEs and ten CMCs, which 
corresponded to prevention rates of 96 percent and 91 percent, respectively. Therefore, it 
was determined that KDOT’s CMBs were performing acceptably and compared well with 
results from other state DOTs. 
MwRSF researchers conducted a median barrier warrants study in Phase II to 
determine which conclusions from Phase I, if any, may be useful for determining median 
barrier warrants on Kansas freeways. 
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13.2.2 Phase II 
The median width study found that there was a slightly positive relationship 
between increasing median width and the likelihood of a vehicle traversing the entire 
median. Results from the current study suggested that when lateral encroachments occurred 
from 2014 to 2018, they traveled farther than what was estimated when developing B/C 
ratios during the 2009 study. However, the encroachment distribution trend doesn’t 
integrate roadside departure frequency, and does not include any attempt to account for 
unreported crashes, which are more likely to occur at lower median lateral encroachments. 
It is likely that the 2009 lateral encroachment distribution was a reasonable estimate for the 
actual distribution of vehicle trajectories including reported and non-reported median 
encroachments. 
Results of the study investigating traffic volume data for non-continuously 
shielded, divided-median Kansas freeways concluded that the most critical comparison 
factor, CMC rates as a function of VMT, were slightly reduced compared to data from 
2002 to 2006. This result suggested that the frequency of CMCs declined even as traffic 
volumes in Kansas increased. With comparable trajectory distributions, departure rates, 
and crash severity outcomes, and using a similar crash cost distribution adjusted for 
inflation, the results of the 2009 study were confirmed in this research effort. 
It was noted that for roads with an AADT between 33,000 and 39,000, which 
constituted approximately 27 total roadway miles (3.1 percent), accounted for 
approximately 22 percent of all CMCs. These observations deviated significantly from 




13.2.3 Phase III 
It was observed that the contributing factors which were proportionally most likely 
to result in an adverse crash outcome were related to driver impairment and drowsiness. 
Both were associated with increased rates of rollovers and severe injury outcomes, and 
conditions under which fatigue-related crashes peaked were noted to correspond with lower 
traffic volumes than other crash causes. It was also observed that an approximately 11-mile 
stretch of K-10, which was previously identified in Phase II as a roadway with significantly 
elevated rates of roadway departure, was correlated with an AADT range with a 
significantly increased rate of excessive speed crashes. It was found that the rate of crashes 
within the K-10 corridor associated with excessive speed was nearly twice as high as the 
rest of the ROR roadside dataset. 
Following the supplementary review of ROR roadside crashes, crash causes 
associated with CMEs were investigated and compared. Any contributing factor which 
disrupted the ability of the driver to complete a timely or effective corrective maneuver 
was more likely to result in a CME than crashes from the ROR roadside dataset. The 
findings supported past research which suggested that the likelihood a crash will leave to 
either side of the road is largely random, and thus ROR median and ROR roadside crashes 
will be strongly correlated. Any change in roadside crash rate will likely correspond to a 
similar change in median crash rate. 
13.3 Recommendations 
13.3.1 Phase I 
KDOT should continue to observe and research the effectiveness of its CMBs, since 
the dataset associated with CMB impacts in Kansas from 2012 to 2019 was small, and 
therefore the uncertainty associated with some conclusions was high. Of particular interest 
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moving forward should be the rate at which vehicles roll over following an impact with a 
KDOT CMB, as previous research suggested CMB installations may increase this risk [4]. 
13.3.2 Phase II 
The segment and AADT analysis provided in Chapter 8 noted multiple locations 
where crash frequencies exceeded standard crash rate, CME, and CMC expectations 
compared to other locations with otherwise similar characteristics in the state. These 
locations may be “black spots”, worthy of a separate analysis and determination of the 
benefit of CMBs which do not abide by the same generalized implementation conditions 
as noted in this chapter. Due to the inconsistent and semi-random nature of crashes, black 
spot analyses are largely based on local site history and specific crash data, and the 
averaged substitution rates applied here may not be applicable. In particular, a more 
comprehensive analysis of crashes in the AADT range of 33,000 to 39,000 vehicles per 
day is recommended. CMBs could provide additional protection against CMCs in these 
locations, but may not prevent all CMCs from occurring. Alternative safety treatments 
which reduce the number of total roadside departures on these roads could be as effective 
as or more effective at preventing CMCs, with a greater cost-effectiveness than installing 
CMBs. 
The results of the B/C analyses confirmed that the 2009 guidelines recommended 
by MwRSF to KDOT remain a meaningful, simplified set of guidelines for CMB 
installation. No updates to existing CMB installation guidelines were recommended. 
However, many B/C calculations resulted in projections near to what would be considered 
for installation; therefore, if alternative B/C criteria were selected, there may be some 
conditions for which CMB installation would be cost-effective. 
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Further analysis into median width and roadway curvature on severe crash 
outcomes may be warranted. Phase II results indicated little correlation between these 
parameters and crash outcomes, but were missing critical points of context. 
13.3.3 Phase III 
Conducting B/C analysis for the installation of guardrails to shield roadside bridge 
piers is recommended, as a disproportionate number of fatalities were attributed to impacts 
with these structures. 
A significant spike in crashes caused by excessive speed was observed at AADTs 
of 30,000 to 40,000 vehicles per day, many of which were associated with interchanges. 
This may warrant the potential installation of further signage, law enforcement presence, 
or other speed control mechanisms to alert motorists of current speed limits and upcoming 
features, including ramps. When examining more recent crashes, researchers noted that 
officers often asked to examine a driver’s cell phone if they believed the crash to have been 
caused by distracted driving. When feasible, this action increases confidence in the 
determination that a driver was distracted, and provides a good indication of the benefits 
of distraction-awareness safety treatments such as rumble strips. Rumble strips may be 
beneficial at points of lower traffic volume where a high number of fatigue-related crashes 
occurred. 
Modifications to crash documentation would assist future research projects. In 
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Figure 174. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, I-35 Median Departures 
 




Figure 176. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, I-135 Median Departures 
 




Figure 178. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, I-35 Median Departures 
 




Figure 180. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, I-470 Median Departures 
 




Figure 182. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, K-96 Median Departures 
 




Figure 184. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, U-69 Median Departures 
 




Figure 186. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, U-169 Median Departures 
 
Figure 187. Probability of Continued Lateral Encroachment, Other Median Departures
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Figure 194. Locations of ROR Median, Crossed Median Centerline Crashes on Non-Continuously Shielded, Divided-Median Kansas 




















Figure 197. Locations of CMCs on Non-Continuously Shielded, Divided-Median Kansas 




Figure 198. Locations of CMCs on Non-Continuously Shielded, Divided-Median Kansas 








Figure 199. Locations of On-Road Only Interchange-Related Crashes on Non-Continuously Shielded, Divided-Median Kansas Freeways 

















Figure 201. Locations of Rollover Crashes on Non-Continuously Shielded, Divided-Median Kansas Freeways from 2014 to 2018
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Figure 222. CME Hotspot on Kansas Freeway I-235 near Wichita
 
 
 
